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ABSTRACT
A proposal to assist some Western Council on Higher

'Education for. Musing (WCHFN) schools in the, development of programs
for the inclusion of minorities was designed to impact on nursing
'education in the West by assisting schoOls of nursing faculty in the
formation and expansion of programs for th recruitment and retention
of ethnic students of color and to revise curricula to include
diverse cultural perspectives. Forty-four schools of nursing
participated in the project. aculty development workshops with
follow-up consultation formed the basis for providing information,
experiences, and supportive guidance-to two faculty members from'each
participating school. Some project results are: (1).1)re-entry and
post-entry 'programs that increase rates for retention, successful
graduation, and licensure of their Students; .(2) curricula including,
basic information regarding the ethnic group S and their geographib.
area; (3) increased enrollments of students and faculty from ethnic
groups of color; and (4) activities that will continue in each school
beyond the formal end of the project.. (Author/KE)
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WICHE

The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) is a public
agency through which the thirteen ,western states work together to:

*Increase educational opportunities for westerners.
*Expand the supply of specialized manpower in the West.
*Help universities and colleges improve both their programs and their management.
*Inform the public about the needs of higher education.

WCHEN

The Western Council on Higher Education for Nursing (WCHEN) was organized
under WICHE auspices in January 1957 and serves the following functions:

*Recommends td the CoMMission policies relating to education and research.
*Provides a medium for exchange of ideas and sharing of experiences among (1)
wesieriv institutions of higher education that offer nursing programs leading to
associate, baccalaureateor higher degrees, (2) their cooperating clinical agencies,
and (3) certain government agencies concerned with nursing education.

'Undertakes cooperative planning for the/systems of nursing education within the
western region under the auspices of, the Conuni,ssion.

*Identifies and provides a means for studying problems in nursing and nursing,
education that need cooperative study.

'*Stimulates research in nursing within colleges, universities, and health care facilities
in the western region.

*Provides, information for members of nursing services and faculties in the West.
*Encourages the increased participation of ethnic minorities and men in nursing in
the West.

*Eticourages 'discussion with other disciplines concerned with health issues and
recommends ways to facilitate optimal utilization of nurses in health care delivery.

*Initiates action to resollie problems and move nursing , forward.

Membership is Open to each accredited college and university in the West that --

offers a program in nursing leading to,,the master's and higher degreeS, the baccalaureate
or associate degree, and to such institutions offering graduate programs in public health
and in continuing education to nurses., As of October 15, 1974, there were 155 member
institutions in the Councils

Each member institution is represented in WCHEN by a nurse eduCator from
each accredited program and by a nurse representative from a clinical agency. These
representatives plan their prograrhs and activities under the coordination of five steering
committees within the broad framework of the Council, functions.
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FOREWORD

Since its inception in 1957, the Western Council on
Higher Education for Nursing (WCHEN) has engaged
in activities-in the field of nursing to advanCe the aims .
of Western Interstate Commissidn for Higher Education
(WICHE) policies that relate to education and research
in nursing, It provides a medium for the exchange of
ideas and sharing of experiences by western institutions
of higher education that offer programs leading to asso-
ciate, baccalaureate, or,higher degrees in nursing. WCHEN
undertakes cooperative planning for nursing education
programs in the West, identifies problems with respect
to the programs that need cooperative study and action,
and stimulates research in nursing in the western region,

This project, Faculty Development to Meet Minority
Group Needs, was ,initiated by WICHE in 1971 at
the request of WCHEN. It was of special :interest to
member schools that were seeking assistance in their
efforts to recruit and retain minority. students. Faculty
from four WCHEN member schools participated actively
in the project, In addition, many others became involved
through workshops and consultation with participating
schools.

The, goals of this project have been incorporated as
goals for all WCHEN, member schools. During the fall
1974 WCHEN meeting, the membership passed a resolu-
tion that identifies as high priority for all member schools
the recruitment and retention of .minority students and
the inclusion of curricular revisions that prepare student
to practice among cultdrally diverse groups.

This report of the Faculty Development project will
be shared with schools of nursing and medicine through-
out the West and in many other pa. rts.of the country.

To all those, who have contributed to this project,
WICHE and WCHEN are most grateful.

rTM

ROBERT .1i. KROEPSCH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

.WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

JO ELEANOR ELLIOTT
DIRECTOR OF NURSING PROGRAMS

Q.
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT TO MEET MINORITY GROUP NEEDS:
RECRUITMENT, RETENTION, AND CURRICULUM CHANGE

1971-1974

;1
This is a report of the project on Faculty Develop-

meht to Meet :Minority Group Needs. The project ad
' dressed the problem of the underrepresentation of Ameri-

can India'ns, Blacks; and Chicanos in nursing education

in the West through a series of workshops and consulta-
tions with faculty, in collegiate nursing programs., in the
13 western states: Primary emphasis was on the enrich-
ment of nursing programs through cultural diversity.

Now as you. read this please try to hear what I
mean rather than just the words I say. I have never
felt so "white" in my life as' I've sat through this
workshop. And it's been good. Though we use the
same language, work as peers, etc., now realize
that. 1 need an interpreter to understand you. I was
given to understand before coming that I should be
prepared to cope with three days of hostility and
accusations of racism. I have not found myself in
a hostile environment nor have I felt snowed under
by accusations of anything. I've listened, I've heard
some things I wanted to hear. I've heard some things
I 'did not want. to hear; I've . listened again, I've
talked, and I've begun'-to underitand that my whole
perception of minorities, of the project goals, is
not .sbnilar enough to anyone else's to be very re...,
liable. 1 can now understand better why some feel
that we've made limited progress, if any, on our
own' campus. But I disagree, because even though
we have some red high hurdles to get over, the
'vehicle for doing the 'job is there now and the key
is in our hands,- Some people _are becoming aware
of how to use the key to phi thevehicleinto_
motion.

Comment from a participant
Project Wcirkshop, May 1074

vii
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INTRODUCTION

The Western Council on Higher Education for Nurs-
ing (WCHEN) brings together representatives from
associate, baccalaureate, and graduate degree programs 'in
nursing in the 13 western states (see Appendix K). In
1969 these representatives approved a proposal to, assist
some WCHEN schools in the development of programs
for the inclusion of ethnic groups of color.* The proposal
was funded by the W. K, Kellogg Foundation for 3 years
plus a 3-Month planning period. It was designed to im-
pact on nursing education in the West by assisting schools
of nursing faculty in the formation and expansion of pro-
grams for the recruitment and retention of ethnic students
of color and to revise curricula to include diverse cultural
perspectives. Forty-foq r schools of nursing participated in
the project, of which approximately half had associate de-.
gree programs and half baccalaureate and graduate degree
programs. Project goals were based on needs that had
been previously identified' by -WCHEN schools. 44,

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Faculty development workshops with follow-up con-

sultation formed the basis for providing information, ex-
periences, and supportive guidance to two faculty mem-
'bers from each school of ,nursing participating in the
project. Faculty participants were asked to mobilize- their
faculty, administrators, and itudents to plan and imple-
ment progams in Ft e recruitmenc.and retention of Ameri-
can Indian, Black, and Chicano students and for curricu-
lar revisions necessary to meet the needs of ethnic com-
munities. Bibliographies and other resource materials
were distributed to participants, along with reports of
relevant activities in each school,

Recruitment
The project defined the target groups for recruit-

ment as, ethnic groups of color that are underrepresented
in nursing- in the 13 western states: American Indians

- ___(including Alaska Native0, Blacks, and C,hicariOs and
other Spanish,speaking grOups, Most participating schools
found it necessary to initiate a variety of recruitment
activities in order to attract :students- who were not tra-
ditionally in their applicant pool.

Retention'
Prior to the beginning of the project, many of the

participating schools had repeated experiences of minori-
ty student dropouts due to academic failure others antici-

*This term came_ into use during the last 6 months of the pro-
ject. Its usage is preferred to the term "minority," which de.
notes "less than," or infeliority, although both terms will be
found in this report.

ix

pared loss of recruited students. Many participating schools
designed pre- and posientry programs that increased rates
for retention, successful- graduation, and licensure of their
students. Retention activities designed for ethnic sCuelents
of color have been of benefit to White students as well.
Throughout the project a motto has been repeated: "What
is good for the minority student is good for all students!".

Curricula Revision
Traditionally, the curricula of most schools of nurs-

ing have not included content that Prepares graduates for
practice with culturally diverse groups, Project workshops,
consultations with faculty, and the input froin ethnic stu-
dents of color enabled participating schools to enrich their
curricula by revising nursing courses to include basic in-
formation regarding the ethnic, grOups of their geograph-
ical area.

During the three-year duration of the project, partiti;
pacing schools increased their enrollments .of students and
faculty -from ethnic. groups of color. More important, the .
groundwork was formulated for inclusion of 'activities
that will continue in each school beyond the phaSing out
of the project.

The project represented a means of coordiniting and
expanding the activities that each participating school ex-
pressed a desire to initiate or expand, Faculty participants,
mobilized resources within their school of nursing, on the
campus, and within the community. Their successes have
depended upon the coopetation.and support of administra-
tion, faculty, and ',students, the extent to which they were
able to utilize information from workshops and consulta-
tion, and the amount of Mime and energy they could de-
vote to their plan to meet project goals.

It is important to acknowledge the fact that, without
devoted and hard-working faculty partici'pants, students,
committee members, consultants, and resource persons,
this project could not have made the impact it achieved
on nursing education, in the West; Appreciation is also
due to those deans and directors of the Apartitipating
schbols who gave visible. support to faculty and students
in their progress toward making ethnic inclusion a reali-

\ ty within their schools.. Finally, Jo Eleanor Elliott, di-
rector of nursing programs at WICHE, has given valuable
guidance to this project and has promoted ethnic inclu:'
sion as a ,reality within WCHEN.

Marie Branch, Director
Faculty Development to Meet

Minority Group Needs



DIMENSIONS OF THE PROJECT .

GOALS '

The stated goals of -they- - project have been to provide
direction to faculty for the recruitment and retention:of
Black, Chicano, 'and American Indian nursing students
and to assist faculty in adjusting nursing curricula to in

content that reflects the needs of ethnic minority
communities. Two faculty members fibm -each participat-
ing school had the responsibility for carrying out project
goals in their school..The faculty members attended proj-
ect-sponsored workshops and meetings and shared 'the:
results of the proceedings with their faculty colleagues.
In spite of faculty turnover and reassignments, there was
consistency in faculty participation, and most of 'the' par-
ticipating schools were represented at all project-sponsored
workshops. ConSultation was available to the faculty as
they planned for minority student recruitment. , and reten-
tion and as they developed curricula changes.

Role of Project Committees
The Planning and Adv,isory, Committees for the

project .(set Appendix A for list) were representative
of the major ethnic groups of color in the western states.
In addition, the Advisory Committee had representation
from WCHEN, WICHE Commissioners, and non-nurs-
ing groups active in health care delivery.

Selection of .Participating Schools
The grant. proposal was designed to include 30

schools of nursing. During the 3-mOnth planning period,
members 'of project committees suggested a revision to
include. any Western school that was committed to the
goals of the croject. A plan was devised for. stretching
the, resources of the project in the event that more than
.30 schools asked to join. Obviously, additional schools.-
would have placed a strain on the budget for consultant
services and payment of expenses for 'participants to
attend workshops. The Planning Committee assisted in
devising a mean's. to spread the project's .resources by
means of cluster groups of schoolS and subregional work-
shops. .

Cluster Groups of Schools
Once the participating schOols.were identified; cluster

groups of schools were selected, primarily for the purpose
of sharing consultation services among a .group of faculty
participants; as a result, consultation to incliVidual 'Schools
was reserved for special problems' or instances when the
'consultant could meet with the entire faculty group.

Workshop planning was adjusted for one of the two
annual workshops held in the subregional areas in order
to stretch the budget for the anticipated number of addi;

tional 'Khoo s. In this way, one workshop per year was
held for th total group of faculty paiticipants. The three
subregional workshops made it possible to include faculty
other than project participants, students, And special re-
source persons who were available for. follow -up consulta-
tion

.
tion to partiCipating schools.

In May 1971, invitations to jojji the project went out
to all 132 WCHEN member schools (most of the asso-
ciate, baccalaureate, and graduate degree nursing programs
in the 13 western states); 56 schools responded. Some of
the schools subsequently dropped out and others joined,
in succeeding months, so that during the last Year of the
project, .44 schools were active:"

Criteria foi Participation .

Prior to the first workshop in August 1971, the
deans and directors of schools responding to the invita-
tion to join the project were asked to complete three
assignments.

1. Identify two faculty members who would be able
to attend project workshops and work in .the
school with' the total faculty in the planning and
implementation of the goals of this projectf. name-
,ly, the recruitment and retention of ethnic minori-
ty students and the devising of, curricula revisions
to meet the needs of the minority groups, .

Identify existing barriers to the recruitment and
retention of American Indian, Black, and Chicano
stradenls in their programs; if there were significant'
populations of any or all of these groups in their
locale, the participants were asked to examine the
reasons why these students were nor applying for
entrance to their nursing programs and, if attrition
was a proBlem, they were asked to identify causal
factors.

3. Write a commitment . for* proposed actions by
which to achieve the Project's goals (see Appendix

41.

D).

ProjectCommitment to Meet, rroject Goals
During the latter part of August in 1971, faculty

participants. began program planning, based on, the written
commitment they had made during the introductory Work7
shop. In. some instances, participants asked. to meet with
their full .faculty and administrative group during. the fall
of 1971 before making a formal commitment. After the
first year..of the project, faculty participants were asked
to update. their written coMmitment (Appendix D). The ,
Written- commitments included- an assessment of'- barriers
to the inclusion of .ethnic groups of colOr. and the steps

.emed necessaryto, overcome these barriers.

4
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Examples' of not-so-obviotabatriers are facial .ex-
pressions and general attitude of the first people (such as
secretary or faculty member counselor) to greet prospec-
tive ethnic students of color on campus, lack'of sufficient
financial aid packages, unrealistic, prenursing chreiculum
requirements, disallowance of .transfer of community. col-.
lege credits to four-year colleges, and lack of potential'for
ethnic persons of color to utilize nurse assistant and vo-
cational ritrse preparation to facilitate admission to nurs-
ing progams.

Responsibijifies of Faculty Participants
Faculty participants were selected by the school's

dean or director. In c.most cases,- these persons had ex-
pressed an interest' in ethnic inclusion in their school's
program or they were already engaged In some phase of
inclusion. In a few. cases, it was apparent that faculty
'participants were chosen for purposes of "punishment"
or "reward," regardless of their experience,. Or sensitivity
in relating to ethnic students of color. All of the faculty
participants had varied experiences in their role as repre-
sentatives of the project on their campuses, and most -werevi
successful in carrying out the overall objectives of the
project.

Faculty attending the introductory workshop, in-
cluded 11 Blacks, 6 Asians, 3 Filipinos, and '2 ChiCanos.
It was obvious that Anglo faculty would carry the re-.
sponsibilities on ethnic inclusion until ethnic group
faculty could be recruited to share in 'activities. The ex,
periences of many of the Anglo faculty were unique. M
evidenced by' their pergonal narratives' toward the end 'of
the project, one feature was. evidentthat Anglo faculty
expected to undergo confrontation; sessions 'with tho'se
'ethnic persons of color- who were among workshop staff
ati faculty participants. 'Although workshop staff seldom
identified evidence of confrontation in small group sessions,
some faCulty did perceive- this differently. The project's
Planning Committee aid the project director agreed on
the need 16i an atmosphere that was most ,conducive Eo

4 learning during workshop sessions. Confrontation as -a
method of promoting change was not -adopted as a pro-
cedure for project implementation. However, when it
did occur, all parties were encouraged to use confrontation
as a learning tool to examine ways in*Which each. set of
parties handles similar encounters with students, patients,
ethnic community members, etc.

From their written an4 verbal statements, there- is
ample evidence that the project served as enrichrrient and
learning for bdth Anglo and minority group- participants.
Unfortunately, in too many instances; the 'Anglo faculty
Were caught between rejection by their Anglo colleagues
and nonacceptance on the part of the, ethnic groups of,
color. For many. thiS was their first experience aS a
"nigger," that is, as a nonentity without power or identity:"
This ,phenoinenoii was first disCussed in workshop ses-
sions dhring the summer of 1072, Although there were
many exceptions, in gendal, the sequences of events for
Anglo faculty appear to, have .been:

1. Pleashre over being designated as a. participant in
the project

2. Expectation that commitment from all fa.culty and
dean or director would provide needed support to-
implement goals in the school's program

3. Growing' realization that the commitment would
be a personal one for faculty participants and
others, rather than one that would or could be
enforced at all levels' in the school

4. Evidence of fhculty indifference and/6r under-
mining actions by "the dean or 'director in their
efforts to. implement the project's: goals

5. Search for support from ethnic persons of color
On the faculty, among the students, or in other
campus departments

6. Receipt of verbal and written support from ethnic
groups of color without receiving the satisfactions
of camaraderie. In many instances, the usual ameni-
ties expected from peer groups were lacking in'
depth because of genuine cultural and 'lifestyle
differences between ethnic groups of color and
Anglos

7. Feelihgs of isolation, abandonment, and anger.
Several workshop . sessions were 'devoted tO this
occurrence:but probably. the most effective means
of providing, support for this group has been
throUgh the cluster groups of schools

CONSULTANTS

Selection
Consultants were chosen from ethnic group com-

munities or were selected from the membeiShip of the
project's committees. In many cases, fsaculty participants
selected their own consultants. "Importalon" of consul-
tants from:other states was discouraged; rather, faculty
were encouraged to use local consultants who were familiar
with the ethnic communities of tolor, and who would be
accessible to the schools for consultation beyond the phase -
ingout of the project.

Role
The role of the consultants was many faceted.' They

were expected to:
Attend cluster group meringi- and work sessions
in. the locale and to use cluster group sessions to
egovaailus 'school.chool progress in meeting their stated

2. Use theguide developed for the consultants by the
project's Planning COmmittee (see Appendix F)

'3. Identify resources in ethnic group communities
forschools and clugfer grtips

4. Meet with individual schools when feasible (facul-
ty participants; dean or director, minority com-
mittee and/or total" faculty) and assist them in
the innplementation of the project's goals

5. Meeiwith the project director- or other local proj-
ect committee members for periodic briefings

6. Review commitment and goais.of each Idol school
prior to :visits schobls and duster groups



7. Submit a written report of each visit to"the schools,
cluster groups, or other workshops; this Was essen-

`tial to the conduct of the project and provided for
continuity (payment for services was made con-

'qingent upon receipt of the written reports)

,DROPOUTS FROM THE PROJECT

Between April 1972 and March 1973, seven schools
Withdrew fr6m the project. One other school,withdrew
between April 1973 and March 1974. In most instances,
the letters from. schools that withdrew early in the proj-
ect only made official. the fact that tfig4 schools were not
participating in the project. In almost every case, each
of these schools had been completely 'inactive or active
only on a Minimal all cases; contact was main-
tained With the school if the faculty. demonstrated any
interest in receiving information or id, attending sub-
regional meetings. .

Two schools withdrew front the project after at least
one full year of active'participation in the project. Both
schools identified as the reasonior their withdraWal their
perception that project gx,peciations.exCeeded their ability
to achieve the goals, of tNe`project: It is interesting to
note that faculty participants in schOols that withdrew.
who had '-attended project workshops remained, active °

within their own schools., . e

EVALUATION
B

o.Administration of the .project was guided by the
project's Planning Committee with the. assistance of
quarterly progress -review sessions held with WICHE's
director of nursing programs and with the director of the
General. Regional, Program, division 4' ICHE The effec-
tiveneS's Of the:project is 'not measurable in. quantitative
terms, 'although there. are increased nurxibers of American
Indian, Black, !and Chicano students and\ minority group
faculty in the participating schools. Student increases ,in.

associate degree programs totaled 28.2 percent, compared
with 124.4' percent for baccalaureate degree programs.

Recognition of the range of faculty attitudes has in-
creased , and along with it there have been some efforts
to deal with faculty attitudes. Important supports have
been established for ethnic groups and Anglo faculty who
are active with 'ethnic group inclusion. It is likely the
measure of success of the project is not nowfully evident,.
however, but can better be seen in time. The question.,
of effectiveness is reflected in excerpted comments from
participants, students, and others, which can, be found
interspersed throughout the report of the sections on
Project Impact and Continuation of Goals. The overall
consensns was that the project did make a difference but
there is still, much left to be done. For an evaluation of
programs in participating schools, see the section on Ac-
tivities of Participating Schoolstv

. Program evaluation was conducted on an ongoing-
basis through:

1 Yearly reports. from schools; which documented
the schools' specific4ctivities and plans to achieve
the goals of 1. ---proje* (some schools continued
the frequent reports, wh'itti seemed, ti, helprhetn
better crystallize their Platiril4k elf ohs)

2;:Yearly evaluation' sessions, h were conducted
bythe prollict director, members of the Advisory
and Planning C,ommitiees, project comsultants
rbprkentatives from each, cluster groule of khOols;
the groups reviewed reports from the schools and
made recommendations that were orwarded to
schools for program planning .during the !low-
ing year

3. Consultation reports
4 'Count of ethnic group students and faculty: each

participating school collected statistics on ethnic
groups of color ainong students and faculty at 'the
beginning (1971) and at the end (1974) of the

-project; statistics showing the increase in the en-, -;-
rollment of ethnic student's of color reflected the
numbers of students attending classes and ex-.pected to graduate
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HIGHLIGHTS, 1971-1972

Planning
A 3-month planning period was/used ,

1. Establish the Planning and Adv,isory Commiciees

2. P n an .introductory workshop to be ,held pridr
to ipe beginning of the. fall'1971 school term ,

3. Identify resources available to the projeCt through-
out the 13 western states. As the; project director
wa.s'neefamiliatv,eith ethnic communities in states
such as Nevada, Idaho, .Mouta,na, and Wyernitig,
'lists of ethnic resource. persons ere compiled by
enlisting the help of-Jnembers cif theproreci's Plan-
ning .and Advisory Committees; WIGHE aff and `"
ethnic studies,,programs in outlying areas, After
the first year of *operation, faculty participants
added ,marly additiOnal names to the ii"sts, which
were distributed tb; participating schools for their
use in identifying resource petsons and consultants.
The 'growing- number of corgmunity:based ethnic

'groups' Go ns t i tu red a major resource for project
%". participants

. ;
4. Explore;,

'HIGHLIGHTS

rnethods in ,siLtilarlprogramsN:th
t\ight"haVe relevancy' to the-goals of -this \pro ect

Planning,, Cogzmittee, Planning Committee members-
., were selected- represent Elie three major ethnic group's

designated in the 'AcneriCan Indian) Black,
and Chicane. The three membeti, all proiessiorial purses, 10.
were:selected after Consultation with key indiViddWititri
each ethnic group. The committee members met. oti
regular basis to (1) review project -goals; (2)1 plan
appropriate :implementation measuees;,such as regional
and subregiO91 workshops for project pdtlicipapts-, con-
sultation to schools, and coordination with thoSe
munity-based groups that aim to include ethnic .group9
of color .in the health sciences; ( 3 assist the project di- ,
rector in an orzgoing assessment of the project's effective-

'ness; and (4) plan. alte:rnate a proaches for project
implementation

Advisory Golni4ittbe, This committee was selected by
the Nursing Council and staff of WCHEN prior ,to the
bepirming of .:-the project. Membership included five
represenrativeslrem WCHEN schodls, one. WIcHE
Commissioner, aid ethnic group representativesl.froui the
health and social services. The project directot appointed
three other members chtritt'g the .,planning period,

Introductory Workshop -7. r

4The first project workshop was held on the San Diego.

State College (now "University) campus- August' 26-28,
1971, It was attended by representatives of 56 .WCHEN

I, Member schoolsi The group explored the4laelors to be
considered in recruiting from the Black, Chicano, and
Indian communities, and they began looking at the issues
involved in eth41c, inclusion: Befdre preparing a writtgrt
commitment .,to the 1Droject, faculty participants! made'
preworkshop assessment of the ml or barriers toinority
inclusion in their school's nursing progranil Printed

gyidelines..were :distributed to participants for fistarting
opfp"gram on their own campus, which included the forma-

tion, of a minority' advisory committee with represetudion
from faculty., stidents, and ethnic groups of color located
on campus and in the local community. (The form for
such a preworkshop 'assessment is. given, in Appendix C.)

Activities in Participating Schools
Miring the first year participating faculty members

developed_ groundwork for initiating programs on their
campus,.ancP,tried to overcome the resistance to inclusion
of minority groups that exists in &any schools of nut,-
ing. In most cases, successfdl activities were developed,
which increased in scope during the next year. Enthusiasin
was high and the project staff and orticipant.s made every
effort to implement project 'Objectives in each of the
participating schools,

Development of program planning on each campus
'`tva.,_,..ss a result, of the involvement of the, entire faculty and ad-

m i isration, with consultation provided to cluster groups
of qcrlools arid/or individual schools. During the first
year, fficulty partiLipants sought colleague support for the
schdels' ,commitment to this project, identified campus and
community resources, formed minority affairs commit-

,' tees, 'and ft-fried out other activities more specific to re-,
''CrLi talent of minority students. They also planned- for
act vities relevant to retention and qirricula revision and
-.fa ult awareness of ethnic community needs.

1

Recruitment
)Recruitment was, a top prt p_ty for 'most schools.

Actions in tflis category includedq
1. Contacts with 4econda /school staff, uding

" counselors, and establis hi 3 nt of health caree 'clubs ,r
in.,local high. schools example, two 0 egoh
schools established 'co Is -with a nearby I dian

'reservation school)
2. Visits ed local co

,recruiting students
roup5 to enlist aid. in



3. Use. of nursing students to recruit from high
schools and community centers; several schools
asked registere6. nurses from ethnic minority-
groups to join recruiters and act as role models'

4. Expanded use of campus programs designed to
recruit' ethnie 'students of color

5. Fornigion of recruitment committees and teams,.
which often' involved participation of faculty,
students, and campus and community representa-
tives from ethnic minority groups

6. Visits to campus by,interested students who toured
school facilities and talked with nursing students
and faculty

7. Expansion of opportunities for first-evel nurs-
ing personnel ..(aides and vocational/ nurses) to
enter schools Of nursing 0

8. Inservice elucation meetings for faculty and stu-
dents to ,ritquaint them with local ethnic minority

,..?.c.souroP persons and to identify liarriers that
exist,' for the minority student prep' ring for a
career in nursing

9. coordinated efforts with- other programS,., aiming
for increased enrollment of minority, students in
health careers such as the National Student Nurse
program, Breakthrough to 'Nursing, Nursing Edu-
cation Opportunities, and Project 75a inettical
program national..4n scope

Retention
.

Those schools that already. had a significant popula-
tion of minority students Jocuse.d on expanding their re -,
tendon activities and, other supportive services. 'Eventudl:,
ly, all participating schools 'focused on retention. Activities.
included:'

.

-!
Identification of 'thoSe. situations and experiences
that are distinct and different for a minority .stu-
dent studying in a majority setting, and the plan-
ning of 'appropriate interventions'

2. Tutorial sessions given Jpy faculty members and/
or-:students

3. Study for all students, with the objective of
allowing mOre concentrated study for those ed.ii,r,
cationally -disadvantaged students who enter. nurs-
ing programs

4 Expanded use Of on- campus services fOr testing,.
skills, work, and remedial and other, supportive
services

.5.- Pre-entry programs, designed for students who
wotrla. benefit from a concentrated .course of
study immediately prior to the beginning of .nats
ing courses; content included materialS from ,first-
level nursing. Courses, introduction to campus set-
tings, and other activities'" to. prepare students foP

. success in the first school' term
6.1?-.1Cing and grading systems, which allowed stu-

dents to take lighter course loads and recognized
7 influences on . achiever-Tient levels caused by Ian-
silage differences: 'one school atranged for bi-

lingual students to take exams orally, if desired
(this overcomes the problem for students who
must translate written material

into

their native
language and re-translate it into English when
taking exams); suPportive services were urged for
those 'students to assist them in passing state
board exams after graduation
NOte: .Some.participants have questioned the pos-
sibility of allowing the santie choices in the nurse
registration examination for these reasons. No ac-
tion had been taken when this report went to
press.

Curricula; Changes
There were five general categories of activity, al-

though changes in ,,curricula was the area. in which there
was the least positive action among participating .schools
during the first year of the project.

1. Introduction of minority perspective into the tra-
ditional curriculum (for example, the California
school that introduced discussion of cultural differ-.
ences into the nursing fundamentals course; groom-
ing techniques and emergency measures for pa-
tients with differing hair textures and skin colors
were disCussed fOr the first time. The success of
this initial step. led to more ',exploration of ways
in which beginning nursing students might con-
sider patients' cultural differences in planning for
nursing: care)

2, Expansion. of clinical facilities for student experi-
ence to include clinics, agencies,, and groups that
are located in or serve ethnic minority communi-'
ties ,

3. EStablishment of new courses that reflect the
ethnic minority perspective; ,thiS activity is still
in the. discussion and planning stage ,

4. Faculty-'development cultUral awareness .pro-
-grainy for their peers and students;. it was obvious
to some faculty Members that they would be
spending a disproportionate amount of time in
counteracting the resistance Of their faculty (or
even dean or director) . to inclusion of ethnic
perspectives into the curriculum

'

5, 'Cultural aWareness resource centers: many faculty,
borrowed teChniqueS and 'ideas from the intro-

.diidtory workshop for their inservice classroom
seSsions siich as the Ghetto Game, bibli6gra.phkal
materials, and reprints of pertinent articles; their
collection of materials led 'to the development of
library, ,resources, which were firsts. in. many of
the participating schools

HIGHLIGHTS: 1972.1973

With a atital of 45 schools active in the project,
implementation of the goals proceeded at varying rates of
intensity, *depending on, the pace xvhich. faculty partici-
pants were able to establish in the 'first year of activities.
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Recruitment of Students
Of. they 45 schools, 29 had an active minority student

recruitment effort, 1 had a limited effort, and 4 did not
recruit ethnic students of color because their regular ad-
missions flow. was quite representative of the local ethnic
groups. The remaining 11 schools had recruitment plans
under way or they. were .still 'assessing- minority student
barriers and faculty attitudes prior to committing them-
selves to a more active recruitment program.

During the first year, nine schobls hired a minority
student .counselor/coordinator. to facilitate their recruit-
merit activities. Coordination with high school counselors
and college pre-entry. programs was increased. This effort
was usually instituted by the minority ;student % recruiter/
counselor or faculty member functioning part-time in this
capacity.

Recruitment of Faculty and Staff
There was an increased. awareness of the need to

actively recruit ethnic groups. of color for-. faculty and
staff positions in schoolsk,pf nursing. Participating schools
combined their efforts with campus Affirmative. Action
efforts. ThiS search for faculty represents a continuing
need that will be achieved only thiough diligent effort,
as the pool of:ethnic nurses of color prepared beyond the
baccalaureate level -is so liMited:

Retention
Pre-entry and follow; up retention programs were de-

veloped by seven participating schools. In addition, 25
Schools had retention programs for nursing students (in-
eluding coordination with campus' skills specialists and
education services j. The Department of Nursing at 'Seattle
Central Community. College exemplifies the success pos-
sible for educationally disadvantaged students who.- are
placed in a "succeSs-oriented, program staffed by. dedi-
cated faculty, (;For ar, more detailed description, of the
program, see the paper by Thelma Peques in this report.)
The program admits only those student's who do 'not
fy for any other nursing prograni in the city. Several 'sat:
dents are dropouts from one or two other schools of nurs-
ing ia Seattle. instruction is individualized and faculty
frequently-. shift their teaching approaches when indi-
cated: There' are few dropouts from the program, Stu-
dents are self-paced throughout the -program. Their first
group of students passed all sections of 'the state board
examination with, scores of 420. to .720. .ThrOughout the
project, several attempts were made to share this particular
approach With other interested school&

Curricula. 'Revision
Since the 'beginning of the project, 22 participating'

schools instituted curricula revision activities to reflect
an ethnic minority perspective. In 1973, do additional 15
schools were planning to review texts for minority input
and to plan integrated course materials and special courses,

Other .Activities'
Minority:iiffilirs ,Conozittees. Of the 18 committees

functioning" within participating schools in 1972, 14 Of
them had been established by faculty participants since

the beginning of .this prOject. Planning was under way
in additional schools for minority affairs committees to
be functional by fall of 1973. (See the section on Project
linpact.)

Faculty Development Sessions. Participants continued
faculty development programs to overcome resistance to
the recpuitment, to retain ethnic students of color, and to
prepare faculty for curricula content changes.

Cluster Group Meetings, Faculty participants met
together under the clUster concept in geographical areas.
These meetings assisted the participants in identifying.: -

mutual concerns. In some instances, they also aided partici-
pants in making cooperative plans for activities such as
local workshops, coordinated recruitment efforts; and ex-.
change of newly developed curricula enrichment ma,
terials.

Cluster Group Work Sessions
Each cluster group of participating schools planned

at least one work session between January and May 1973,
The Colorado cluster group held three work .sessions in
that 'period of time. (See Appendix H and. section. on
Project Impact.)

Faculty Search ,

A minority faculty search stimulated by this project
was conducted with all WCHEN schools. Under the guid-.
ante of the WICHE director of nursing programs, ques-
tionnaires were mailed to all/minority graduate nursing
stlidents ih WCHEN, school's in order to facilitate place-
ment of ethnic groups of color in faculty positions open
in the farkf 1973. .

HIGHLIGHTS, 1973-1974
Ther'e was expansion and continuation of programs

to recruit and retain ethnic group students in individual.
schools of nursing through the following 'means:

1, Consultation to individual schools and cluster
groups, of schools

2. Cluster group meetings and work sessions
3, Distribution of information regarding possible

resource people, ,neW., programs, and sources of
funding for students, and projects

4. Analysis and dissemination of information regard-
ing overall ,prOject strengths, weaknesses, gaps, and
accOmplishthents. A project review session
held in August 1974, and the resultant .assessments
were sent. to faculty participants 'and 'nursing deans
and directors..

5. Assistance to faculty participants in planning and
implementing faculty development sessions,;. in
their 'own schools

The project's impact on participating schools was
evalua cd through:

1. A review session held August 12-14,. in Santa
Barbara, California. Menibers of tlle project Ad-

.visory and Planning Committees; c6nsultants, clus- ;C:"
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ter chairpersons,' and some faculty participants
joined in an evaluation Of the project's effectiveness
and to recommend activities for each school to in-
corporate in project planning- for the 1973-1974
school year

2. A questionnaire designed to elicit statistical data
and narrative' information about project impact
on participating schools.'

3. The collection of narratives and letters from faculty
participants, deans and directors, students, and
others on the extent of the impact that the project.
has had on their school of nursing and campus

A wrap -up workshop was held May' 15-17, 1974,
during which the impact of the project was discussed. In
attendance 'Were...faculty participants, student representa-
tives, project committee members, students, recruiter/
counselors, and resource persons , from ethnic nurse or-
ganizations and other groups Working for ethnic inclusion
in health.

A support group was formed at the workshop. Its
-primary objective vas to Jind a way to continue pursuit
of the goals of the projeet.after phasing out of funding.
This group met in July 1974 to;devise such strategies.
(See the section on Continuation Of Goals.)



PROJECT IMPACT: AN
OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

During the past three years, the most significant
. impact of this 'prOject has been felt by participating
faculty, students, and administrators of schools of nursing*
in the West. They .communicated their increased aware-'
ness of the need. for more American ..Indian, Black, and
Chicano nurses; thy documented, their schools' increases
in ethnic students and faculty; and they described' the
ways in which their curricula have been changed to include
sections on cultural diversity, 'thereby enabling all students

: to be better prepared as nurses who, no doubt, will practice
in Multicultural settings. V"-

The project's impact has been felt in other ways ..
thfoughout the West. -Cluster groups -and a new group
called the Western Regional consortium to Meet-Minority
Group Needs in Nursing will serve to continue activities
-for inclusion on a community-wide basis. (See the section
on Continuation of Goals. ) In additiOn, the project has
promoted the cause. for inclusion of ethnic minorities with
iu/WICHE and has served as a resource for informatidn re
garding: ethnic inclusion in nursing throughout the West
and in tither parts of .the .country.

Discussion on the project's impact will center. on five
critical areas:

1. Specific activities in partOpating schools ,( see.

Excerpts section)
Carhpus departments . and agencies cooperating
with participating schools

3. Cluster group \f schools
4. Nonparticipating school's and agencies
5. WI.CHE-wide programming

2.

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES IN
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS.

FormatiOn of Minority Affairs Committees
This is. my third year as a ,member of the Minority
Affairs Conmzittee, Being a member of this com-
mittee is very important to me. because I sincerely
believe in the -necessity of recruitment and retention
of .minority students .into nursing, I believe that
through this .committee vie have at least a -start in
this direction which is of satisfaction to me:

Faculty participant
Sacramento City College
'Sacramento, California

Thirty-one participating schools formed 'a school
committee that (1) coordinates the recruitment, retention,
and curricula change activities for schools of nursing; (2)

9

ensures. ethnic group input. into committees of other
schools of nursing; and (3) provides a channel for ex:
pansion of the concerns of ethnic group students. The
committee role was seen as haVing several important tasks:

1..To assess- and, reassess barriers to ethnic student
recruitment and retention .

2. To design a program for recruitment and reten-
tion of ethnic students and curricula revision to
meet ethnic committee needs

3.- To recommend activities for each faculty cord-
mittee in order to carry' out the newly designed
program

4. To advise and give support to the minority stu-
dent counselor/coordinator

. 5. To plan and conduct cultural awareness session's
for faculty

Specific examples of these tasks translated into pro:
grams include:

The University of California, Los Angeles, faculty,
through, its Minority Affairs Committee, formed The
Nufsing Fund, Inc., t. o provide small amounts of financial
assistance to minority students taking their'_ prenursing
courses. on another campus: The UCLA nursing alumni
have- played a significant- role in establishing and ,main-,
mining the fund. At this time the fund is . supported by

'UCLA and other baccalaureate nursing programs and by '-

other groups throughotit the Los As ngeles'area;currently, it
suPpores approximately 200 prenursing and nursing stu-
dentS annually.

The Minority Affairs Committee at the University
of Washington in Seattle has been conducting a series of
seminars for the School of Nursing faculty On the needs
of minority patients and students. Committee members
report that the sessions are successful and well attended.
They expect to incorporate content from the sessions 'in-
to classroom instruction.

The: Minority Affairs Committee at the. University
of Colorado School of Nursing planned a similar series of
awareness sessions for faculty on a monthly- basis during
the 1973-1974 school year. During the three years of par- .

ticipation in this project, University- of Color. do Partici-
pants expanded their ,committee concerns to include. re-
tention of minority students, faculty' development, and
curricula change from its previous goal of,..recruitment of
Minority. students into the,. School of Nursing.

The coinposition. of minority affairs committees:- is-
'most, effective when-it reflects the viewpoints of (1) facul-.
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ty (minority and tilitninority); (2) students minority
and nonminority) ; (13) .representatives from campus de-
partments that are vi Ital to the success of ethnic programs
such as admissions, financial aid, skills; and ethnic studies;
and (4) from ethnic community groups.

The names .of committees vary . from "Minority
Affairs. Committee" to the "People to People Committee,"
the larter a part of Chemeketa Corruntmity College in
Salem, Oregon. Altho tgh usually advisory in nature, some
committees have decision-making capabilities such as. the
selection of student applicants from ethnic groups of
color. l

.

Minority affairs \committees have involved campus
faculty other than the Tvo selected participants who attend-
ed, the project's workshops., .The committee. is viewed as
an excellent means of 'gaining input from ethnic groups
of color when such groups are not represented of are
underrepresented on the faculty. of schools of nursing or
in-student groups.

. There has been no agreement about the preferred
status of these committees as standing or special commit-
tees. Some schools decided to disband the committees at
the termination of theproject. Others have integrated the
committees' functions into the traditional committees, and
'some. of the schools will retain the minority affairs coin.
mittees as separate units.

Minority Student Counselor/Coordinator
.I have found a great deal 'of moral support' and

concern on the part of [the minority student coun-
selor] who has been of invaluable assistance to me
personally. ., ,

Student. .

o Department of Nursing.
"Portland Comr4unity College
Portland; Oregon

.
.

Throughout the project, this position' has been pro-
moted.. among participating schools because of the need
to centralize ethnic student activities and. because of the
successful experience at the University of California, San

.Francisco, which has been used as a model for. ofluer
.,schools'.

At the beginning of ,the'projeCt, UCSF was the only
participating school with a staff person in:;this' capacity.
By the conclusion of the project, ,12 participating schools
had a minority student' counselor /coordinator oi their
staff, and additional schools ,planned to fill similar. posi-
tions by fall of 1974. The..'role- of the .:coordinator has
varied according to the requirements of faculty and stu-
dents, the amount of faculty time designated for the job;
.and. the working style of the person assuming the position,

Soon after the project began, a faculty, member was
placed in the coordinator position at the Spokane Inter-
Collegiate Nursing Center. She was relieved of hat .,:of her
teaching. responsibilities in: Order to initiate the eanit-
ment of ethnic group students, to coordinate the connsel-
ing of prenursing students attending the four feeder col-'

:,- lege centers, and to conduct awareness sessions.for faculty
at the nursing center. Other schools have, followed this
action y using capitation funds to support the. position,

10
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Few schools have incorporated the position into their nurs-
ing school budgets; consequently, the positions are few and
in constant jeopardy.

A meeting of counselor/coordinators of scliools of
nursing was held in Denver in April 1974. Coordinator5i
attending from participating and nonparticipating schools
were joined by inedical center coordinators and others with
responsibilities for recruiting ethnic students of color Into
thechealth professions. The group explored the roles that \
each has developed in this "new" poSition and documented
the common problems and alternate sources for solution:
The "senior" coordinator, Diane Adams, from UCSF,
assisted in the planning of the meeting and shared her
experiences, .There was unanimous consent that regUlar
meetings of these groups would 1pe of great value in 'the
future.

Faculty Development
I am the product of a very middle clas' White,
Protestant family and community. Although I felt
that I had overcome this background over the years,
it was really in these past three years that I realized I
had much to learn about people belonging to minority
groups., regarding my own-beliefs- and-actions. Now,
I believe. I 0?77 able to look at myself honestly. I
pretty well know when I ant' acting on prejudice
so that I can 40 something constructive about it. I
believe I can also say ,that I accept individrialS as in-
dividualS and not in a stereotyped fashion. This has
come abdut because I now accept the fact that all
people, do. have .dfferences. These differences pure

hoyzest and are a 'remit of ,,cult ural and traditional
teachings,. beliefs,. and..0Pactices.`"

Faculty participant
Sacramento 'City College
Sacramento, California

I've learned much about myself and other pers'ons.who
call themselves faculty. I've met minority faculty
whose "smarts," Warmth, cod :maturity helped me
broaden my horizons and gave me 'strength to perse-
vere.

,
Faculty -participant
University of California, San. Francisco
San Francisco, California

In the beginning you could hear a pin drop when you
mentioned minority affairs,' now. there'isa free wheel-
ing give and lake.

Faculty participant
Weber Stare College
Ogden, Utah

it makes me feel good. Some faculty members are
actually concerned about the studentsH especially. the
.underserved ones.

A student

Faculty development has been Cited as a key part of
the preparations for inclusion of ethnic awareness in their
programs. All participating :schools have experienced
some development on the part.of the faculty. Some ses-
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siops were. "one-shot" programs interspersed between other
Meetings during. the year, but several were .planned on a
regular basis. Pertinent topics centered around the history,
culture, and, belief systems of American Indians, Blacks,
Chicanos and other ethnic groups in the locale. One

.faculty member of the School of NurSing of the Univer--
sity of Colorado videotaped a session with students for
eventual playback to the entire faculty :The tape was, a
lecture with critique' from students. It included content
from actui,lt segments of nursing lectures' that ethnic, stu-
dents had ft2und objectionable at one time or another;
it qas used as a learning toolfor the- faculty.

. None of. the .participating schools made cultural
awareness' mandatory. In schools where the sessions were
"highly recommended by the dean or director or were
part of regularly scheduled-, faculty meetings, attendance
was near . 100' percent. Needless to say, in some schools
faculty consciousness raising should be given the highest
priority.

Recruitment
The enrollment ,.'of the educationally/eCanomically
disadvaiitaged and minority students increased 1S0
percenT sineir71!ie tucciThon of the" WC1-IP,N project.
Information concerning the project has reached the
.minority community through. personal contacts with
minority groups mid clubs, colleges, high school and
junior high schools and.' (Uber social service-agencies
serving the minority commundY. This would not,
have been. accomplished if the project was not in
exi Ileum

'Faculty participant
El Paso Community College
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Ire are finding that as our minority enrollment
creaser .the word it getting oat that we are inter-
erted /.n *rearing our. enrollment.

Minority counselor, School of Nursing
'University of New Mexico
Albuquer,), New Mexico

, .

Recruitment activities ,in participating schools
a (MAO contacts with 'students, teachers, and counselor:

in secondary schools where Black, Chicano, and Indian sni-
dtsrits are located; ( 2) coordination 'Of recruitment efforts .

with already established groups for ethnic inclusion; and
(3) identification of ethnic prenursing students already,
enrolled, on the college campus but not known to the', factir

lty of the school of nursing.
Ventura College, located in the midst 'of Chicano

migrant area Si the California coast, 1.,Csecl project funds to
make a Spanish language recruitment tape for _use-

c'able television station. In San Jose, California; San
,Jose City College redesigned, its School of Nursing bro-
chures to -include pictures of nursing students of ethnic
groups of color.,.,

.)

Retention
Usually, ethnic group students with educationally clis.

advantaged academic backgrounds are prociticts of inferior

school systems in ghettos; barrios, and reservations. Often
they:must situggle in pbscseconclary academic competition,
and usually there is not the opportunity to remedy their
lacks in basic educational skills such as mathematics, read-
ing comprehension, spelling, and writing.

Faculty participants used three major means of identi-
fying and working with 'students with learning' difficulties:
pre-entry programs for catching up on basic skills and fot
a head start on nursing courses, tutoring programs for
students 'pre- and ppstentry, and identification of individual
styles in order to adjust tutoring and teaching methods

The prevailing view among participating schools is
that retention should begin before the students enter.
nursing courses and should continue until the student i. have
successfully passed stat6',board licensing, examin?itions.'.

. "The folio ing are key factors for successful retention
of students any color, but which have proved-more
critical for ethnic minority students:

A centralized location for students and faculty to
seek assistance (office of 'counselor/coOrdinator'for-'
minority students or other).

2. Curriculum and teaching adjustments that .assist
in identifying students' lea\rning problems before
academic failure occurs .

.

3. Pre-entry coordination withVa basic skills center
on -campus to identify.learnin g problems ankrecti-
fy them with use of nursin, texts in oicler. to
assure later. transition to the equire-ments of the .

nursing courses-
Courses on study .skills and similar remedial Sub-
jects; if such courses are not.. available 'on the.

campus, someone shoUld be hired to teach them..
in the nursing Schools.
S,hort-term courses to cover basicsv for example,
the mini-math course offered in\ the .nursing
curriculum at. Denver ConiMunity

6. Frequent examinations in nursing -courses to icienti-
fy persistent learneng-Problems apd to give stu-
dents opportunity to catch up.if necessary

7: Open communication regarding atifttides of facul-
ty about students V tail , contribute to, academic
failure

.-8. :Elimination of the "deficiency" coApt 'for ethnic.
students of color; too often, these lire the stu-
dents who are Victims of a school of nursing
"tracking system"

9. Relevant curriculumminority group students do.
not learn -easily when the entiremrriculum is
oriented for White middle.,class students; ..

RI. 'Support systems that are visible; available, and
eflectize---Atih- as financial aid, emergency loans,

-----catifiselingr.( including "rap", Sessions), child care,:
and the like

I. Attitudes of ;:genuin6aonCern on the part of the
faculty, adtrNistratorS, staff, and other, students--
a sincere racist 'is much easier to cope with than'
a phony friend; nothing 'can turn off a student
more ,rhan, pati-onizing ,affection

Who's failingthe students or the faculty?
Project participant
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The pre-entry sessions have been very he7pful to'
those of "us..'whO have att4uled them. They helped
by giving us a head start, allowing. us to rid' our-
selves of our f ears. Most of its had some weak spots
that needed working on, Now. that we- fire in the
nursing program it is reassuring to know that Ithe

_student coordinator' is available to help us when
we' need her, which is pretty often.

Student
Solano COmMunity College
Suisun City, California

the health elated staff spend ..many hours
assisting minority 'students in academic area.[ to
bring their achievement up to.-that of the other, stu-
dents, If possible, older minority students are asked
to assist the others in order to promote the -confi.
dence necessary for academic -sticcess,

Dean of Students
Northern"Montana College
Havre, Montana

1 found out that the small minority group. that met
weekly. with "the coordinator] gave me the oppor-

-tunic y -40-'speak up. It .helped me a lot to get. to
know' other students' ideas and to be able to share
my ideas with theni: , .

-Student
Solano Community College
Suisun City, California,

As a remit. of the project, the. concept of recycling'-'
students came into' being, a .project coordinator was
-,hired-Tocounsel- students, and weekly assessment and
eValuati 1 s Were done -with students in: order to
spot theoii diNculties before it became too late to
salvage them, ?Special sessions were held on read- .

ing, test taking, and study habits; individual tutoring
tea.e.w4.stituted and 'workshops held to review ma-

.---::.-e,rilig covered by typecial Studies' A pre-nursing
orientation course was, nstituted to orient students
to the systems Opt o ich..! terminology,. and Other ,

aspects of nursing.

faculty participant
El Paso Community College
Colorado Springs, Colorado

T be provision of adequate tutoring for ;Special Need;
students has been one of- my prime concerns. . .

It has been my experience that a minority student
having academic difficulty will learn .and pro /it
more when the `tutoring prot:ided by d minority
student, . . Therefore, I ha-t. e lirranged on an in-
formal basis,for some of the anulemically outstanding

atudents to provide tutoring . , for Special
Needs students.

Dean, School of Nursing .
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado

Curricula lieOsioa.

Since the project began them has been a:.greater
awareness on the part of faculty in curriculum de-
velopment and of special needs. of minority stu-
dents and -minority clientS, The special needs recog-
nized have been in the areas of nutrition, personal
care hair care), cultural differences, and. com-
munication barrier:r. .

,

Faculty participant
Pacific' Lutheran University
Tacoma, Washington

.I have seen Innovations in the curriculum accom-
panied by the inclusion of speCific ethnic minority
differences in clinical experiences,

Coordinator of Minority Students
in the Medical Center

University of' Oregon
Portland, Oregon

The curriculum` was Changed: so that each course
added materials to include minority- cultuireand ways
to relate to and care for minority patients,.Also, --separate courses were offered on minorities and..
"health services,

Faculty participant
'' El Paso .Community College

Colorado Springs, Colorado

For the duration of the project, revisions in the
curricula of participating schools proceeded on two levels:
(1) revisions that meet the needs of. ethnic stOents by
individualizing learning, and (2) revisions that inCorporate
new teaching material into the curricula so that all stu-
dents are better prepared to work. with diverse cultural,
groups, The-project assisted these' multiculturd curricula
changes through workshops, cluster meetings, and written
materials and bibliographies that were given to faculty
participants for eventual distribution throughout the
schools of nursing.

Meetilig,the Need's' of Students. Partiapating schools
'-,vith self-pacing, individualized learning curricula have

provided the most successful experiences for ethnic: stu-
Sentsof color -who have academic and learning skills
problems;

Culturc'd Diversity in the Curricula. Faculty partici-
pants introduced the:, concept of cultural diversity into
classrooms of schools of nursing: This is cultural content
or classroom material that reflects the yerspective of
ethnic group's of color, During wdrkshops; cluster group
sessions, and faculty development sessions, emphasis was
placed on 'ways in which the cultural styles and health
needs of ethnic communities can be interwoven into the
curricula. Most 'Participating schools indicated that they
need more time to incorporate this concept into the cur-
ricula, and a proposal htis been developed for this purpose.

Many participating schools have held inservice meet-
ingsro prepare faculty for the use of materials on cultural
diversity. Many have sought out experts from the, campus
and community to assist in the development of teaching
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materials to Supplern .nt the curricula oriented largely for
the white middle cl, ss 'student, traditional in nursing..

Ten ,Parti6 ring programs now have separate
.courses on cultural difference's, and15 schools have chosen
to integrate content into existing courses', Sacramento City
College has modules on "Cultural Distinctiveness with
Implications. for Nursing': -with emphasis On Black and
American Indian cOMOriities. SCC and other schools-

,. have instituted course's. in Spanish. for health workers,
Solari() Community .College, in northern California,.. has
a module on ,Filipino needs and those of different ethnic
groups 'so that teaching materials can reflect the popula-
tions in the vicinity. UCSF has hired two part-time faculty
to develop a module on ."Communicating with the Black
Patient." They also have held student'seminars od.cultural
diversity that covered a wide range of ethnic .groups. The
Community College of Denver has developed 'a videotape
on hair care for the Black patient, and the University of
Washington has written a grant, proposal for university,
funding allocated for innovative teaching. If funded, the
plan. is to 'incorporate nultural content- into the first-year
curriculum. Heretofore, neither time nor funding has -been
available, to allow proper attention to this goal. Although
validation of teaching materials is important, it has been
almost,totally lacking in this project.

PROJECT IMPACT ON -CAMPUS. DEPARTMENTS
SAND AGENCIES COOPERATING WITH NURSING

PROGRAMS

The project--has helped to promote more effective
school of nursinee ommunity liaison. We brought a
Black faculty; member oncan ipus and we have.- an
increase in minority. students. They_ o. into a corm- .;

niunity that has had very little contact Withminori-
ties;On at peer level and this bar been a potent en
abler for the program. 'The hospitaT. staff ?tre able
to see the.' abilities. of the students. The head of one
department who i:s an !'older nurse" had never worked
-with- a Black person-----she became a strong, positive
enabler.

Faculty participant
Palomar College

,,San 'Marcos, California'

Certainly, this project bar brought members of the
Department of Mdring and the, Institute' of Ethnic
Studies into closer relationship than would have been
the case otherwise,. Hopefully, this -project will con
time into .the future.

Coordinator
Institute of. Ethnic Studies
Weber Stare .College
Ogden, Utah

Early in the operation of the project, faailty partici-
pants,began,,engaging other campus departments, key ad-
ministrators, 'and community groups in their plans for
ethnic program inclusion. Interdepartmental and com-
munity cooperation has been evident to some degree on
die campus of every participating school. .f.wenty-eight
schools have reported particularly successful interdepart-

.

mental planning.that has benefited newly recruited ethnic,
group students. Most participating schools gained active
cooperation from admissions and financial aid officers,
non- nursing science departments, medical center recruiter/

. counselors, ethhic. studies and other special 'program per-
sonnel, the staff of skills and special learning 'prOgrams,
ethnic student organizations, and community -based ethnic
groups. '(See Appendix t.).

In many instances, the non-nursing staff have become
a pater 9f ° 02inority affairs committees and have. partici-
pated in work' .sessions given by cluster groups' or have
been a. part of .,other workshops in which inchision_of
ethniC issues has been explored) This has resulted in
proved .coordination between prenursing and nursing
courses. It encourages already* overworked nursing faculty
who see responsibilities shared for making. programs of
ethnic inclusion work. It =1st be emphasized that once
better. communiCationjs established- among campus de-
partments, all students benefit.

CLUSTER.GROUPS OF SCHOOLS

As a member of the Oregoh Cluster Group the Most
meaningful experience has been the association with
other members of the cluster,. We have grown to
know and trust each other. There an openness in
sharing the responses to our own successful:workshop..
Can you believe that the Unikersity of .Oregon and
two commimity colleges have been .able to meet on-
common ground,- join forces, and produce a successful
product.:''' This is a historic first!. .

Faculty -participant
. .

Chemeketa Community College-
Salem, Oregon

. , [the project] has provided ettt'oppor*ity fO
me to consult with othefr -With similar goals and
ger"'ideal approaches to areas of ,concern. This
has :meant a c-ontioning source or .stimulation and
motivation.

Faculty partiCipant
San Jose City College
San Jose, California'

Faculty participants have been meeting together on
a regular basis under a cluster formation. There are eight,
cluster .grdups .of schools functioning .as, separate units.
They identify mutual concerns, share pfogress -and new
ideas; ,and plan. fOr mutually advantageous public pro7
grams. (See list of cluster group. work sessions--=-Appendix

-1-1t7Y-'7.%Ztl .
Cluster group's were formed in the 'distinct' geo-

graphical areas of ArizOna, southern California. (includes
Los Angeles' San Diego, and Las Vegas, Nevada) ;
ern California (includes ,peninsula, Bay Area, and, north),
Colorado,' Montana, Oregon, Utah, arid Washington..The
cluster groups included a .total of Al participating schools
and their activities varied from giving, workshops to pro-.
viding input for new project proposal planning to swap-
ping information on resources in the area-. Alt groups,have
plans' to actively continue programs past the phasing out
of the project.
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These groups have served many purposes beyond the
original intent of providing a basis for the sharing of
consultation resources with more schools than were budg-
eted. For example,

1. The cluSter groups have served as nucleus groups
that give faculty participants moral, support and .

encouragement.
2. The groups have accomplished work that individu-

, al faculty members could not undertake ,,because
of time and energy constraints.

3. Cluster group work sessions '(Workshops) were
conducted by each group at various times during
the last two years of the project. (See Appendix
H for. a list of the work session programs.)

The cluster arrangement' made possible ,interim work-
shops that would not have been otherwise feasible. The
one' and two-day work sessions planned and conducted by
cluster groups gave the participants experience in work,
shop management and allowed for examination of rele-
vant local issues, whereas project workshops on subregional
levels were devoted to more general topics that would
apply to a larger group of persons. As early as January
1972, faculty participants at San Jose .City College and
the College of San Mateo planned a joint workshop with
a follow-up session in March 1973.

Work session planning was carried out by commit-
tees formed within each cluster group representing all
participating schools in a given geographical area. Project
workshop funds were allocated to3 meet a portion of costs..
The cluster groups used innovative approaches to funding
for example, donations from schools and admission fees.
Work session objectives included the following:

1. To provide opportunity for full faculty contin-
gencies froth participating schools to attend ses-
sions devoted to issues related to recruitment, re-
tention, and curricula change

2.. To proinote mutual planning for activities pertin-
ent to project goals, which have the potential for
continuing' after the phasing outAof this project

3, To allOw.more students and other campus and.
community persons to become involved in an in-
dividual school's efforts

4. To encourage participation by local nonpartici-
paring schools of nursing, ellealth agencies, school
counselors, and representatives from ethnic nurse
groups and other organizations promoting minority
inclusion in health careers

5. To encourage development sessions for faculty of
schools of nursing, students, and campus and com-
munity repreSentatives in those schools 'that are
ii6clocated near another participating school (for
exathple, the University of New Mexico, Idaho
State University, University of ,,Nevada, Las Vegas,
and the Int -Collegiate Center for Nursing. Edu-
cation in Spoka )1

Many groups deSigne attractive work session bro-
chures. Summaries of the secs' )ns were submitted to all
those in attendance. Groups used , idip- and videotapes to
document concerns, problems, and olutions 'for other
faculty, to provide orientation for new , ulty and student
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counseling, and to shate..infbrmati,m,Lwith otherpartici-
pating schools.

THE PROJECT'S IMPACT ON
NONPARTICIPATING SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES

COnsultation and resource materials have been pro-
vided t6 the nursing program of Navajo Community Col:
lege, in Tsaile, Arizona; the associate degree nursing pro-
gram serving the Pine Ridge and Rosebud Indian Reserva-
tions in South Dakota; the Wyoming statewide task force
planning a feasibility study proposal for special pro-.
granirning to prepare greater, .humbeis of Arnerican Indian
nurses.

An estimated 30 schools of nursing not officially par-
ticipating in this project have received project materials
and sent representatives to project ,workshops, cluster
meetings, and work sessions. Nonparticipating schools
have been, representative cf diploma, associate degree,
and baccalaureate degree nursing programs.

The dean of the School of Nursing at the University
of California, Los Angeles, submitted an ethnic inclusion
resolution to the Council of Baccalaureate and Higher De-
gree Programs. of the National League for- Nursing at its
Marsh 1974 meeting. The resolution._requested action to
include critetia in the league's accreditation standards that
would require schools seeking accreditation to (1) pro-
vide ethnit balance in the student body faculty, and ad-
ministration,' and (2 ) include multicultural content in the
curriculum in order to prepare their students for nursing
care, with all people. As no action on the resolution has
as yet been taken by the NLN council, the resolution is
being submitted to the membership of' WCHEN at its
October 1974 meeting for approval and action.

THE PROJECT'S IMPACT' ON PROGRAMMING-
IN THE .WICHE.AREA

The resources' and knowledge gaineli in this project
have been made available to other WICHE .committees
and progtiam directors, Special mention shoild. be made
of an active, ongoing_ exchange of, information and ideas
between this project and two WICHE programs: "Facul-
ty DeveloptrientMinority Content in 'Mental Health" and
"Minority- Recruitment and Input into Social Work Edu-
cation:" '

participants in the project promoted the first steps
toward inclusion of graduate nursing education programs
in the WICHE Student Exchange Programs (SEP).

,Planned in collaboration with Jo Eleanor Elliott, WICHE
director of nursing programs, and Virginia Patterson,

. director of SEP, this opportunity should become a reality,
in the near futiire. The School of Nursing at the Univer-
sity of New Mexico has led the way by.formally' initiating.,
a request to 'include nursing ,in the exchange _program.
When details are completed, students in states without
graduate nurse education programs will be. able 'to attend
graduate nursing programs .in other states- at in -state tui-
tion fee raths Although this, opportunity, will not be
limited to ethnic students of color, it .will further en-
courage the development of minority, talent on the graduate
revel within the four WICHE states, that do not haVe
programs in graduate nurse:education.



CONTINUATION

intUst.say'that I am somewhat b. Othered by the fact
that this the last . year of this program. I have
doubt about. -the continued success of this. particular
prograni at the local level if regional pressure and
support is removed, The effects of retruitmelit, re-
tention, and curriculum change cannot berrntly under-
stood in . the short -span of your current program,
I would hate to see so much time, energy, and money
wasted because of an inadequate time span.

A dean of admissions

I (till not identified with a. school of nursing. How-
ever,-. as a member of a professional organisation I
plan to.: (a) report to that organization and urge
them to contact schools- of nursing in our area to
continue to 'provide for the goals of the !FICHE
project and place a permanent commitment in the
fotrm of institutionalizing the goals and fuiids for .

attainment; and 1"b) relate these project goals to
other 'professional organizations that' Can influence
either schools .of nursing, boards of education, and/
or the state legislature, I recommend that we as the
first and only .-groUp of people who are attempt-

ing to ,reach. the goals of this projectstay banded
together and as a unit demand that nursing schools
provide some funds.

Participant
Project Support Group Meeting,. July 1974,-,

Two Meetings, were devoted to the question of con-
tinuation._ of goals beyond phasing out of the project.
Strategies were matched. with expectations. It is expected
that schools that participated.' n the,project will -continue
recruiting and retaining ethnic students of color and -will
expand, curricula revisions to include 'multicultural con -
tent. In addition, it is expected that all.:-WCHEN schools
will adopt recruitment, ,tetention,, and curricula changes
as top priorities. (See Appendix. J for Memo. to WCHEN

. Minority Steering Committee.)::

SpecifiC Strategies for ---
Continuation of Project Goals

A ft:ontinuation proposal.. has been submitted to the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation for more intensive develop-
ment of multicultural content -for nursing curricula: If
funded, the three-year ,project would begin' sometime dur-
ing the-1974.1975 school year.

For specific actions in implementing recruitment, re-
tention, and curricula revision activities, see the paper by
Harland Randolph from. the May 1974 wockshop. Dur-
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OF GOALS

ing that workshop and a subsequent meeting in July,
specific strategies were suggested for transferring inclu-
sion of ethnic programs in participating schools from
volunteer soft money-supported activities to permanent
hard money-stipported progragns.

Prior to the beginning of die 1974 fall term, partici-
pating schools received the following list of strategies' for
putting into practice inclusion of ethnic activities. The
items were developed by faculty participants and others
attending the July support group meeting.

Goal
Obtain the approach and actions needed to effect
the minority programs 'in colleges and universities
participating in the project Faculty Development to
Meet Minority Group Needs

Major Steps for Action
1. Identify the goals, philosophy, and structure of the

institution
2. Identify the decision-making process within, the

institution
3. Designate a committee or a person assigned re-

sponsibility for the program
4. Become a formal part of the organizational struc-

ture by becoming a standing 'committee or by be-
coming involved in key committees

5. Develop an open communication channel to peo-
ple in decision-making poSitions

6. Identify allies of the program; form a coalition
with other 'health or related grOUps with similar
goals

7. Work with the institution's curriculum committee
( in the school of: nursing or the university) to
establish a philosophy to promote quality health
care for all people; and include ethnic minority
content as an integral responsibility of the com-
mittee ;through retrieval systems, ,influencing text-
books,"and cross listings

8. Obtain hard 'money for programs; make programs
abudget line item

9. Involve people in the minority programs in the.
reward system such as tenure

Formation of the Western Regional Consortium
tp Meet Minority Group Needs in Nursing .

Established at the July 1974 meeting of .the Project
Support Group, the consortium is coordinated by Gladys
Jacques-,. a member. of the graduate facility in the School
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Of Nursing,' at the University of California, Los Angeles.
Faculty participants have been identified. as 'regional co-
ordinators. The consortium function to carry out ac-
tivities necessary for the continuation of recruitment-, re-
tendon, and curricula changes throughout the regiOn: (See
Appendix M.)

During the summer of 1974-,the 'consortium mobilized-
cluster groups and other interested individuals for support
of the continuation proposal. Letters went to WICHE and

6 the W. K, Kellogg Foundation, indicating widespread in-
terest in the newly developed proposal. In addition, con-
sortium members comritnnicated with the adMinistrative:
staff at WICHE to request a commitment .fOr continuation
of .consultation resources to participating schools whether
or not the yew proposal is funded.' Members of the con-
sortium will coordinate their plans with those of
Minority 'Affairs Steering Commitee of WCHEN,

LIST OF NEEDS STILL TO BE MET

9

. The following needs were developed by participants
at the Project Support Group Meeting in July 1.974.

lr/e. have just barely scratched theXrfac,e.

Like everyone else. wo need time and 111011ey.

live need clout,' .

Faculty participants

Faculty Recruitment
There is" difficulty iii hiring minority faculty or,

getting recruitment going, even though the need is ac-
knowledged. School administrations are not willing to give
incentives for ethnic group Ta6Ity, Hard money is needed
for recruited ethnic groups of color. Almost all the
minority counselors are supported by soft money. .

,FaCulty. Attitudes
Some faculty'still present the greatest 'barrier to effect

ethnic inclusion in nursing programs. Some participants
are being told to "cool it" when they discuss minority
concerns, and some faculty are saying "let others do it,''

Institutionalization
.Few ethnic groups of color are. .in administrative

iposit ions, °Subtle .strategieS are needed' for affirmative ac-
tion,. as "quotas" are against the law:A grievance procedure
is needed for students Or they can be undermined indi:
vidually. Written' commitmtnrs are, needed from adminis-
trators. Accountability is continually needed to some in-
dividual or Organization that is above -interschool corn-
petition WICHE has served this purpose And., finally,
a search is needed for capitation .funds designated for
'Minority student counselors,- but which were never used
for the purpose,

CurOcula Content
More cultural content and resources arc needed, The

"myth" of total patient care is false and dangerous; total
patient care cannot be taught until accurate. cultural con.-
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tent is included. There is a need to acknoWledge folk Medi-
cine and integrate it into the curriculurt4 'otherwise,
nurses cannot reach people. If one person is alienated, the
whole family's attitude toward health care is likely 06' be
influehcal.

There must be fewer unrealistic and tintn.le portrayals
of Blacks, Indians, and Chicanos, S.oine of the current-.
teaching will not hold up in the real world. There also
must be less dependency on one minority facultyineinber
to supply all the ethnic input.

There are many needs that must be recognized and
met. There is -the need to .diagnose learning needs and
styles, the need to specify that some "innovative" teaching'
approaches will not work with many ethnic students of
color on an individualized basis. Additionally, there is the
need for money ,to maintain students in school, i.e., trans,
portation:' the .need for money to hire .a learning specialist,
and there is the need to lessen the dropout rate of ethnic
students of color because .of grade-point averages, money,_.--
incl family hassles and pressures.

Retention

1 will continue to work towards My 0W72 learning;
I will ,continae to work towards the recruitment and
retention of minority students into nursing.

Faculty participant
Sacramento City College.
Sacramento, California

I would like to say that !Wei feel !he project
,had an lin pOrtant impact upon. Mohnt Si; : Mary's Col:
lege, in spite of the fact our statistics. may not re-
flect the gains we had hoped for. , . "Wc hope
that we will be able to cantiro&.to develop our pro-,
gram that it Italy meets .the needs in: nursing. out-
lined by libel project,

Dean, School of Nursing
Mbunt St. Mary's College
Los Angeles, California

re realize that the . job .is far from finished, but I
-believe it has truly begun to change. We have 'sub-
stantially increased the. number .of minOrity students
in our nursing programs during the'past few. years.

Dean, School of Nursing
University of California, ,Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California

We'll continue to work toward the day,when
ties are truly included in nursing.

Faculty participant
Everett ComMunity College
Everett, Washington
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a-MODEL OF A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM

This report has provided some information about
the ways in which facility participants achieved recruit-
Ment and retention of ethnic students of color and began
curricula revisions to meet- needs of the ethnic communi-
ties. Readers cal incorporate ideas from the reports on

successful approach" for their own
ggestion to schools beginning their
is inclusion is to review all the ma-

each school into
programs. A first
own programs of et
aerial 'in this report ,forjelevaticy to the program being
developed at their school, particularly the section on 11-1-

pact and components' (see Appendig I). A brief summary
of suggested steps for action is as follows:

PiZOGRAM MODEL

Basic Essentials
1, Get visible support from the dean Or director of

the nursing program
2. Have administrative backing in the form of re-

lease time for :faculty to accomplish daily planning
and implementation

3. Get funds---7a line item in the budget for minority
inclusion activities for ethnic groups of color that
are underrepresented in die program

4.. Devote the necessary time for develOpment.,meet-
ings w,ith faculty and students' to increase their
awareness of, the 'cohcePts of cultural diversity 'and'
the need to-institute changes that promote success-
ful inclusion measures

5. Receive assurance from the dean or director of the
nursing program and from other administrators
that inclusion activities will be incorporated into
ongoing committees and generally put' into effect
as soon as possible

Recommended Priority Actions
Form a minority affairs committee in the school,
of nursing to centralize assessment, planning, and
evaluation efforts for minority inclusion ( ideal
composition: faculty and students---minority and
nonminotity, and 'representation from campus, and
community)

2 Appoint a coordinator. for minority affairs (not
necessarily the chairperson of the minority -affairs
committee; the primary functions of this office
should be to execute activities for retention of stu-
dents and work with faculty 'and students in re-
cruitment and curricula changesee the narrative
on :the Minority -4ffairs Coordinator in the sec-
tion on Project Impact

3: plan', regular, ongoing, faculty development ses-
sions that include responsible persohns from key,
departments on campus (i.e., financial aid, skills
services, admissions and the like); these sessions
should be mandatory to. avoid serious subversion
activities against the minority inclusion programs,
as faculty attitudes are a key to the success of

0

ethniC inclusion, .

4. Plan and implement a program for inclusion of
ethnic groups of color in the school of nursing;
use the component chart for planningit covers
the spectrum of necessary .responsibilities and
components (-see Appendix I)

In addition, it is also important to:
Determine which ethnic groups are to be targets for

recruitment (specify whether or not grass-roots persons
are to be irfcluded and whether or not educationally dis-
advantaged students will be admitted and assisted to suc-
cessfully .complete the program).

Identify' barriers . to recruitment, and retention, and
specify actions to overcome those barriers,

-Delegate responsibilities for: members _of the faculty
committees and for the Minority 'sniclent coordinator.

Revti're brochures and other informational materials,
that conveys. the, purposes of the\ program to depict the
ethnic population desired for the school.

Review the philosophy and objectiv,eV,of the school
of nursing. Both should 'reflect the school's determination
to prepare nurses from areas, that are inadequately served.
Both should include the school's desire to admit and re-
tain educationally disadvantaged students if this is its,
goal, Thus, all students and faculty know in advance that
they'Will be assisting in meeting critical needs.

Review tests 'and other course materials for their in-
elusion of-racist information and 'make appropriate correc
dons. Ethnic studies, staff .can assist in selection of curricula p

reference materials.

Other Considerations Affecting Inclusion Progranris
The ethnic student population in schools of nursing

varies as does the learning environment. Other considera-
tions that should be incorporated _into program planning
for ethnic inclusion are:

Student Profile,
Each school of nursing has an Unpublished profile

into which most students will fit, The School's expecta-
tions of students' type of dress, hairstyle, speech patterns,
and general beehavior comprise. this profile. Admission of
ethnic students sometimes necessitates'' adjustments in
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acuity and attitudes, behavior, and expectations of
the .students,.

Admission Requirements
Over the years, the grade-point average (GPA) of

students applying to schools of nursing has been the major
criterion for admission, In recent. years, applicants to
schools of 'nursing have far exceeded the number of stu-
dents that can be accepted. Although many colleges' 're-
quirements for GPA do not exceed, 2.0 or 3.0, it is a
faix that the .GPA of most nonniinority nursing students

a

is at least one full point above tthe. entraiite requirement.
This means that minority students who meet the 2.0 re-
quirement are likely to 'find themselves, competing with
classmates having GPA scores of 3,0 to-4,Q. As copped-
tion becomes'more keen, minority students are thus viexecil
as being academically inferior, although ther "average':
scores do meet, the entrance requirement: Inclusion of the
ethnic group studeiit should- require tidmissIon criteria
that extended beyond mere GRA. scores to include such
other relevant indicators. as communication ability .and
commitment to practice nursing.

4
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EXCERPTS

A. AC, -IVITIES OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

.Periai ie reports.) were ,:submitted to the project di-
rector fop sharing with ether schools, planning and ad-
visory .committees, and Consultants: The °following ex-

.'.cerpts were taken from these' reports., Numerical changes
in ethnic minority students and faculty. include Americqn
rndiahs and .0.gkan Natives Blacks, Filipinos, thicanos;
and other Spanish speaking persons: NA .(not available)
means figures were not submitted for this report. .

Special Features (pal Enabling Factors ,desqibes the
circumstances that have assisted and supported the efforts
of faculty participants to carry out project goals.

ln4ibiting Facto's explains the, reveries' or -problems,
which have prevented programming from more success-*
fully meeting project goals.

Special Activities summarizes the efforts' that were
a -part of this project, (Includes.,'recruitment, retention,
and curricular

. -SUi-nrnaries of reports, submitted for Spring) 1974
follow:

ALASKA

' School
Alaska Methodist University
Colle of Nursing '

And
e
rage, Alaska 99564"''

Type of Program: Baccalaureate. degree. ,

Dean/Ditector: Dr; Effie Anderson Qraham
Faculty Participants: JoAnn Hagen, Annabelle M6ore,

,Irrielda, Hull ( 1271:1972)

Statistics

1971
1974

Students.
Total Minority

31,
128 22

Faculty
Total e , Minority

3 0'
11' 4),

Special Features and Enablirig Factors,
.

1. Campus-wide individual-oriented phikisophy. -
2. New center concept which allows more individual

direceon for students, i.e., intercultural center and
others.

Inhibiting Factors
Lack of enough faculty.

2. Conuminication problems between and within
centers. '
Lack of community understanding Of program
and 4 -year goals in nursing.

4. Lack of self-paced cUrriCuitim in nursing.
I .

'Special Activities
Retention: Planning a prop'osal for a retentio progran-i.
CurrisAr Revisiti; Changing ov8f o1 a Mostly selfk

paced 'curriculum. "Bush. experienceS" senior students,
including,Alaskan Natives. 1.

ARIZONA

School
Cochise College.
Nursing .Program
Douglas, 'Arizona 85607 1 .1.

Type of Program: Associate degree
Dean/Director: Ms. Beverly A, Langley

`Factlity,Tarticipant:'Kapion Dormann

Students
Total MinOrity

. 1971 28

Statistics'
faculty

Total i . Minority
6 3.5 1 ' \ .

1974 56 14 , 5.5 I 0
Special Features and Enabling Fdctori.

. 1. 'Nursing faculty became, more aware] of ',needs f9r \
.minorityinvolvement.

2, Retention needs made 'us take, a! better. look .0
curriculum' and revise curriculum. We' had an

NLN consultant here. to aid in curriculum req., I

lion. ,

Inhibiting Factors`
Student retentiOn is. the main preb em.

ti

Special Activities
Recruitment: Progratil has many minority' student appli-
canVbut minority faculty are.:Sought tO achieve a more
balanced ratio.

-
Retention: Special sequences developediin elassrOorn-
tivity. Iinprove use of audio- visual aids.'
ClirricUlar Revision: English course devdloped specifically
for nursing studentsr--aids in' helping MfAoritY 'students.
with, medical-- 'terminology: 'Career ladder, developed. to
help student achieve from step to step.

School
Northern Arizona University
Nursing Program -

Flagst4f, Arizona 96001

Tyre of Pfogram: Associate and new Baccalaureate degrees
Dean/Director: Ms. Phyllis Adkisson .

#
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Faculty. Participants' Enid A. Rossi, Roberta Clegg (1971 -

1972)

o Statistiis
Students AD.
Total. Minority

197.1 43 ,7
1974 74 11

Special Features and Enabllag Factors
1. Community ,organizations 'andkey 'people: inter-

ested and edger to work faculty.

Indian .counselor at NAU is former graduate of
nursing program.

3. Faculty, representative to WICHE project Ss chair-
person of the AD .curriculum committee.

Inhibiting Factors'
-1. Fall 197siproject representative new to School
r

8
and to teaching.

2. Fall 1'9'72 and Spring' 1973faculty short two
positions (total faculty:only font, includingchair-
man), _Chairman ill, political problems with' stu-
*dents and administrators.

3. Fall 1973 almost 100 percent' turnover of faculty
and- chairman

Studerlts B.S.
Total Minority

10 2'

Faculty
Total Mintrity

5 0
NA NA

Special Activities
Recruitment:

Establisheci\lorenursing program. (two students, in
1974).

2. Selection process for admissioN to nursing gives
preference to niiiiority students who have passed
preriyising program aril plan to work with their
ethnic group.

1. Set up prenursing assistance. oprograni:. a. math,
reading, vocabulary,: language$ study methods,
career counseling; b. , tutoring now available
through counseling center, and LULAC and Com-
Munity Services.

2, Minority nursing students are aided by tutors, in-
dividual factlIty assistance with problem areas,
'and use of A aids.

'Freshman class, Fall 1973, retained "all minority
- students. .Sophomore class, lost one student to,

another health. field.
4, Graduating 'class, Spring 1973, all minority stu-

dents passed Start Boards,

'urricular Revision:
1. Programmed instruction, films, filmstrips; and

group work are 'utilized as some teaching methods.' 2. Ethnic -cultural consideration is a. thread throtagh-
our :AD. curriculum: beliefs regarding death, food
habits, clinical .,assessments. (check for cyanosis,
ctc.).,.. hygiene, family. organization patterns, 're-
sponses, to .paip and hospitalization, language dif-
ferences.

3.. B.S, program emeasizeS cultinal patterns in
health and illness in community 'health and pre-
ventive mental ,health.

CALIFORNIA

School

Bakersfield College
Nursing Department
Bakersfield, California 93305

Type'of Program: Associate degree
Director: Malcolm McDonald
Fortner Director:' 'Ms: Doreen T, Chan
Faculty Participant: Doreen T. Chan

Statistics'`
Students Faculty

Total Minority Total Minority-
1971. ^62 1 6 *1

1974 77 5 6 2

Special .Features and. Enabling .Factors
Pre - entry. course .for minority students applying 197_3-,

1974. The 6-week course was. cOnducted bY two faculty
members skilled in working with students who have dif-
ficulty with basic skills:

In addition; the students were given exercises to im
prove.theit.. concentration, Eleven students completed the

which met for 2 hours during sessions' for 34
weeksr--There was a Substantial increase -in student scores
on the SCAT and. Nelson-Denny Reading Test after the-
6-week course.

Special-AstiVities.
M

.

Recruitmentcimissions are on a competitive basis so, open
enrollment is not a reality. The three minority students
who will be entering the school of nursing for -the 1974-
75 school year'were recruited from applicants-who applied
for the 1973-74 school year bdt were pot .admitted
Retention: DoeS not pose a problem for minority students
most do as; well or 'better than-the average .student.

School

California Stare 'University, Chic(
School of Nursing
Chico, California 95926

Type of Program: B.S-. and M.S. degrees
De a: Dr, Elagrace Feekie, Associate Dean4for Nursing
Faculty Partieipants:' Sylvia Bassett,-Eliiabeth Wolfe

Statistics

.

20

1971
Total
311

Minority
,

-14

Students

Total
0

Minority
0

1974 315 , 18 29 2

Faculty
19'71 23 0 0
-1974 23 0 1 0
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Special Features and Enabling Factors
Attendance of faculty members and their reports

and discussions of workshop content. Workshop materials:
'Bibliographies, films, video, tapes, Regional and cluster
conferences attended by faculty- members'. Sharing. of prob-
lems and possible solutions.

rInhibiting Factors.. .

InadeqUate time: Faculty overload._ Inadequate funds
for travel, (split campus) and clekical 014rk
data); geographically split campus: 9. facility at Travis

in AFB, 13 at -Chico (2.5 hours away') and 1 in Oakland....
Attitude, of confrontation on the of consultants and
faculty unwillingneSs to faire the

Special Activities
Recruitment:. Greater attempt at recruitment of minority

. students. Student-representation ( speakers, counselors) in

. local high schools,With predominantly- Black populations.
Retegtion:-:Liaison 'with and broadening of general col-
lege program in areas of need (e,g., math, reading),
tutorials, ( instructors) and counseling (individual and
grolip). . .

. .

-Curricular Revision: Textbook examination for signs of
. 'prejudice. Discussions and experience with -health prob-
lems and need. of minority groups. Physical
differences (e.g., signs in burn, trauma).

School
California State University,. Los Angeles
bepartment of Nursing '

Los- Angeles, California 90032

Type of Program: B.S. and M.S.-degrees
Dean: Dr. Ruth Wu
Faculty Participants. Henryetta Blackmon,. Sally
Dora-Lee CCO'Prdinator for Minority Students)

Statistics

assessment

Students
Total Minority Total

1971 710 16 \ NA
1974 , NA 196 NA

Farnham,

Faculty
Minority

,NA
5 ,

, Special Activities
'Recruitment: Recruitment of students for .the genetic pro-
gram was halted bec ause of a moratorium on all basics in
December 1971. Excel t ion : St udents recruited under the
Mexican-At .Recruitment,Project.

Each beginning musing class will have at least 25
percent enrollment of Black, Brown, and American In-

,,dian students, using a waiting list,
Retention: An active retention, program was instituted

1973,- nursing :courses re-
)'fall quarter 1972, including counseling and tutoring.

Curricular Revision: February 1975,
.viewed by chairman of etlthic students, centers. or campus
(Mexican American, Pau-African; and Asian). Their re-
sponses were . implemented into the new curriculum.
Spanish classes were added to the list of limited electives.
Faculty Awareness: , The School of Nursing Minority
Committee was invited to conduct faculty awareness work-
shops/seminars.

School

California State University, San. FranciSco
Department of Nursing
San Francisco, California 94132

Type of Program: B.S. degree-,
Former Dean: Dr. Marion Schrum
Acting Chi 'man: Ms. Elizabeth Clark
Faculty Participants: Taiko Hara, Alma Petty, Jerry Kin-
sey (Coordinator for Minority Students).

Statistics
. Students Faculty

..,, Total Minority Total Minority
1971 208 64 29 4
1974` 220 72 27 4

Special Features- and Enabling Fdctoes
Minority student counselor position filled by Jerry

Kinsey (a Black faculty member) who has received re-
lease time for these responsibilities. Faculty attend cluster

is

work sessions.

Inhibiting Factors
Lack of faculty interest and involvement--considered

low prioritymuch below need for new department chair-
man, curricular revision, ongoing courses. Some minority.
students are failing segments the second year. Curricular
revision does not include minority health .need issues.

Special Activities
Recruitment and Retention: There has been some degree
of increased -awareness of need for minority students
accompanied by 'insTeased resistance, in identifying prob-
lems within faculty and curriculum.
Curricular Revision: There is.ininimal inclusion of isolated
fads. pertaining to a particular ethnic/cultural group,
mostly froin information which is sought from students.

SchOol

Chaffey Community College
-,Allied Health Program

Alta Loma, California 91701

Type of Program: Associate degree
;,Coordinator: Ms. Mary Boul .

Faculty Participants: Sylvia Pompura, Cynthia Carey

Statistics

wa
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-1971
1974

Students
Total
NA
106

Mipptity
NA,
15

, Faculty
Total . Minority

NA 0
NA 0

Special Activities
Recruitment: Worked on admission criteria. Attempts
made to increase minority enrollment in all allied heilth
fields,.

.Retention: Individual tutoring provided by. peers and
faculty, Planned clpSer articulation with campus Reading

'and Technology' Center to offer help in closing academic.
gape Planned improved scheduling- of classes.
Curricular Revision: Instituted a self-pace math course.



School

East Los Angeles College
Department of Nursing
Loa Angeles, California 90022

Type of Program: Associate degree
Director.: Ms. kitty Cardinal
Former director: Phyllis Linden
Faculty Participants: Judy Cardinal, Mollye Harris, Cecelia
Nash (Coordinator for Minority Students)

Statistics-
Students

Total Minority
Faculty

Total Minority
1971 108 62 10 1

1974 137 83 11 3

Special Features and Enabling Factors
1. New director of nursing program has been

'faculty participant since 1971. She assumed re-
. sponsibilities as of June. 1974.

2, Minority Affair's Committee.
3. Establishment of 3R program with full-time nurs-

ing advisOr.

Inhibiting Factors
Lack of ,total fdculty involVement.

Special Activities
Recruitment: Through 3R program.
Retention: Use

1. Some faculty members' have started looking at
students differently and utilizing school and tu-
torial services. These .same faculty members have
increased student counseling time. By trial and
error, new knowle,clge has been exchiinged among
these few for .better student retention,
Tutorial' assistance still' is spotty and poorly Co-.
ordinated, despite increased faculty awareness. We-
have the raw materials at hand, but we have to
"get it together."

Curricular Revision:
1. Greatest area of success, As corollary rather than

direct :impetus from minority affairs, strong push
has been toward developing ladder, cnrricaluin.
Picks up educational lag by allowing students to
develop successes first while changtng self-image.

2. Ladder concept is being utilized in planning new
curriculum.

3. Although State Board recently turned down our
proposal to substitute Sociology II "(ethnic and race
relations in the U.S.) fOr our regular sociology
course, we will ,still continue to re-commend it to
our students as an elective. The career ladder con-
cept has.reallystrengthened Our approach to meet-
ing the needs of minority students,

School

El Camino College
Nursing Program
Torrance, California 90506

Type of Program: Associate degree
Dean/Director: Ms. Margaret Brant
Faculty Participants: Seolia Beamon, Eleanor Brown

Statistics
Students

Total Minority
Fatuity

Total Minority
1971 125 27 10 4
1974 NA NA 13 2

Special. Features and Enabling Factors
None indicated in 1974 report.

Inhibiting Factors
Lack of commitrpent by, total facility. Lack of release

dine.

Special Activities
Recruitment:. Plan release time for team visits to local
schools.

Retention: Two nursing counselors work with 'nursing
students as a result of the minority.project.
Curriculum Revision: Report stated this is limited.

School

Los Angeles City College
Nursing Department
Los Angeles, California 90029,

Type of Program: Associate degree
Dean / Director:. Ms. Ada L. Kirkland, 'Acting Chairman
Faculty Participants: Beverly Tiktinsky, Sarah Shuldiner

Statistics
Students A . Faculty

Total Minority Total Minority
1974 220 20 7
1971 .230 ETA NA 1

Special Featare§. 'and Enabling Factois
None notedquestionnaire incomplete,

Inhibiting Factors
Lack of faculty participation,

Special Activities
Recruitment: Not a problem.
Retention: Faculty do not participate.
Currialar Revision: Inclusion of ethnic minority content
planned in current curricular 'revision,

School

Los Angeles Trade- Tethnital College
.

Nursing ProgArn-
,,

,

LoseAngeles,.Califocnia 90015
N e.t

Type of Program.: Associate degree
Dean /Director: /vjs. Virginia Crispin
Eacultyd Participants: Bess Alderman, Socorro Ortiz

.



Statistics
Students

Total Minority
Faculty

Total Minority
1971 96 62 6
1971 66 39 NA.

Special Features and Enabling Factors
1. Project, workshops and staff have giveninsight

into minOrity problems.
2.. Ginsultant ( Fay Wilson) has assisted in pointing

out areas. for changes, i.e., application forms
prejudicial questions built. in.

3. A minority i advisory .eommittee is being formed.'
Composition will be representation- from campus,
clinical facilities, and cominunity:.

Inhibiting Factors .

1.' Dean, of 'instruction felt workshops were not tele-.
vane to RN faculty.

2. 'Lade of leadership in duster. group.
3. Financial aid based on last year's earningsre-

. quires students to work excessively.

Special Activitiei
Recruitment; YaCulty talk to prospective students in
hospital setting.
Retention: Not a problemonce a student is in she wants
to stay in. -One student dropped out one semester for
health reasons bulls re-enrolled. Chairman still finding
the development of. k oci math and literacy skills to be
the maim; problem in developing good, safe, responsible
practicing registered nurses. An almost equally difficult
hurdle is the need to -earn a livelihood while going' to
school: Many studentS undertake, more then they can
handle with family, job, and school. These students would
go out- as much more effective -and- efficient 'graduates if
they could 'spend more time studying 'while they '.are in
school.

Cutricillar Revision: Faculty working..on curriculum .are
joined by a student currently enrolled in the program.
Consultant will 'continue to work 'faculty in develop-
ing content useful to the minority student:

School
Mount St. Mary's College
Department. of'. Nursing
Los Angeles, California 90049

Type of Program: Baccalaureate degree
Dean/Director: Sister Caliista Roy
-Faculty Participants: Edda Abraiii6witz, Nancy ZeN-Ven

Statistics.

Total
Students

Minority
Faculty

Total Minority
1971 150 5 9 1

1974 131 18 16 4

Special Features and Enabling Factors
There was unanimous support in this project from

the entire, nursing faculty and other faculty. The chairman
of the department, kademic dean, and j)iesident of the

G
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,
college also heartily endorsed the project and gave much
time and consideration to it:.

Inhibiting.Factors
Main inhibitor was ,financial, but as previously men-

tioned, some success was gained in this.. area.

Special. Activities
1. Recruitment: .We have been able to save slots

for minority students and.. to propose a plan
acceptable to the administration of the college for
doing so.
Retention of Students: We have been able to
fund some orientation to the program for minority-
students and also some tutoring. This has rne,t with
varying success. Of the students we did accept,' one
was not admitted to the program,' one was dropped'
from the program, and two others are. continuing
successfully at this time: I would say that our
gains are better shown by the fact that we have
a group of' faculty who, are- truly interested and
committed to the policy of extra work to retain
minority students.

3. Curriculum: In the -area of currieular revision to
meet minority needs, we have 'seen the introduc-
tion of content into the courses as currently taught.
and also the introduction of 'a' new course which
will be offered as an eleetive in. the interterm. of
1975. This' course will focus on the health . care
delivery to the minority Onie groups: In addi-
tion, there.is much faculty interest in gaining more
content in this area. About four. fkulty intend to
'go en the workshop on. the needs of Black patients
to be given in San Francisco in May.\

2.

.SChool

Palomar College .
Nursing Program
San Marcos, California 92069

Type of Prograan: Associate degree
Director: Ms. Donna 'Casey

'Faculty Participants: Joan Mahoney, Ruth Murphy, Alyce
Cooper (Coordinator 'for -Minority Students)

Statistics
"..; -Students --. Faculty

.

Total 'Minority Total Minority.
1971 52 3
1974' . '110 19 .10

Special Features and Enabling Factors
TWO faculty members and chairperson participation

in project, subsequent reports to total nursing faculty have
. helped, especially in area of retention and Curricular
change. Subsequent reports have been a constant reminder
to this faculty of its commitment to the project and its

-objectives.

Special Activities
Recruitment: Greater determination to work with. Project
Breaktruough of the Student Nurse Association and new.
laws for change in LVN to RN. Plans made very early

0



in our, - program were realized in summer of 1973. [Don-
na in cooperation with Tribal Council, worked with Pala.1
Participants - received. Aide certificates and Six Native
Americans were recruited into our program:
Retention: Highest retention rate since program's incep-
tion. Greater consideration of 'problems. Students have
been: Tutored ffundsExtended. Opportunity Programs
& S'e'rvices (EOPS)]; given W's (withdrawalsnonpuni-
tive grade); allowed time to make up work;, and remain
in the programparadoxical, but they are still our stu-
dents. Summer Program was devised to assist minorities
and other students. Employment of Black clinical Instruc-
ti?r.

In April 1973, the Tribal COuncil requested the
Nursing Department to teach a course in "Orientation to
Nursing" for the .Native American Institute, on the Pala
Indian Reservation during the summer session. of 1973.
Curricular Revisions to Meet Minority Needs: Most
significantuse of LEGS (Learning ,Experience Guides
for Students). Facility dwareness of change in course, man -
dation and new, more meaningful courses on campus, Hi;
nic. studies can be used for general education, etc. During
consultant visit, the possibility of integrating Multicultural
or transcultural nursing objectives was discovered,

School

Sacramento City College,
Division of Nursing
Sacramento, California 95822
Type ol Program: Associate degree
Dean /Director; ,Ms. Elizabeth Joseph
Faculty Participants: Bhbara Cooke-(Coordinator for Mi-
nority Students), Betty Jo Jones

Statistics

2. Testing in N50 course will be one of the ways: in
which students' strengths arid weaknesses. can .!be
identified early before the 'student starts the nurs-
ing program. Immediate, planned assistance in
the form of courses and tutoring will be afforded
that student. Examples: English as a second lan-
guage course, Math 50 course, Reading skills lab,
Project 30jScience tutoring project.'

3. Nursing readiness course and eventual self-pacing.
4. Anatomy and Physiology: Will now be two

semesters. The intent is to more evenly divide the
content of this course so that students are given
enough time to learn this material. Therefore,
there should be fewer students failing this course
and having to drop out of nursing because of this.

Curricular Revisibn:
Modules on Cultural Distinctiveness with Implica-

'tions for Nursing re: (1) BlaCks, (2) Native Americans.

School
San Jose City College
Department of Nursing
San Jose, California 95114

Type of Program: Associate,degree
Dean/Director: Ms. Joan H. Ballard
Faculty Participants: Lorraine Hultquist, Marie Nierhann

Statistics
Students

Total Minority
Faculty

Total Minority
1971 lay 21 11'
1974 126 33 -11

Special Features and Encibling Factors
L'Supporc by department chairman and administra-

tion.
Students, Faculty 2. Faculty's. verbal supporiattencled workshops,

Total Minority Total Minority participated in, discussions regarding project.
1971 133 ' 19 13 ' 1 3...interest of minority students.
1974. 115 24 13 2 4. College allowing time for workshop.

5. Remedial and study assistance.
Special Activities
Recruitment:

1. N50 course will be open to all students planning
to enroll in nursing,

2. Slide program has been developed to depict careers
in nursing Minority students were the focus of
emphasis. There were also pictures depicting mi-
nority faculty and former minority,students; who
are now successful' RN's,

3: Faculty and students have been out to the high
. school this school year for a. Career Day. program,

Retention:
1. Modular approaCh to be. Started partially'in Funda-

mental Skills this spring, 1974. One faculty mem-
ber has been given release time to work the mo-
dules approach concept into our total curriculum.
It is the intent of this approach to 'allow the stu-
dents to work at their own paces and to decrease'
the incidence of failure.

24
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Inhibiting Factors
Lack of time to spend with project because of plan-

ning of new campuS,-instructOrs involved in self-pacing
units leaves little time to spend With other projects.

Special Activities
Recruitment:

1, Recruiting more in minority community; :Black
faculty member involved; recruiting more in local
hospitals 7-eg., LVN, aides..

2. Recruitment brochure revisedincludes pictures
of minority students and specific statements to
encourage minority students to apply.

3. Minority enrollment increased,
Retention:

1. Retention rate increased.
'21 Cognitive mapping done----different,learning styles

. explored.



3. More awareness of sludent problems.
4. More use of study. skills center, tutoring, school

psychologist.

5. Communication-with science department regarding
anatomy, physiology, and microbiolOgY.

6. Meetings with minority students to look at needs.
7. Workshops with minority students, nursing faculty,

counseling, financial aid ..dept., community peo
ple.

Curricular Revision:
I. More input pertaining to Minority patient prob-

lems (e.g., specific diseases, specific nursing
care).

2. Students continue to go into ethnic community
to look at needs (leadership cour;Se)'.

3. More discussion in 'Clinical groups of minority
patient problems.

4. Nutritional workshop focusing on ethnic diets and
related problems.

5. Spanish course to be set up this semester "Spanish
for Nurses. Sabbatical being taken by' one in-
structor to work on a self-pacing Spanish unit for
nurses.

School

Santa Barbara City College
Department of Nursing
Santa Barbara, California 93105

Type of Program: Associatedegret
Dean/Director: Ms. Shirley Conklin
Faculty Participants: Betty M. Dean, Shirley Conklin

Statistics
Students

Total Minority
10
14 '

1971 55
1974 111

Special Activities

Total
8
8

Faculty
Minority

0
0.

Recruitment: This project provided an added impetus to
the .college, the Health Occupations Division, and the
faculty in varying ways and amounts to make concerted
effortS toward the recruitment of minority students. Al-
though figiffes do not show large increases as yet, there
are identified minority students in the prbcess of aPplica-
tion to the program and in the process of completing pre-
requisite courses, We are also attempting to reach the
younger childthat is the junior high school student. This
seems to be better than concentrating solely. on high school
'students: We are working closely with the community
health task force who. has employed one person specifically
to work with our division in recruitment of minority and
low-income .students. I. believe that these activitiO along
with others' that I will describe has brought -about increas-
irtg-trust from minority faculty, counselors, and. community
representatives. This, however, does not' mean that we

'have completed our task of recruitment.
Retention: The impact of this project has made us realize

25'

c
the need for prodding tutorial assistance to minority stu-
dents When needed. This is prbvided through the college's
Learning Resource Center, as well a.s hiring tutors to work
Nv t h> students on a one-to-one basis or a small group,
basis. It has been particularly helpfulcto. be able to employ
tutors to help students with biological science courses.
Curricular .Revision: This:. project, to some extent, has
provide,d some of the impetus that die faculty has shown
by developing-its RN curriculum into 34 separate modules.
This curriculum will gb into complete implementation in
the fall of this year. Specifically, it is a self-paced curricu-
lum which will allow students to not be confined to the
usual semester system, but to be able to pace themeselves
realistically, There are naturally limits to the amount of
time that a person can be in the program, but we believe
that this curriculum will definitely yelp our minority stu-
dents, and by having open entry and exit avenues, we
will be able to b'ring students-in at various times uring
the school' year It is also evident that more content is
being included in the RN eurriculum that deals 'With mi-
nority cultUres and their relationships to health and ill-
ness. This project has also provided the impact to start
another kind of 'two-year health program the come ithity
health tech,nichin. This is being planned with: the dual
efforts of the Health OccuPations Division at Santa
Barbara City College and the community health task force.

School
'Solano Community College
Nursing Program
Suisun City, California 9458
Type of Program: Associate degree
Dean/Director: Ms, Donna E, Harris
Faculty Participant: Elizabeth. Lopez

Statistics
Sr'idents

Total Minority.
1971 34 12
1974 '4, 77 18

Faculty
Total Minority

4 0
6 , 0.

Special 'Features and Enabling FaCtors
Minoritystudeat involvement and participation in

group meetings, -readiness program, and ,skills lab ,has been
a large factor:

Participation' by the nursing faculty representatives to
WCHEN project, and the sharing of ideas about the
project at faculty meetings has been helpful.

There has been, generally speaki=ng, faculty support
for the project. The college administration, though mini-
mally involved, has not inhibited the project:

Inhibiting Factors
Time has been a factor in accomplishing all activities

we would like to .have. Requesting 'minority students" to
spend extra time in meetings, etc., may be overloading.
Student reaction to general statements or .curricula innova-
tions regarding ethnic differences has at times met with
.resistance,

Special Activities
Recruitment: Minority students who are qualified --have

o



been admitted. to the nursing Program in the past: ;Ade-
quate numbers have been admitted except for Chicano
students. With changes in admission policy, faculty. dis-
cussed Maintaining' adequate numbers of minority students.
Fbrty.percent of the class will be randomly selected. We
feel our policy will insure adequate. numbers based on
Solano County population.
Retention: Capitation money has. been used for a nursing
tutor, A-V equipment,. and 'a pilot readiness program for
minority. students. The class entering in 1973 shows re-
tention of minority students following the readiness pro-
gram and meeting once a week to problem solve. As a
result there will be a readiness program' recommended for
all incoming students in 1974.
Curricular Revision; The faculty have included in biblidg-
raphy lists, articles about ethnic differences. These articles
have been discussed by the .class (i.e., care of hair, cyanosis

for minority students who are cognizant of their problems.
Curricular Revision: Cluster workshop planned for March
1974. Pertinent minority content introduced. Nonvalid
minority content removed. Concept of individual differ-
ences, etc,, emphasized.

School
University of California, San Francisco
School of Nursing
San FranciScb, California 94122 /

Type of Program: B.S. and MS. degrees
Dean: Dr. Marjorie Dunlap

.. Faculty Participants: Ruth Roehm (1971-1972), Elizabeth
Harding, Diane Adams (Coordinator for Minority Stu-
dents)

Statistics
StudentsBS. Students M.S. 'Faculty

Tutai Minority tai- Minority Total Minnt fry
in dark-skinned people). 4vi ncwcr films and books show
a variety of peoples. We have ;invited 'gnest speakers as
role models tv speak on cultural differences,. i.e., Indian,
Filipino, Black: A Spanish medical terminology course
being initiated as a course for health personnel. English as
a second language will be initiated as requested by .nursing
faculty due to loss of Filipino-born students. A module
on Filipino needs is in planning.

School
. .

University of California, Los Angeles
School of Nursing .

Los Angeles, California 90024

Type of Program: B.S. and M.S. degrees
Dean: Dr. Rheba de Tornyay
Facility. Participants: Phyllis Paxton (1971-1973), Coleen
Sparks, Gladys Jacques, Ann Drice (Coordinator for
Minority-Students).

Statistics
`Students

B.S. M.S. Faculty
Total Minority Total Minority 'Total Minority

'1971 101 26 134 21, 41 6
1974 87 28 s NA 41 33 1

Special Features and Enabling Factors
Number, of minority faculty and interested Other

faculty, Supportive position of .administration. Available
monies for student advocate and tutors,: Supportive active,
students, minority and ronminoi-ity. Large and active mi-,
nority affairs committee.

Inhibiting .Factors
.

Lack:of real. information on what is valid curricular
change:. Lack of information on how to tutor.

Special Activties a

Recruirment: Students have becotiie 'involved in reaching
minority potential students ,,<:ho might not ever apply:
Retention: TutOrials available in every. course. Sample

" papers available. Student advocate for' nursing students:
'Paid tutors for ,medical science courses. Faculty advisor.

1971. 113 19 169 20 129 4
1974 128 32. 171 20- 132 10

Special Features and :Enabling Factors .

Active- campus organizations, i,e., Black caucus,
anos for Health Education..

Active and concerned community organizations, i.e., .

Bay Area Black Nurses Association. Vocal and "Militant"
students. Presence of Dr. PriCe Cobb's. Racial Confronta-
tion groups on campus and his numerous free.cconsulta-
tions to staff, faculty, and students.

Creation of the position of Coordinator of Recruit-
ment and Retention. Support from the. Dean, Some,,,ad-
ministrators and some faculty willing to move and bend.
Support from top campus administration.
Inhibiting Factors

Many faculty not committed to and some opposed to
goals of project. Structural reorganizationt' of the School
of Nursing and complete' change in both undergraduate
and graduate curriculum was a-priority issue over the last
two years. Rising number of nonminority applicants with
higher grade point averages, with a. 'first degree, some-
times two degrees.

Special Activities
Recruitment: Through the project the coordinator for r&
cruitment in the School of Nursing was exposedto peo-
ple and resources that provided' invaliiable assistance and
ideas toward the planning o the recruitment program.-.
The school Was' able to meet its 25 percent minimum mi-
nority student enrollment for the incoming class for the
first time in the school's- history..'Minority students accepted
and applying to' the school have steadily increased.
Curricular Revision to Meet Minority - Need's: Because of
the InJolvement of faculty in the project, both minority
and nonminority., the participants and thus the -school
have access r o resource materials, such as films, 'biblio-
graphies, speakers and videotapes, that, are concerned with
minority health needS. These' resources have greatly en-
riehed the curriculum resources available to minority stu
dents. Led to the establishment of a course, "Ethnic Identi-
ty and Nursing Care,"
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School

University of San Franciscci
School of Nursing
San Francisco, California 94177

Type of Program: B.S. degree
Dean/Director: Sister M. Geraldine McDonnell
Faculty Participants: Mary Fortin, Ann Schieding

'Kayser

Statistics
Students

Total . Minority

eannie

Faculty
Total Minority

COLORADO

Sihool
Community College of Denver
Nursing Program
Denver, Colorado 80216

Type of Program:Associate degree
Director: Ms. Ruth Harboe
Faculty Participants: Ruth Harboe (1971-1972), Margie
Cook (1972-1973), Alma, Mueller, Birdell West (Co-
.ordinator for Minority Students)

Statistics
1971 432 50 34 3 Students
1974 481 91 34-- 3 Total Minority

Special Activities
Recruitment:, Minority faculty sought. Use campus organi-
zations (EOP) for student recruitment. Minority Affairs

rdirat-esfec-r4itment------

'Retention: Minority Affairs, Committee utilizes resources
outside the School- of Nursing. Faculty development work-
:shops held. Students paFticipate in currictilum and faculty
committees. Tutorins increased..
Curricular Revision: Texts analyzed for material not rele-
vant. Workshops developed on ethnic 'differences,

-.School

Ventura College
Department of Nursing Education
Ventura; California. 93003

b JI
Type of Program: Associate- degree
Dean/Directbr: Ms. Margaret O'Neill
Faculty. Participants:, Frances Hughes, Kathleen ,[ohnson

Statistic's
Students . Faculty

Total Minority Total . Minority
1971 90 11 NA .1
1974 98 21 8

Special atures and Enabling. Factors
A real e rt on part of the faculty to see that the .

goals of the project were carried out. Help and encourage-.
ment from WCHEN project; Also increased faculty knowl-

, edge and awareness as result of attending- project work-
. shops.

Inhibiting Factors
Lack of faculty time to really work up- new Arrivals

offerings, etc. Distance froth cluster group meetings, which
kept us from attending them.

Special. Activities
Recruitment: Have substantially- increased over minority
enrollment from 1971- figures,

'. Retention: Has not been a problem In past, nor is it now,
Curricular Revision: Have included new assignments in
N.S.J.: on Ethnic Awareness, Also handouts on cultural
awareness subjects have been prepared,' and' an effort
made to include' cultural differences in discussions.

27.

Faculty
Total Minority

1971 130 22 8 1

1974 144 45 10 3

Special Features and Enabling 'Factors
Federal riarinies which fepprl iip_some faculty r1.

make changes in curricular inclusion of minority
content.

2. Federal monies which allowed for initial.clevelop-,
Ment of modules of content to pro:49re a small
degree of self-pacing.

3, Federal monies Which allowed for .faculty tutoring-
, of minority students having. diffielilty, with aca1.-

lemic content,
4. Federal monies which -created an ..office on this

campus for minority student tutoring (MOVE).
5. Faculty corprnitment,,which recruited and. admitted

more minority students to the program,
6. Good rapport and commitment..with the counsel4':.,

.irig division on the campus.
7. Good rapport. and commitment of some other di-

vision faculty at the school.
8. Good rapport and commitment with faculty'. in

the special help labs.

Inhibiting .FaCtors
1. Faculty turnover high.
2. So many new faculty to sensitize.
3. Lack of time to pursue goalS of the project.

Special Activities
Recruitment: We found many minority students came to
us, We also were able to seek out those who would other--
wise not have known of the opportunity to take the pro-
gram.'Even though the number of Chicanos has stayed the
same on this record, our first-level class this year has a
greatly increased number of Chicanos due to this project.
Retention: By means pf faculty inservice to increase
awareness of their feeling and assist the faculty to handle
and understand c minority problems, more students were
retained. By planning specially tO meet the students'. needs,
many were able to fill in eduCational deficiencies and then
proceed to conclusion of the program successfully.
Curricular Revision. ,This project has encouraged the de-
liberate inclusion of minority content into the curriculum:
Before, this inclusion had been haphazard, There is evi-
dence in the modular packets of Minority contentin each
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of the courses, and a specific- unit on, cultural forces,. in
health care. Also, the faculty has become more sensitized
to minority content inclusion on a class discus'sion
A'seconcl curricular change is seen in the modular packets
which haVe hopefully encouraged a little more self-pacing
instead of planned pacing by lectures. 4 third major
curriculum change has been the implementation of a ladder
PN-RN program.

School

El Paso Community College .

' Department of Health Occupations
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904

Type of Program: Associate degree
Fortner Director: Ms: Raella Booton Brown
Acting Director: Ms. Florence Hachmeier
FaCulty Participants:, Raella BroWn (1971-1973), Marcia
Barry, Mary Jane Miller, Don Ritchie (Coordinator for
Minority-Stu ti ts)

Statistics.
',Students

Total Minority
1971 131 27
1974 134 49
*( including dept, chairman)

Special Features and Enabling,,Factors
1. The- conunitnient, dedication, and insight of the

former department ,chairman.

.Faculty
Total Minority

I0 4
9 3.*

2:- The hiring"of a coordinator Who was sensitive to
the needs of the minority students and the .corn
munity, and who was committed' to the project.

3. Total faculty commitment, with the willingness
to learn, adopt; change, and follow thrOugh.
The establishment. of the Minority Affairs Corn -s
mittee composed of different individuals from the
community who were committed to the project.
The participatiO of students, on this committee.,

5. The consultation and workshops provided by
WICHE staff concerning ,problem ar,eas with im-
plementation of such a. project.

6.°The changing of the curriculum to meet the needs
,-of the minority students,

7. The willingness .orthe nursing staff ,to deal with
the minority student needs as a whole ("family,
financial problems,' Community problems), under-
standing that total .involvement, was the key to
facilitating' the lear'ning process.

,actors -
1. Lack of enough faculty.
2. CornmUnication problems between and within

centers,
3. Lack of community -Understanding of program and

4-year goals' in nursing.
4. Lack Orself-paced curriculum in nursing.

SpeciarActivities.
(Recruitment and Retention activities 'included'' in sec-

,,tion on Impact) .

Curricular Revision: The curriculum`was changed in order
that, throughout each course, materials `were added to in-
clude Minority culture and how to relate\M and care for
minority patients. Separate courses were oliered: NUR
220Minorities and Health Services, and NCR. 221
Health Systems and Health Services. \
School

Loretto Heights College
'Division of Nursing
Denver, Colorado .80236
Type of Program: B.S. degree
Dean/Director: Ms, Margaret Metzger
Faculty Participants: Jeanette Crouch (1971-1973), Elvin
Szigeti, Marie Milliken

Statistics
Students , Faculty .

Total Minorit
1971 141 10 . .12 0
1974 254 31 12 1 (lab asst.)

Special Features and *Enabling Factors
1. Federal capitation grant (released funds 1974)

will allow more extensive planning.
2. Minority recruitment by' former graduate who

heads a campus -wide program.
3. Tradition of small classes and individual attention.
4. College support of minority recruitment -both of

students/and minority faculty.
5. Individual learning contracts for RN students in

advanced medical/surgical, psychology, and in
part, public health nursing.

i mg Factors.
I. Faculty-student ratio in nursing program heavy and

.allows; little time for work beyond teaching corn-,
mitment.

Financial problem of the private liberal arts college.
does not alloW funds for Scholarship help- for Stu-
dents, no salaries high enough to attract minority
faculty.

3. Since courses are offered only once a year, this
causes difficulty with self - pacing options of some

'courses,

4. High tuition rate and lack of' scholarship funds.
Special Activities
Recruitment: College committed to recruit students with
yearly income of $0 to $6,000.
Retention: Pre-entry program (biology), summer 1973.
Chemistry modules allowed individual pace, IndiVidual

. attention of instructors in chemis4 / and biology..
Currieular Revision: Chemistry-biology modules. Self-
pacing program for entry course in nursing, Limited by

. schedule since material must be covered within semester
(additional time allowed spring 1973). Focus of 'new
curriculum on Man and Ills Needs. More cultural material
to be incorporated (consultation with Lester Fields will be
uses to outline depth and breadth of cultural material).

.28
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Spanish for nurses -taught by Elizabeth Ramos. Extensive
work to provide translation for all common health dialogues
for both hospital and community encounters, Nursing .
faculty supports this class., Use of cultural material in
physical assessment course SPRG (2 per year) 1973.

School
Univeisity of Colorado
School of Nursing
Denver,' Colorado 80220

Type of Program: B.S. and. US. degrees
Former Dean: Dr, Kathryn Smith
Acting Dean: Dr. Eunice Blair.
Faculty .Participants: Ora Plummer (1971-1973), Sally
Beatty (1971-1973), Sophronia Williams, Gilda Brown,
Margie Cook (Coordinator for Minority Students)

Statistics

cultural content and constructive Methdds for, teaching the
content: More faculty than previous to our commitment
to the WICHE project are making deliberate efforts to
include cross-cultural content in their courses. The Mi-
nority Student Affairs Committee has begun planning
faculty workshops designed to assist 'faculty .with the in
clusion of cross-cultural content. As mentioned earlier
regarding retention, experimental programs have been
designed, and these programs directly influence the exist-
ing prerequisites for admission to the 'undergraduate and
graduate programs. Some faculty ' are teaching .special
courses that relate to the health needSof ethnic minorities.

School
Univetsity of Northern Colorado
School of Nursing
Greeley, Colorado, 80639
Type of Program: Baccalaureate degree

B.S,
Xotal Minority Total

1971 164. 7 107

1974 343 28 116.

Faculty
B.S. M.S.

Total Minority 4, Total Minority
1971, 32 O. .2,1

1974 35 4 22 3

Special Features and Enabling .Factors
1. -Nursing administrative direction is setting faculty

expectations in regard to: Affirmative action
plans, cross-cultural curricular content, andexperi-
mental programs for associate degree graduates
and graduate students.

2. The School of Nursing's Minority Student Affairs
Committee's increased involvement in project
goals such as assisting with the 'Pre-entry program,
representation' at cluster meetings, and their initia-
tion of School of .Nursing faculty workshops.

3. The hiring of -ft School of Nursing Coordinator of
Minority Student Affairs.

4. Cooperation with Medical Center Office of Mi-
nority Affairs.

Factors or Conditions That- Have Enabled and Promoted
Recruitment and Retention:

1. Involvement' of current students In recruitment a
.

.2. Participation In .a special high school program
designed for students interested in health,-careers.

3. Priority consideration for minority student appli-.
cants . by the Undergraduate Admissions 'Subcom-
mittee.i

4. Improved methods for identification of the appli-
cants of ethnic minorities and Maintaining contact
with applicants after the initial inquiry.

Curricular Revision: With an increase in. the filiinber of
ethnic minority students, an increased number of faculty
are recognizing a need to develop awareness of cross-

.MS.
Minority

6

Former Dean: Ms. Elaine McMinn Menges .
Dean: Dr. 'Phyllis Brennan
Faculty Participants: Gordon Sawatzky, Karen Babich

Statistics.
Students -

Toial < Minority
Faculty

Total Minority
1971 435 8 14 0
1974 562 41 25 0
Special Activities
Recruitment: Recruitment for the School. of Nursing is-'

ihandled by Ben Trujillo in the Admissions Department
of the university...The program in nursing and our interest
in recruiting minority students has been shared, with Mr.
Trujillo, Since the beginning of this project, enrollment
of minority students in the School. of Nursing has in-
'creased from 8 to 41. 'We are pleased With the increase
and are hoping to attract more students from the large
Chicano population living in Greeley.
Retention: During the first, two yeats; students with a
nursing major. are taking the prerequisite, courses for upper
division and are seer-1.13y the nursing faculty only foi 'ad-
vising. When academic problenis arise, assistance is given
to the student in acquiring remedial courses and/or tutor-
ing which is provided thiough the Special Needs program.
In addition, we have tried. to provide other nursing stu-
dents as tutors to students .having difficulty. This has
proved to be quiteeffective.
Curricular Revision: During the 1972-73 school year, a
university-wide curricular revision was made to provide a
total of 60 qtr.- hours of general education electives for
each student.

The School 'of Nursing changes the prenursing re-
iirements to allow for more freedom in choosing elect

which are of professional and ,personal interest,
\11 addition, the following changes were made in

prerequi\sit6 courses: chemistry redixed to 15 houis froni
the Origih'i 20 hours; phySics was dropped; -'the 24 -hour

science sequence has. ,been changed to incor-
porate pharm -ology. within a 21hour sequence. Currently.
we have 55 hou of prenursing requirements, 80 hours of
upper division nu Sing courses, -and 45 hours of general
electives.

29
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IDAHO

School

Idaho State University
College of Medical Arts
Pocatello, Idaho 83201

Type of Program: Baccalaureate degree
Chairman: Ms. Helen Beckley
Faculty PartiCipants: Betty Evabson (1971-1973), ,Shirley
Howell (1971- 1973),. Grace Jacobson, Joan Paradis

Statistics
Students

Total "Minority
1971 96

/

Facillty
Total Minority

0
20 0

Special Features and Enabling Factors
Students,' have. shown active interest in recruitment

and willingness to participate in planning and discussion
sessions. Faculty have given rime and thought to adjust-
ments in their curriculum and in actively Working through
students' problems.

'Inhibiting Factors,
:11. Communication with campus Special Service

Personnel has presented some problems. (We are
currently arranging a meeting with local high
school counselors for a-- more direct method of

'coMmuniCation with them.)

2. Our few minority students, particularly the one
Black, feel isolated, as indeed they arelarger
numbers would promote security and enhance re-
tention.

Special Activities
Recruitment: Special Service Personnel., On campus had
not even suggested nursing as a possible career when visit-
ing area schools and/or speaking to minority groups! They

. do so now:

Retention: Faculty have been madeavore. of the special
problpms many of theSe students haVe, and are willing to
put forth added effort drid time in counseling and tutor-
.ing. This includes facUlty in subjects other than nursing,
also.

Curricular Revision: This has not been accomplished yet,
except that all students now attend inservice discussions
on various cultures, and cultural differences as well as
similarities are brought dot in appropriate modules, such
as pediatrics, Public health', etc. Of special interest in our
area is the appreciation of the customs and values of the
Shoshone-Bannock tribes, whose reservation surrounds.
Pocatello, and many of whom are our patients.

We are now awaiting university approval for new
modular curriculum which will include self-pacing and
content appropriate o the needs of minority people, plus
individual attention for Minority students.

MONTANA

School

Montana State University
School Of Nursing
gozeman, Montana 59715
Type of Program: B.S. and M.S. degrees
Former Director: Dr. Laura Walker
Acting Director: Ms. Sue Barkley
Faculty Participants: Ethel Nelson, Evelyn Self
Statistics

ti

Students
B.S. MS.

Total Minority Total Minority Total- Minority
1971 474 10 21 0 20'
1974 0

30

Faculty

Special Activities
Recruitment aridRetentiot Five, Indian recruiter/coun-
selors are located on campds. They work recruiting and
to prevent student dropouts. .

Orientation programs held for students. Special help --_

sessions for students with academic problems: .
Utilization of minority members of community as

resource persons.
Students who drop out for academic or other reasons

can re-enter at various quarters rather than wait for 1
year.

Curriculum Change: Courses twice yearly.

School

Northern Montana College
Department of Health Related Studies
Havre, Montana 59501

Type of Program:-Associate degree
Dean/Director: Ms..H.qlen Kiesling
Faculty Participants: Amy Black, Helen Kiesling

Statistics
StudevIts , Faculty

Total Minority Total Minority
1971 40 4 6
1974 94' 5 r 9 0

Special Activities .

Recruitment:. Have been able to recruit more Indian stu-
dents. Also, PN program curriculum,..recruits more than
AD.

Counselors horn' surrounding areas. including reserva-
tions are seeking information about nursing programs for
better guidance into:the programs.

Indian-Health Service area office' is working actively
with campus toward. counseling . prospective Indian stn..
.dents interested in nurse training (professional). They
are recognizing the AD program and promoting 'funding
for students in thiS program 'now.
Retention: High attrition rate, biir many are not "lost to
nursing" but rather shifted into the PN programreten-

PN program much better.-:
Retention problems .dne ( 1) family and personal

problems 'not resolved before. entering, program, (2)
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lack of adequate science and/orcommunication skill back-
ground for college courses, and (3) cultural differences
still noteworthy (they feel "different"),

We now have campus-wide interest in Indian culture/
students and with.faculty:,committed td promoting Indian
students' welfare and education, retention should improve.
Curricular .Revi Sion: We are currently working on curri-
cula revision. ,It now allows for more flexibility in chang-
ingt from one curriculum, to another Without penalty of
time and at least retain many credits. We are working on
the ladder concept from our PN to AD which is appeal-
ing to, the Indian student,--accomplishing one step and
going forward to anothersmall' t an a

Jargefailt;teTier to more successes in accomplishing goals.
LEGS in curriculum (introduced this year) and better AV
and tutorial services have helped. We work closely on a
one-to-one basis for minority students needing curricular
help,

NEW MEXICO

School
'University of New Mexico

College of .Nursing
Albuquerque, New Mexico-87106

. Type of Program: Baccalaureate degree
De;an: Dr. Louise. Murray
Faculty Participants: Carol Burton, Gwen Gorman, Laura

. Martinez (Coordinator for. Minority Students)

Statistics
Students Faculty

Total Minority Total " Minority
1972 355 64's 3.5.
1974 230 76 35 = 5

0,

faculty member but have had much difficulty in
' this endeavor.

3. Work with the National Chicano Health Organi-
zation.

Retention:
1We started to work on retention last 'year. but had

to limit it to a few students since we had over- ,
extended resources. This .year, we have expanded
this aspect and are getting more cooperation fromil
other sections of the college as li--a oring
programs ervices,

2. Students who are enrolled in the College Enrich-
. .ment Program get tutoring, financial aid, and

supportive counseling while. they are enrolled in
the university at no cost to them. If the high school
student qualifies. fo this :'serVice,, we encourage
him or h to apply during high school recruitment'
trips,

5. We have itilized medical, pharmacy, and nursing
saidents t i.tutor and are finding that the medical
students (minority) :make excellent tutors in the
basic sciences courses. They also encourage
nursing students to stay in school and do counsel=
ing as part of their tutoring. The same is true for
the few nursing tutors that w1e have.

Curricular Revision:
J.. A, neiv curriculum is being develOped4' Self-pking

.2,

'Inhibiting Factors
1. Institutional racism and lack of any teal policy-

making power.
2. Lack of resources including minority faculty and

finances. Seeking minority fatuity.
3. Many students have deficiencies in academic .

skills but they are accentuated for minority stu-
dents.

4. Not table to adcommodates all students seeking
nursing and ,sirnultaneously increase minority en;
rollment.

5. The state has a large minority population which
is underrepresented in all areas of health.

Special Activities
Recruitment:

1. We are now coordinating with existing recruit-
ment programs on campus and are getting re.,

ferrals 'from .the various ethnic studies, college,
enrichnient, and medical school minority programs,
and other students and organizations.

2 Communication has been established with Various
Indian pueblos-and the Navajo reservation located
near Cuba, We are trying to recruit an. ndian
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is an aim.
Occasionally, some' guest speakers are brought in
to discuss a particular ethnic view, but this is done
only Wirfew-instructors.

3. Students are encouraged to individualizentheir
approach when working with patients of air-races
and this has been somewhat successful.

4. Two. months ago/ Laura Martinez met with con -
cerned individuals from Chicano studies in. the
hope. that. they could institute a course primarily
for minority 'students in the health sciences that
would .deal with barriers people face when.. they
try to enter the health system, To date, it is-still
in the talking stages.

NEVADA

School

University of Nevada, LaS Vegas
School of Nursing
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Type of Program.; B.S. degree' (formerly associate degree)
Dean/Director: Dr. ,MaryAnn Kedzuf
Faculty Participants: Vivian Lindenberg, Patricia Tilley,
Mary Fitigerald

Statistics

1971
1974
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Students
Total . Minority

67 12
298 45

Faculty
Total Minority

11 0
12 1



Special Features and Enabling Factors
1. Students are involved in various aspects of the

programrepresentativeS serve on all faculty
committees.

2. With the mdchilar concept, the sn an select
their own time fo and have at least two
o rtunities to pass the exam; Different types of
learning activities are available to' meet an objec-

. tive. Incompletes can be given and the student has
a calendar- year 'to complete the work. The tiniver-'
sity has' adopted an "n''' (no grade), rather than
F, so the student, is not penalized through grade
points.

Inhibiting Factors
Recruitment: Limited because of available facilities

and the large number of students. .

Special Activities'
Recruitment:

I. As result of project, a community advisory group
is being formed and will Probably effect recall-
ment,.

2. Since there haS been a backlog of students, active
recruitment has not been carried out by the de-
partment.

3, A general recruitment program for all colleges' is
carried out on a university -wide basis; when a
specific:, request was received from a school in
the area, a' faculty member'has gone out to speak.
In ..the future, there will be one person on the
campus who will cle'ar all requests,.

Retention: A learning, center has been. established on a
cam 'us-wide basis.
Cur icular Revision:

I. The curriculum was re'vispd.shortly after the proj-
ect began, not as a result of the project, but as. a
result of faculty study .and. a change in philosophy.
The rpodular, a self- pacing (success oriented)
concept was felt, to: be more advantageous for all
students. This is an ongoing process as modular
development and requires a great deal of work and
refinement.

2. Minority infortnatioch is continually being incor-
.porated..

3. A 'minority source book has been established.
OREGON'.

School'
'Chemeketa Community College
Nursing. Program
Salem, Oregon. 97303
Type,of Progratm .Associate degree,:
Dean/Director: Ms. Mary Duby'FIbnderic-b
Faculty ParticipantS: Shirley Shcirtridge; Hazel Stubbs

Statistics
Students

Total Minority
1971. 81 . 1

1974 104 3

Faculty
Total Minority

6 0
8 0
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Special -Features and En.abling_F-Clitolii:.
e hrre_..d.e.velergera Chenneketa Community

Cultural .Affairs Comrnisiee for the Faculty
Association.

2. SuppOrt of department chairman and division dean.
3. Cohesiveness of cluster grotip:: .

4. Response from community.
5. Sharing information within and among group,

members.
6. Student interest.

Inhibiting Factors
It is difficult to move as rapidly as '..project recom-:

.mends in order to meet project goals fOr the piloWing rea-
sons: Faculty :needs to be sensitized and ihas biases. Com-
munity's lack of acceptance of cultural differences. Lack of
initial. response of high school counselors:.

Special Activities
The WCHEN project has had an impact on recruit:

ment, retention, and curricular change in. .the folloWing
ways.. Recruitment and:retention has been enhanced in

°gur work with the Chemawa. Indian School. Project Out-.
reath for Cheiheketa Community (College.. PeoPle to Peo-
ple Committee. ;Special Services ,Consortium Program.
Junior high and high school recruitment.
Retention: Hands On Project. Verk with 'cluster group,
which serves as catalyst for factilty.through mutual inter-
est, sharing of resourceswhurnan and .material. Consultant
services utilized through WCHEN .

'Curricul'ar,. Revision; Currifuffir Changes have been im-
plemented as -a result of faculty growth through project
influence. Over the east 3 yeats we have introduced curri-
cular change by sequencing the nursing Major courses so
that students can enter at a variety of levels.

School
PorPancl CoMMunity College .:-, -

,. -.....-"'' dNursing Department ' ,., .
.,

Portland, Oreg'on' 97201.
ry

,,)Type of Program Associate degree:
Director: Ms. Rose Christensen ,,' ,

FaCulty. Participants: Rtse ,Chtisterfieh, 115120 Hale,
Mariah Taylor (Coordinator for -Minority "Students)

Statisiics
Students

Total Minorit
1971 200 30
1974 209 27 '

Faculty
Total Minors y

17. 2

20 2

Special ActiVities
Recruitment: .

*Q

1. More minority students 'in,-program.
2. High school counselors made aware of project,
3. Advisory committee, for Portland Community

College Ininerity project.
4, College registrar (indirectly) and financial offi-

cer (directly) participating With project.
5. Involvement of some Black: counselbrs in project

via advisory committee.



6: Black outreach instructor, in the community and
in selected higIrsehools.

7. Nurse faculty working closely with minority proj-
ect participants re individual minority students'
problems.

Retention:
Preparation Of minority snidents for college. Pre-
entry exposure to the realities of the nursing
program for basic reading skills, writing skills,
vocabulary survival" skills, nursingVvalue- of

5 time.
ivy

2, Tutors developing study habits,
3. Test -fakinglearning from the mistakes made.

setting---,weeklyn class and study schedule.
Curricular Revision:

Phase 1:
1. Growth and development, human- needs

'froin a multicultural point of view.
2. 'Major health problems' from a multicultural point

of view:
3. The influence of culture on self-concept and self-
'. worth.

Individualized instruction, and the independent'
learnerfactors impeding independence.

Pliase II:. Community resources ChiCano, and
white cbmmunitieshow to use them. -

School .

. University of Oregon
'School of. Nursing
Portland,Oregon 97201

Type of Program: and M.S. degrees
Dean: l's/ts, Jean Boyle
Faculty Participants: .Donna Schantz, Naomi

Statistics

Ballard

Students ' FaCulty
B,S,

Total Minority'
M.S.

Total Minority Total Minority u.

'''1971 -356 9 38 1 45 0
1974 '493 f4* 51 0 611*. 2
4 (nix including 27 maie students)
( not including 2 males)

Special Aetivitiet
Recruitment:

1. Seeking ways to improve channels of communica-
tion with main campus counselor and freshman
minciricy students.'

2, The minority affairs counselor on the Medical ,
Center campus . is active in recruitment,

3. Spring 1974 -visits planned to metropolitan high.
1 schools as an adjunct to regular high school-col:

legq7.relations progams.
4. 'Contdcts have been .11-lade with Pbrtland's Black

tommunity, with the Indian school at Ghimewa,./
and with Indian students in the Coos Bay, area,

, .
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Retention: Closely ,'related to recruitment is our con-
sortium grant proposal with Portland State ..University
and the University of Oregon Nfedical,,and Dental-Schools
that has been submitted for approval.. This grant provides
for financial and academic support to recruited high
school minority students .involved in science courses at
Portland State "University that are prerequisites to
trance to the schools of nursing, medicine, and dentistry.

Other areas of retention include the dev.41pPment of
tutorial services ( faculty and /or' senior students) on a
one-to-one basis offered to any minority .stunt needing
academic assistance. .This service has, proven ,effective in
helping students- to -maintain the required. grade-point.
average, Three interested faculty and selected minority
students have been established as the 'minority committee,,

. This year the senior .class chose as. their project ac-
tivities devoted to the' recruitment and follow-up retention
of minority students in this program. Faculty counseling.
and guidance are assisting them in coordinating their
efforts. ' fi

Curricular Revision: The minority faculty has diligently
fo,,cused attention on the content and process. to ensure
that consideration of cultural differences is emphasized,
Another : development is the interest of one minority
faculty member who is developing a teaching audio-video
cassette program to help students ,understarid "Guttural
Correlation of Minority Groups during tip :Child-bearing
Period." The. first on "Hawaiian culture" hasbeert pro-
duced. The faculty) ha's applied for state res6arch funds to
duplicate Native American, Mexican American, Black,
and Chinese population groups:

UTAH

School

University of Utah
College of Nursing

-Salt Lake city, Utah 84112

Type of Program: B.S. andM.S, degrees
Dean: Dr. Madeleine Leininger
FormerDean: Dr, Mildred 'Quinn
Faculty Participants: Sumiko Fujiki (1971-1973), Janice
Hassel, Linda Saylor (Minority Student Coordinator)

Statistics
Students Faculty

Total Minority Total Minority Total Minority
B.S. . MS.

.1971 217., 12 NA NA, 33 3 .

1974 , 313 14: 56 2 4

Special Activities
Recruitment: Outreach Committee formed before partiti:-.
pdtion in the WICHE project, The group recruits for the
School of Nursing,

Recruitment includes community involvement, co-
ordination with campus center for ethnic affairs with par
ticipation in the'University High 'School Services program.
(for statewide recruitment). Other cOoperative recruit-
ments efforts are made statewide and with the Chicano
Mobile Institute on the university campus, The institute

--
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and 80001 of Nursing faculty sponsored a ChiCano health
careers' :seminar.

K Native American Health Careers seminar was co-
JpOnsored with the Navajo Health Authority..

Minority student admissions are considered on ar ,in-
dividual basis.
Retention: Focus on cultural awareness for, students and
faculty, a minority library, minority coordinator "for in-
dividual planning, minority seminar pre-entry to nursing
courses. Acceleration/deceleration is plpimed on :an indi:
vidual basis.

.
.

(,

,Curficular. Revision: Psychosocial anki'lltural id] 'biences
.,.i;

are includedcurriculum changes include self-paced
modules, A task force was created to explore the possi
bility of students beginning' clinical courses before all of
the prerequisites are satisfied.

School
Weber State` College
iqursing Department.
:Ogden, Utah 84403

.'.'type of Program: Associate degree
Director: Ibils..Lebla Davidson

'Facility Participants: JOyce Murray, Sonia
Farr (Coordinator for Minbrity Students)

Stattics
Students

Total Minority

Parker, Helen

Faculty
Total Minority

1971 118 '9 12 1

11974 .222 6 31 ttQ

Special Features, and Xnabling Factors . \
1. Full cooperation of the nursing .department chair- .

man. ,
,,

, .

2. Recognition of the tninotity students' needs and a
NV1 1 1 i ng ness to work to meet these needs on the part
of the total faculty.

Inhibiting Factors
NOne stated.

Special Activities.
Retention: Appointment of a member of the faculty we-

,for tutoring and counseling of .minority students.tafically

Curricular Revision: Basic revisions Made generally which
will benefit all as well as minority -:students.. In-
clusion of sped& nursing care to meet minority patient&
needs:

W ASHINdTON

School

;E,verett Coinmunity-College
Division. of Nursing
Everett, Washington 98201

Type of Program: Associate degree
Dean/Director: Ms. Jeanne M, Irving ,

faculty Participants: Eleanor Rich, Louise Uyeda

v.!
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Statistics
Students Faculty

Total Minority Total Minority
1971 220 5 14 1
1974 247 , 16: ; 1

Special Features and Enablling Factors
1. The cooperation of our nursing director to give us

release time to attend WCHEN project meetings
. and to attend' our cluster group meetings. Also,
the use of school 'facilities and supplies to print,
materials to send to cluster group members and/
or advisory, consulting, or resource persons inter-
este& in our project.

2. OUr faculty has been supportive and willing .to
have us participate in" this project and accept part
Of thtVcresponsibility to retain the minority stu-

,dents.in our program.

Inhibiting Factors
recruitment, our waiting ,list for the program has

inhibited, our activities to recruit minorities. Many. .or
most of, our students have been'ork campus ode, year prior
to entering our program. Retention, problemsdue to
fragmented programs designed to help then:,

Special Activities
Recruitment: Our discussions With the Indian
on campus regarding the recruitment of more Indian stu-
dents into nursing have resulted in the funding of 1 year
of prenursing on campus prior to entering the nursing
program to ensure greater success in the program due to
lighter. load. Alsd, discussions with the Chicano adult' edu-
cation instructor to inform her of admission and program
requirements to better prepare possible students from this
group:-
a.

Retention: Tutor programs and assignment Co faculty ad-
visors to provide Individual help. On campus learning
skills lab is available,-and for Indian .students-.paid tutor
service is .available. Small group sessions for learning, we
feel, are an advantage for disadvantaged or 1ninority stu-
dents since competition within a large group/ is lessened.

Curricular Revision:" Changing to somewhat self- pacing
program has provided more time to work with those in-
dividuals who 'require more assistance from instructors.
Still need to work in this area.Ve are trying to emphasize
minority groups and cultural differences, but how effective
this all is, is a question. I'm surewe can do more and hope
this can be one of our future goals.

School

Inter:Collegiate Center' for .Nursing Education
Spokane, Washington 99204

Type'of Program: Baccalaureate degree
Former Dean:(Dr: Grace Deloughery
Acting Dean' Ms;' Thelma Cleveland
Faculty P'arti'cipants: Dorothy '.Gustafson -(Coordinator
for 'Minority Students), Sylvia Bennett



1.

Statistics
Students . Faculty

Total Minority Total Minority
1971 1 15 0
1974 344 10 41 1

Special . Features and Enabling Factors
1. Capitation money has allowed a person to work

on the- project part time and spend the time re-
quired for travel and meetings on the four
campuses, It also helped two stUdents with travel
money so they coUld work on the Indian reserva-
tion.

2. The- support of the dean in our project has been
most helpful.

Inhibiting Factors
1:The distance- to the four campuses and the fact"

that-we are isolated from them has made ateess. to
.counselors, financial aid, nursing advisory, etc.,
most difficult.

2. The large numbers. of new faculty who must be
oriented to the prOject each year make assessment
Of commitment of the total faculty. difficult.

Special Activities",
Recruitment: At the start of the project, the -,minotity re-
cruiters on our largeit,campus were not even -aware they
had a nursing program' in their curficula. Since we dO
not recruit here at the Center,1 think the .grearest progr'ess
hag been in enlisting the cooperation of the campus peo-
,ple and educating them about nursing and its potential. ,

In our case, recruitment Might. include- admission to
the Center iut the' junior` -year: We have accepted.. all but
One of the,minority students who applied.
Retention: We are alSo..dependent.tipon ore campus nurs:
ing advisors for freshman: and sophomore-year wrticlents.

Once again,. the,,Progress is in...the area of awareness
of,..our interest and cooperation .xyith the campus nursing.
departments and tuthrialprograms, etc.
Curricular ReYisien: The project .is in progregs dtiring a
time we are planning :major curricular revision, which
is 'giving us the -opportunity to-, include ethnic content.
Because of the project, the faculty is viOre aware of the
need for inclusion.

School

Pacific Lutheran University
SchOol of Nursing
Tacoma; Washingtim 98447

Type of Program: BS? degree
Dean/Director: Dr. Mt-is G. Stoke
Faculty Participants: Fern Gough; Lois Bergerson,
Hefty'.

Statistics

1971
1974

Students
- Total Minority

143 5

238 14

Luella

Faculty
Total Minority

18
20 1

Special Features and Enabling Factors
During spring ' semester 1973, faculty granted us .

permission to do a pilot study in which Nursing. 255,
Surgical Intervention, was taught, using the. PSI (Per-
.sonalized System of Instruction) method. In this method,
the students. go at their own pace, Sttidents are to have
'100 percent mastery; consequently, if they do not pass a
test the first time, they are not penalized but may continue
to repeat the test until 100 percent -mastery is obtained.
Unsatisfactory papers which are submitted are returned
to be redone; the papers must receive a satisfactory grade
and have .met their objectives.

In the weekly general assembly sessions, we included
needs of the minority-people. A videotape was made and.
shown which included about five minority students on
campus. A .Black student on campus was included as one
of the panel members; she discussed 'how she was Or was
notable to meet Masiow's hierarchy of needs.

An open:.door pocky was established in which stu-
dents could "drop in." Several of the minority students
periodically did take advantage of this opportunity..

All of the minority students contracted for a grade
of "A,"

the

met the course requirements, and re-
ceived the "A" as their final grade.

We also were-,involved in the planning and imple-
menting Of a workshop in Apr 1973, at Seattle Univer-=',
sity, which was sponsored by the cluster group.

This past fall, we met occasionally with the minority
affairs coordinatOr of Pacific Lutheran University.
Curricular Revision: Since the project began, there has
been a greyer awareness (especially oh the part of faculty
involved) in curricular development, Of special' needs
Of minority, students and of minority clients. The special
needs recognized have been in the areas 'of nutrition, per-
sonal care, ( i.e,, hair care); cultyral differences, and com-
munication barriers.

By including trfve minority clients in the nursing
experiences 'of Our students, we feel we have dealt with
the responsibility 'of helping students understand .. these
special needs, Faculty awareness of Minority needs and
concern has 'thus resulted in the' implemedation of these
factors into our new curriculum, ,

School
Seattle Central Community College
.Nursing Program
Seattle, 'N-3ashington 98122

Type of Program: Associate degree
Dean/Director,: Ms, Sharon Ste'wart
Faculty Participants:. Thelma Pegues, Sharon Stewart

Statistics
Students

Total Minority,
FavIty

Total Minority
1971 32 17 3 1
1274 48 25 4 2

Special Features and Enabling Factors
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Commitment of faculty,
Inhibiting Factors

I. With the loss of outside funding resources, we

Cut



have lost faculty positions which the college is
unable to replace.' . ,

2. Multiple grievances filed by students during curri-
culum revision, because they had difficulty work-

'-ing independently following a nonstructural class-
room .situation (self-pace). The students are un-
able to attain adequate financing so that they can
stop work a0 devote full time to. studying. .

3. Noncontractual .arrangement with community
agencies so that the, agencies feel. no real commit-
ment to the college and will 'cancel the use of
their facilities two weeks ahead 'and/or. reschedule
the students without contacting the. college.
Difficult to find and maintain clinical facilities
because we are the youngest and .smallest program
in the Seattle-King County area and older schools
have usurped the best days, times, and agencies.

Special Actiiities:
Recruitment: The project called attention to various geo-
graphical communities, schools of nursing and employing
institutions where the number of prepared minority prac-
titionerswas disproportionate to the total number of non-

minority -population, The project assisted in establishing
more favorable consideration in admission criteria so, as_
to increase minority enrollment in nursing schools.
F,.etention: Gave support to the learning approaches cur-
rently being utilized within the program. Also became
aware of on campus- available developmental learning
center, .special counseling, 'etc., and tried to secure these
services for our snide nts. This hopefully resulted in a
higher recognition from them to the nursing program's
unusual capabilities eof teaching and retaining 'students.
Curricular .Revision: Again, the curriculum has been very
flexible, incorporating the knowledge and experiences of
the student in the classroom discussion, utilizing various
agencieS lotated in the student's community as learning
facilities, thereby enhancing their role and self-concepts.
Appointing graduates from this institution on our ad-
visory 'committee. Sharing and comparing our educational
process with neighboring 'colleges and universities. in
Washington State,

School' .-

Seattle University
School of Nursing
Seattle, Washington .98105

Type. of. Program : Baccalaureate degree
.Dean/Director; Dr. Eileen RidgeWay
Faculty Participant: Rosario de Gracia

Statistics
Students

Total Minority
14
22

1971
1974 282

Faculty
Total Minority

18 4
419

Special, Features and Enabling Factors
'1, Presence of an Office of Minority Affairs,

fished . September 1969, whose chief- concern
the educational successes of its students.

estab-
is

2. Existence of .the Special Services Program for Dis-
advantaged Students.

3. Active recruitment of minority students 13y the
Office of Minority. Affairs to,attend Seattle Uni-
versity.

4. Availability of minority/ student counselors and
dorm counselors.

5. Existence of minority student organizations.
6. Availability of a multicultural center, This center

for noncurricular activities houses student organi-
zations and serves as a facility where the minority
students can implement their pertinent activities

and exhibit aesthetic achievements in the living
arcs of their respective grogps. .

7. Sincere efforts by some members of the School of
Nursing faculty to help minority students. An their
areas of difficulty, giying generously of their time
and efforts.

Inhibiting Factors
1. Existence of priorities to which faculty 'energies

have to be channeled, such as fedenilly funded
curricular ptojects. In addition to teaching loads,
faculty have various committee appointments

, and other r912ted assignrnents,
2. Inability Co increase student enrollment due to

the budget limitations on`the number of faculty
within the School of"Nursing.

Specid Activitiet
Recruitment: Our Office of Minority Affairs .is taking
charge of recruiting minorities for the total university.
Retention: Aid and encourageinent is given the dis-
advantaged students through the Minority Affairs office;
however, students shOuld feel the need and seek it out
they can't be -compelled to do so if they .don't want to.
Curricular Revision: Our new curriculum will most cer-
tainly include content relevant to minorities.
School
University of Washington
School of Nursing
Seattle, Washington 981015

Type of Program:,,, B.S. and graduate degrees
P'Former Dean: Dr: Madeleine, Leininger

Acting Dean: Dr, Dorothy Crowley

Faculty Participants: Oliver Osborne (1971-1972), Vivian
Wolf (1971-1972), Alma Ware (1972-1973), Mary
Bush; Myrna Aa vedal, Maxine Ug,y.atrs (Coordinator for
Minority Students)

Statistics
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Students Faculty
B.S. M.S. and.

Post-US.
Total Minority Total Minority Total.- Minority

1971. 705 54. 166 9 104 . 5
1974 898 112 166 26 131 5'

Special Features `and Enabling Factors
1.-'.WICHE project participants are now co-chairmen

of Minority Affairs Committee; This has increased



support of project and coordination of efforts,
This` has been true only pasts year. °

2. Minority student coordinatorsinvolvement of
Maxine_Hayngs and Frances Briscoe from under
graduate advisory office has increased student
communication. They have influenced others in
the office to become. involved with minority.:stu-
dent concerns.

Inhibiting Factors
1. Turnover of participants not conducive, to long%

range planning.
.2, Present participants of .low academic rank and

not in highly influential positions.
Large number of existing programs in health
sciences and, on upper campusdifficult, to com-
municate, coordinate efforts. Bureaucracy!

Special Activities
Much of the recruitment of minority students into

health sciences is carried out through Health ..Sciences
Minority Affairs Office (Luther Strong, director).
Retention: .

1. Cluster group workshop of retention well attended
by U. of Washington faculty..

2. -Appointment of Maxine Haynes as..minority coun-
selor, informal tutoring network in operation, for-
mal program of pre-rentry skills improvement under
discussion planning. Undergtaduate advising
offiCe.involved in M,A. Committee.

3. Committee facilitating student "social" get-to-:
gether each .quartergood . participation, "group
cohesiveness" emerging.

Curricular Revision:
1. Seminar series- initiated by M.A. committee for,

facultyfocuses-on neecisof minority patients and
students. Successful and well attended so far
hopefully, content will be incorporated into class-
room situation,

2. Development of AV teaching materials for new
curriculum (just getting underway, individual
faculty projects).

3.

WYOMING
School

University of Wyoming
College of Nursing
Laramie, Wyoming 82070--

Type of PrOgram: Baccalaureate degree
Former Acting Dean: Ms. Dorothy Tupper
Dean: Dr. Marion Schrum
niculty Participants: Britta Starry (1071-1973),
Mcl3ermott, Barbara Goetz

Statistics
Students

Total Minority

Beverly

Faculty
Total Minority

1971 158 5 15 . 0
1974 231 . 8 . 22' 0

Special Featdres and Enabling Factors
1., Minority Affairs Committee formed..
2. Faculty are more aware of minority needs and are

looking at curricular revision related to minority
student's. .

3, The dean is seeking an ethnic minority faculty
member to fill combined position for faculty/
minority Student coordinator:

Special Activities
Recruitment: Visits to high schools and Indian reserva-
tions. Coordinator with Project Breakthrough of the,Na-
tional Student NlirSe Association..
,Retention and Curricular Revision: Modular'
promotes retention.

B. INTERVIEWS WITH FACULTY
PARTICIPANTS
Project Consultant Mildred Walter interviewed eight

faculty participants during the final project workshop
in,May 1974. She was interested in knowing if anything in
their past experiences.contributed so their commitment to
project goals. Interviews represented a cross section of
schools and ethnic backgrounds.

The inter-viewer noted evidence of personal growth
on the, part of the faculty in contrast to he usual situation
when the accomplishments of students and others is given
as evidence of success: The interviews have been sum-
marized as follows:

cutriculurd

Question: When you heard about the project, had you
been involved at all in working for minority people?
Answer: I can't remember the date, but I remember it
was the time of Martin Luther-King's death, that I finally
decided that I personally should do something and began
to think about-What I Would do. Before the project started
I did some tutoring Seattle central area. I worked
with another facultYMeinber.' We tried to start a nursing
club for minority students in the central area that sort
of flopped. We really dkki'yquite know how to go about,
it and so forth; and I thin that some prejudice got built
into it. At that time we wer too sensitive to it. Before
the project started, I was beg. nning to be concerned about
our white nursing students :and theif,fensitivity and so
forth. We talked a little, bit in Class about prejudice and
tried to get to student attitudes about prejudice. I remem-
ber doing this for a couple of years. I felt no support
from any 'kind of a group other than the reading I Was
doing on my own. I went t() a workshop in Portland that
was given by the Urban League. But I don't think we
would have used that ekperience to do .anythini serious
at school.

Question: You were ready to get involved' in -something
this, Do you feel that your attitudes have changed

in any way since you have been working iri the project?
Have your attitudes about Minorities really changed? And-
if so, in what way?

Answer: I have to .think about that' for a minute. I think-
I've grown in understanding. In each workshop,' I. think
I pick up little bits of 'information I can put together
now, Often there are things that are repeated,. and
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beginning to. learn these different ideas and different
things that' minorities say that make- me more aware of

'how, we transmit the feelings of prejudice, I certainly
learned a lot more about techniques, about recruitment
and all these things. just gotten a lot of ideas about
what we need to do 'and what we should he doing, al-
though I haven't implemented as many as I should, My
division chairman, knew I was interested, and one day
she came and said, "there's this thing that you might be
interested in"that's how I got in the project.
Question: Do you think your schal could have made the
initial step without this project?

Answer: I doubt that we would have, particularly be-
cause I felt no support until another faculty member
joined. Although I don't know that I can see anybody other
than.me who shows a real commitment to it, I think our
faculty is changing, a little bit As a group, they're mote
receptive, now, instead of the ethnic jokes. There are just
little subtle changes. Also, I think that the other thing is
that when a minority student who has a problem will im-
mediately say or even other faculty members will now say,
"Well, you.know, we've got to look at this, She's one of
your' minority 'students, and is this something that we
need to do?" and there have been efforts' made to help
them, more so than there have been in the past.

Question: Just one final thing. It is said that when minori-
ties are accepted into programs the Outcome will be en-
richment, How, do you feel about that?

Answer: 'I agree very much. Sooletimes. I almost feel
guilty because what I've gained for myself I haven't been
able to transmit to the extent that I would ,like to. I
just couldn't say how much enrichment it has been, Be-
cause it really. has been personal; just the friendship, like
the cluster group; it's really neat..lf nothing else, the peo-
ple involved.

Question: You've been with the project since the be-
ginning?

Answer: Yes, I consulted' on the very first ,conference in
1971 in San Diego. And, have some ambivalent re-

.sponses to the questions as to how much attitudinal
change we've seen, how much actual change, as opposed
to intuitively what I. feel has been planted. We have not
yet 'had the opportunity to reap the harvest, Unfortunate-
ly,. it is not .something that is measurable at this point.
I can only. go from my intuitive framework and then I
can respond from that. First of all, this has been the very,
best conference of all the ones. that I have been to.- It

4. seemed that there. was a ,time together of a lot of informa-
tion' and the final coming together of a group' Of people
who certainly have demonstrated an interest and are start-
ing to feel that they do have some power toward making
change. This not an ideal time of year for "nursing in
.structors' to meet. So, for. me to see this many nursing
instructors away from their commitments to their schools
and what have yoii, there's definitely an interest that has
been generated, and I think some things are going to start
to change, It's .going to be just like any other situation;
I can relate it very easily to the Black church, There are
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as many denominations and offshoots in nursing,. in terms
of approaches to teaching, as there are in the church. So
change is going to be different, It's going to come dif-
ferently for different people in different geographical
areas.

Question: Do-....ypu, feel that the difference in this. con-
ference might be that people ate flow beginning to sense
what it is that they want to. do in relation to including
minorities and recruiting minorities, that they have passed
over. that initial fear?

Answer: For one thing, from my own standpoint, I'm
here as a participant this time, which ,to me, is very
significant, because my primary function, as I see it
throughout the years that I've worked fox the proj-
ect, was to deal with process. I didn't have that much to
offer in terms of content. That was my function; to deal:
with process, and for me to be able to come as a partici-
pant and not really have to Worry about the process. of
other participants means to me. that we have, gotten .over
at least a part of that step! Now people are; coming to
get information to,,take back to do some things with,
rather than having to work through their own process
about what is happening why we're here, who are the
minorities, why are they defined that way, and that kid
of thing.

Question: 'Do you feel that this program changed any-
thing? .

Answer: I still feel frustration because the same things
still happen. I feel the frustration for the kids that come.
Every year I get two or three or four advisees, new 4tu-
dents, minority students Black, Chicanocoming to the
program. They are vivacious and look like -they have tre-
mendous potential, and they don't make it. They drop
out.

Why? 'Do you think it has to do with the curri-
culum? Does it have to 'do with the attitude of the staff?
What is it?

Answer: I think that it is probably an individual thing
for each person.,

Question: It's primarily the students, then?

Answer; No, it's not primarily the students, I think It's
the system, The kinds of things we have to' offer, in terms
of remedial programs, are not adequate.

Question: Has this project, the project on recruitment, re-
tention, and curriculum change, affected faculty at all in
relationship with minority students`?

4,5-

AnsWer: Ir. has affected our program in terms of the
many 'changes that it has had on faculty, In our parti-
cidar school the 'faculty are more willing to accept stu-
dents, take them on, and work with them than they were
previously. The problem is that -we have not been able
to affect the whole university, because we rely on the
university for the support. we require the nursing de-
partment. When our schdol joined. the project, the com-
munity was very disenchanted because we did not have
minority nurses. They were graduating one or two a yea-t,
and that was a big problem' in a state where over half



the state's population is .minority. But a lot of things were
happening, the different grass-roots organizations were
getting together; the medical students and some of the
nursing students Made demands at the medical School
and that created a big uproar: We wanted to see what
we could do to facilitate the movement of students into
the program, I figured that strategically it was more im-
portant, to go to the university and try to get more stu-
dents; that we could 'increase our pool. I would just have
to give up Otte of the things that I wanted to do to
accomplish this goal until we had more students. Once

,they would get .involved they could pick up the ball after-
ward. I was very fortunate in that when I went, the
faculty was reacting to the demands and all this other
stuff, and they voted in a way very'. naively, but it turned
out well . . . for the program. This goal would increase

"their representation of assumed population to the state's
population, which means half minority. So the first year
we had a problem in that the school hack; more students
than it was able to accommodate. So in September when
the' students came to take nursing, we had. to select the
students and some of them were very upset. That was

. the same time that We were going to try to increase our
enrollment of minority students. So we had 'to.

Question: What effect has this project had?

Answer: Let me first start by giving my impressions as
I see .them -fOr all of the participants. When we first
started, I was kind of pessimistic, especially since we were
only going to be basically with white folks and we have
history to tell us that they're really not that concerned
about us, and they Would rather exploit us and we're just
a thorn in their sides. After the first woficshop, I think
that a lot of them were really, really defensive. Also, a
lot of them werehow can I put itthey werent really
ready to say that there was a problem of underrepresenta-
tion They were very 'guarded with their feelings, etc. I

don't think that we've come to the stage of curriculum
..development yet because that is ;just very, very minute;

but judgiqg from the first conference and' this conference,
from the repors of the cluster groups, I think that more
than half of , em are a lot more honest about what
they've done or what they haven't done.

I think that the majority of them were very naive
about how they were going to do it. When they went to
the first workshop, they thought, "Wow, we're. going to
go out and recruit and blah, blab, blah," and they really
didn't know what to do. They wanted ABC answers, and
they were kind of disappointed when they didn't get
ABC answers because yoti can't give ABC answers for
how you do these things. You have to learm by doing
them, but they are so programmed to get instructions and
doing step-by-step thinking that that's what they wanted.
Devise an application- form the first day of school. We
were very liberal. Any student whohad met the *minimum
requirements and had most of the prerequisites, if they
were minorities, got in, I got on the admissionrcommif-
tee because. I was .tt key; I had to-teach part time and write
a proposal the first year to see if we. could get money so
that I could do this on a full-time basis. It has ended. up

being two full-time jobs, But, that was okay, too, because
it has to 'be done. The project has been very helpful in
giving ideas, recruitment, and retention. We've only be-
gun to scratch the surface with curritulum change. I con-
tend that, as we get more students in (when I say a lot

to speak up nd say, "Why isn't
of students, I mean 60, 70, 100 stuItnes), hopefully the
students will begin'
this 'thing in the curriculum? When I was growing up
this was how we did it," and you haVe a good interchange
with them and.some of them' have begun to challenge the
faculty When they're talking about how Indians believe,
the Indian students will say, "Now wait a minute. That's
not it."

Question: Whatcabout your own personal feeling about
this project?

Answer:k\ That has been interesting. I feel that I've been
fortunate. because I've, gotten all the input. I have been
able to see where people come from, The kind of things
that whitey does to protect himself about thinking about
these things. Of where we put people and this kind of
thing, and to me that has been tremendouseducation. To
really understand people's gut-level reaction to how peo-
ple were putting you where you were. Very revealing. -

Question: How did you get involved in this project?

AnSwer: Before I. came to Work in Utah, I was involved
with the Job Corps. That's when first began to realize
the 'inequities for.,rninorities, and then when I came to
the nursing faculty, they were going to, form a 'committee.
This was from pressure from the federal government. I
volunteered for the committee and we had just barely got
started* and then we were asked,to participate in the proj-
ect. It was a great help as far as that was concerned,
Question: Do you notice any changes that have come
about in your faculty or with people that you work with

, since you've been N'itorking in this project?
Answer: Yes, I think that some of the faculty have
changed,'especially me, I think that many of the faculty
had closed minds about it and just would not hear' about it;
they didn't want anything to do with it. Then, we got

'evolved with it and got some minorities recruited. Now
they are sayingwe really need some help in knowing how.
to handle these kinds of things. So, I think this is a real
good sign.
Question: If minorities
nursing program, do you
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are equally admitted into the
feel it will: enrich your program?

Answer: Oh yes, I don't tare, if 'they're ,equally 'admitted.
or just one is admitted into the 'program because people
are learning about different cultures and things like, this
that they haven't had before. It's enriching to associate
with people of different -backgrOunds,.

Question: Do you notice any difference in the approach
in your program since you'vehad minorities?

Answer.: Yes; what has been beneficial' for the minority
student. -has 'been. beneficial for the majority, too. We
have-decelerated some of them and the majority students
too.



Miscellaneous Comments from the Group
Interviewed in May 1974,,

'Faculty Respondent: A lot of Black 'and Other minority
stude*rits have had to deal with majority .people all along.
They knOw '.both .cultures. They're bicultural, and whites
quite often. have not had that experience of knowing two
cultures.

Faculty Respondent: There was a kind of a fear,. because
I had an absolutely white background, that maybe I was
going to,be.saying the wrong thing and doing the wrong
thing; did find that everything. I was doing and saying
was not all wrong, but I think it made me aware of
going' on. And it .certainly has increased my admiratiort
for what minority nurses are trying to, do. In Spokane
we found, we have one or two Black nurses, one or two
Indian nurses, and that's about it. And no Chkano nurses.
So the part of what we're trying to db is, we feel, going
to be more of a long-term .thing, maybe, in that when we
increase our numbers of minority students and get them
out in the community, that they're going to be the ones

who are going to 'haVe the opportunity to do the kinds
of things that, people are doing here.

Faculty Respondent: Our Black instructor and I had to
carry it all. She refuses to do it all. She gives us support
and we give her support.

Faculty Respondent: The one instructor that works with
me on my team has said, 'Well, if there's one thing that
I've gotten out of this project, it is learning about where
people come from, what the problems are, they face in
getting into school." She's from upper Michigan. She said,.
"I'm the.type who always thought you can do it if you try.
I have begun to realize that, for some of these people, they
have to have same help or they aren't. even given chance
to try. I have learned that there are all kinds of other
barriers that I never .had." 'It's really very interesting to
.Bear her talk about this, and she didn't have the opportu-
nities that we've had in attending project workshops.
Faculty.Respondetit: I've had a very .difficult time with my
own feelings. I feel that I can't really. speak for the Mi-
norities but somebody's got to do it until we get mihorities
in to speak for themselves.
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The Challenge of Racial Balance in Public Education*

Charles Z. Smith, LL.B.
Associate Dean

University of 'Washington .Law.School
(Former Judge, King toukty Superior Court).

Public education in the United States has not always
been a concern of the courtsat least as it relates to the
rights of persons of minority groups to enjoy its benefits.

It is a matter of history, of course, that only since
1954 and the procrastination which followed has the
public actually been concerned with the question of equali-
ty of eduLtional opportunity. It was on May 28, 1954,
that the United States Supreme Court handed down the
decision in 'Broiun .v. Board of Education, which declared
that public education must Abe made available to all chil-
dren and that the doctrine of "separate but equal" an-
nounced by the court in Plessy v, Ferguson in 1896 was
no longer the law of the land.

It is somewhat ironic that the facts of bOth Plessy v.
Ferguson and Brown v. Board of Education were only in-
directly related to the principles for which they stood.
That. is to say that each. case had consequences reaching
far-beyond the simple facts.

In Plessy v. .Ferguson, the case which came to repre-
sent the legal excuse for segregation in the American way
of life, a Louisiana citizen of one-eighth African blood
was convicted Of boarding a railroad coach reserved for
whites. The United States Supreme Court, in upholding
the conviction, ruled that "a statute which merely implies
a legal distinction between the white and colored races..
. has. no tendency to .destroy the legal equality of the
two races, or re-establish a state of .involtintary servitude"

The dissenting opinion in Plessy v. Ferguson, which
was to be echoed by the majority in the Brown case fifty -
eight years later, is frequently 'cited as a true expression
of the dynamics of democracy: Mr. Justice Harlan in his
dissent said:

. . , in view of the Constitutton, in the eye of. the
law, there is in this country no superior; dominant,
ruling class of citizens, There is no caste here, Our
Constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor

'Presented at the Western Washington. Cluster, Group Work
Session, Seattle, Washington, April 13, 1973.
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tolerates chasef among citizens. In respect of civil
rights, all citizens are equal before the law.

Although there were many court- decisions relating
to education (particularly in higher education) in the
interim, it. was nOt until the so-called "Education' Cases"
in 1954 that a true. impact was made on the Social and
institutional system of America.

The Supreme Court in its opinion in Brown V. Bbard
of Education,. 347 U. S. 483 (19543, Mi. Justice Warren,
speaking for the unanimous court, stated:

.

In the field aLopublic education the doctrine :of
"ieparate but equal" has no place. Separate educa-
tional facilities are inherently unequal. Therefore, we
hold- that the .plaintiffs and others similarly situated
. ; ..are . , deprived of the equal protection of the
laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment,

Although the :Education Cases" related to school
segregation, they set the pace' for court decisions in all
other areas of community concern.

It Was deterniined a year later that the court's direc-
tions to desegregate public school districts ,was not
followed. This resulted in- the now-famous direction from
the 'Supreme Court -on May. 31, 1955, that the. procedure
for 'accomplishing complete desegregation in public school.s
most be accomplished with "all deliberate speed" (Brown
v, Board of Education, 349 US.: 294 (1955:) ).

While some strides have been made throughout the
United States in desegregation in public education, the .

result is far from accomplished-.:'Even in "enlightened"
areas. of geographical regions not directly involved, in

enforced segregation in education, there are still
problems attendant to accomplishment of. desegregation.

-A good example,. is4our Northwest city of Seattle
where segregated sail? ols de,veloped not because of laws
requiring desf)ite laws which actually would have
prevented' it, The

its
School District just few. days

"ago announced its plans for desegregation of the Seattle
schools.
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Thus it is that,. notwithstanding the court's mandate
in 1954 and its .further direction to accomplish desegrega-

-tion "with all deliberate speed" in 1955, public schools
at all levels are still .segregated throughout the United
States.

If there-is any encouraging sign, it is that while the
primary objective of the "Education Cases". to accomplish
equal educational Opportunity for all children has not yet
become a reality; the cases have nevertheless caused a
change in the thinking of America. There are more of us
committed to affirmative inclusion of all our citizen's in
our day-to-day activities than a few years ago. PriVate
schools and colleges, although not necessarily included in
the mandate for desegregation (_except to the extent that
they may now participate in certain .feder'al funding which
requires affirmative 'compliance with equal -. opportunity
guidelines) have taken .-the lead and have accepted the
attitude of desegregation with. more visibility than many
public schools.and colleges..

The development of principles of fairness in the
opportunity for education is not an abrupt development
in the law between Plessy v, Ferguson and the Education
Cases in 1954. The United States Supreme Court had be-
gun as early as 1936 td` point the way to educational oppor-
tunity for all persons.

. Ironically, it was 'the 'state of Marylanda so-called
"border" state--which made the first significant education
ruling.In 1936 the Court of Appeals of the state of Mary-
land ruled that it a denial of equal protection of .the-

laws

.for- the state 'of Maryland .to deny admission to its
state law school of .a person solely because of his race,
even though "out-of-state tuition scholarships" were avail-
able.

The phenomenon of "out -of-state tuition scholarships"
was an ingenious device to prolong segregated education
in the southern and border states. It was rather expensive
for the states providing it, but nevertheless was a cheap
price to pay for the privilege of racial. discrimination. A
black student who was not eligible to attend a white state
college or university solely because of raceas was the
custom and law in most statescould enroll in whatever
school would accept hi6'i in another state. If the curriculuth
Offered at the out -of -state schOol was not offered at the
black college in his home state, but was offered at the
white college in his home state, then the state would pay
the difference between his tuition at the out-of-state school
and at the state school he was prevented from attending.
Sometimes, a transportation allowance was made. In most
cases, however, 'there was an upper limit on the amount
payable so ,that the 'black student reqUired to leave the
state to get an education usually came out 'on the losing
end financially.

',4Thus it was that the University of-Ayland Law
School was 'required to admit Donald Murray, a black stu-
dent,.since it was the only law school maintained by the
state of Maryland .( Pearson. Mairrty, 182 Ad. 590
(Maryland 19%) ).-

In 1938 the United States.'SupremeCourt, citing the
Maryland case with approval, stated that outof:state tui-

tion scholarships were not a gubstiinte for equal treatment
in the 'state. The court directed the state of Mi'ssouri
either to admit Lloyd Gaines to its law school at the Uni-
versity of Missouri or supply him and other qualified
black' Missourians with a laW school of their own. (Mis,-
sour) ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337 (1938)).
This, of course, was still under the old "separate but equal"
doctrine . of. Plessy v. Ferguson.

The state of Missouri = hastily set up a law school
for blacks' at the existing black college, While action was
pending to require the state of Missoutivto prove to the
Supreme Court that the facilities set up were equal to
those at the University-of Missouri, Lloyd Gaines mysteri,
ouslY disappeared from his- room at the 'YMCA. He has',
not been.seen since.

Another case in Missouri resulted in the establish-
ment of a school of journalism for blacks* at Jefferson City
when Lucile Bluford was not permitted to- register for''
study toward a master's degree in journalism at the Uni-
versity of Missouri.

In 1948 the Supreme Court ruled that education for
blacks within the state had to be offered at the same time
it was offered or provided for any other group (Sipuel v.
Board of Regents,. 3.32 U. S. (1948) ). Thus the Uniyer-
sity, of Oklahoma was required Jo admit Miss Ada Lois
Sipuel, a black woman, to its law school. .

In 1950 the Supreme Cant ruled that a separate black
professional school (Texas Southern University School of
Law) could not be equal to the established professional
school for whites (University of Texas School of Law) be-
cause of factors, incapable of objectiVe measurement, such
as reputation of the faculty, the position of. influence of
alumni, the community standing of "the school, and the
opportunity for interchange of ideas and discussion with
fellow students of various backgrounds (Sweatt v, Painter,
339 U. S. 629 ( 1950) ). .

The same year the Supreme Court also found that
requiring a black 'graduate ,.studekit at the UniVersity of
Oklahoma to occupy separate 'classroom* seats and library
and cafeteria 'tables were ,restrictions which impaired and
inhibited his ability to study, to engage in discussions and
exchange views with other students, and, in general, to
learn his profession. This, said the court, was a violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment (McLaurin v. Oklahoma
State Regents, 339 U. -S. 637 (1950) ).

In 1957 the Governor of Arkansas (Orval Fatibus)
called out the National Guard to block the orderly ad-.
mission of black students to Central High School at Little
Rock pursuant to court order. The Attorney General ob-
mined a restraining order against the governor which was
upheld 'on appeal (Faubas v. United States, 254 F. (2d)
797. (8 Cir. 1958)).

The U. S. Attorney General in 1962, after the deci-
sion in Meredith v, Fair, 305 F, (2d) 343 (3 Cir. 1962),
cert. denied 371 U. S. 828 (1962), directed United States
marshals to implement the orders of the court in admitting
James Meredith to the University of Mississippi

Then, of course, there was the celebrated case of. the
Governor of Alabaina, George Wallace, "standing at the
schoolhouse door" to prevent (he entry of James Hood
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and Vivian Malone to the University Of Alabama. Can we
hardly forget the earlier tragedy of Miss Autherine Lucy,
who had been admitted to the University of-Alabama but
had been expelled from the ,university for criticizing the
administration of the university for not treating her-fairly!

Now in' 1973 most of the state colleges of higher
education. which were legally segregated are legally de-
segregated. The doctrine of separate but equal is no long
er being used as an excuse to deprive blacks-of the7oppor-
tunit9 to get an education, In fact, the., states are beginning
now to 'realize that it is not economically sound to main-
taintwo separate school systems and that one good School
system for all students..is economically more sound.

Today we face a. new challenge. The dilemma now
is not whether schools shall exclude and how-exclusion
can be accomplished, but the question is instead how
schools .can Incluide and how affirmative inclusion. can be
accomplished.

Education. taayis fighting for its integrity .and its
survival in a rapidly changing society. We have been .
blinded by self-perpetuating myths which have tended
to stifle creativity and innovation in education. We have
so emphasized supposed intellectual developments7and
achievement in the fOrm of high .scores on formalistic
tests that persons who do not fit into -the Tieat little slots
some well-meaning -"educator" had created for them are
systematically.diseouraged and pushed _clown the-ladder
to underachievement, disillusionment, and educational
putrefaction.

In a democracy such as ours, we take 'it very much
for-granted that all persons in our great nation are the
beneficiaries of those commendable assurances of our
Declaration'of Independence: life, liberty, and the-pursuit
of happiness.-While perhaps life and liberty enjoy a form
of legal protection, there is no such protection afforded
the pursuit of happiness. .

It is inherent in our .concept of free pripte enter-
prise that every man has the potentjal for rising above his
origins to achieve whatever he chooses, limited only by
his intelligence. This 'is in essence the great American
dream. Simply stated, it is this: in the United' States of..,

America,. every child can grow up to be whatever he
wants-to be only he tries .hard enough.

Unfortunately, however, the American dream is not
always consistent with reality. If :we sp'eak truthfully, We
must admit that, regardless how hard many persons try,
they are,urrable to fulfill their dream. If' we speak truth-
fully, we must admit that our usual -devices for determin-
ing 'intelligence' fall short of accuracy: The victims of
this twist on the American dream are most often the dis-
advantaged:. persons handicapped by poverty, prejudice,
ignorance; illiteracy, and systematic bureaucratic dehumani,.

While we cannot here assert that any form of .edu,
cation is itself the answer to the American dream, we
can .maintain that stimulating, creative, imaginative, and -
"humanized" approaches to education can make. more pos-
sible the realization of that dream.

The Vice PreSidene of the United States, in_a pOblic
utterance -a. few years ago, called upon colleges and uni-
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versities to develop, an "intellectual aristocracy." Whi e
all of us would agree that this is certainly a most desirable
goal in a sense, it is totally Ain-American when it further
insists that this be done by restricting opportunities for-
personS, of minority races and other disadvantaged groups
to acquire the intellectual experience of a college educa-
tion which heretofore has been denied them because of
economic circumstance, place of birth, ethnic origin, rigid
and unrealistic .measures.of ability, and an inadequate edu-
cational system.

I am 'encouraged by our younger generationsome
of whom may be characterized as gifted or intellectual:
others of nwhom may be characterized as fairly ordinary.
As I get the message from. our youth, it :is that a person's
value to society is nor measured by any irrelevant Circum-
stance (race, sex, economic condition, standardized test
scores, or even,Success in the "examination' game), but
by his status as a dignified human individual mid by his
contribution to the advancement 6f our civilization.

We who, are engaged in the educational process are
now taking a new lobk at what we have been doing under
the guise of maintaining "quality" in education. We have
tended in the past to develop "ivory towers" of pseudo-
intellectualism and have tended to exclude the very per-
Sons who could make the -educational process real and
who themselves could be brought into the mainstream of
our 'society.

In particular, we have systematically or otherwise
deprived persons of minority races of the opportunity to
acquire an education which would. actually strengthen
their economic position and thus increase our Gross Na-
tional Product the money standard by which prosperity
in AmeriCa is determined.

-----We must sensitively expand our awareness oNnindfi-
ty persons in our society.' We -cannot_any-longer. think
Simply of the blacks as a minority. Women are a minori-
tyalthough men are a minority in the nursing-profes-
sion. Blacks are a minority. Chicanos are a minority. Na-
tive Americans are a minority. Asians are several minori-
ties (Japanese,. Chinese, and Filipino). Sharecroppers are
a Minority, Migrant workers are a minority. We 11,11.1t be
committed to providing equal educational opportunity for
all of these,,-,

. 'The 'Ford Foundation has pointed Out, in its 1972
report, that although the national black enrollment in col-
leges more than doubled between 1960 and l'970, the black
proportion of total collegiate enrollment is less than half
of the 11.5 percent black proportion of Society, as a whole.
Taking cognizance of other minorities in higher educa-
tion. (Chicanos, Native Americans), the foundation's re-
port states: .

If the four minority groups are to achieve 17/1-

m er cal 'Warily" with others on U. S. campuse.6,the
enrollment of Black AinericanS would have to 1h--

crease by abom 116 percent, that of Mexican, Amri-
. cam. by 3.30 perent,'--'Puerto RI' Cal/5 by 225. percent,
and. American Indians' by 650 percent. These groUps
are .even more under-represed ,on facultic and
,idministnetion staffs.



As the language of the Ford Foundation report in-
dicates, there is some risk in-addressing ourselves appro-
priately ,to the concept of.minority without unintentional
exclusion and without. use of our -of -date references.

I favorinstead of reference to minorities as-such
the designation of the educationally deprived student as
the "risk student," the referebce used by Nursing Educa-
tion Opportunities in its syllabus "Open the Door to-Nurs-
ing Education."

The intelligent approach taken . by Ms. E. Lorraine
Baugh, author of 'the document, constitutes good advice',
to all of us in higher education,

In answering the question, WhO is the risk student?
the report states:

. At the Outset, one must recognize the -various reasons
for placing a student in the risk category. FirSt,
there are those with an inadequate or inappropriate .
secondary edUcation which laid: the fouczdation for
such problems as the inability to read, understand
or communicate well in their own language;. the in-
ability to think quantitatively; and a poor founda--
Lion in the sciences,

Second, many students,. often because of poor and/ ,
bFased counseling by high school guidance person
lid because of late career choice decisions, are in
t e business education curriculum. f!,requently; they,
to exhibit deficiencies in .reading and communica-
tion skills-and a pooP understanding of basic mathe-
matic Thus, a substantial number of these people
have b n and are being penalized because of in-.
adequate ,ocational counseling.

The third pe of student Who 'may fit into this
category is t. e older individual who 'is a, school
dropout or w1,0 has had his educational process
interrupted for a\period of years.

Fourth is the foreign -born student or anyone who
uses English as a second language. Regardless of the
number of years they zay have lived in the United
'Stater, these students hat great difficulty in express-
ing themselves in verbal md written English. This

<.

is further complicated by their unfamiliarity.. with
Our idiomatic..usages of the language. Since,"these
students must often translate from, English into
their own languages, interpret the data received,
retranslate into English and only then record the
info rmation, the process takes so :fon that note-
takiiig and test-taking become interminable, tedious
chores, in which the of language skills spells the'

di fference between success and failure.

Ms. Baugh further states, that anyone classified as
a risk student must be considered. on an individual basis,
although one:must consider that individual's interest, mo-
tivatiori, initiative and seriousness of purpose.

Perhaps my Own biases are reflected at. This point;
but 'I strongly feel that once it is determined that a par-
ticular individual has interest, 'motivation, initiative, and
seriousness of purpose, we must thsen becencerned with
the necessary tools of survival in any collegiate, program:
the ability to read and write (and sometimes speak). the
English language.

.I have read so' many well-meaning special admissions
programs which have actually 'programmed "risk" stu-
dents to failure, by righteously assuming that admission
of itselfwas the-solution to all the problems.-

Once we have determined that. a "risk" student should
. be admitted, we who have institutional responsibility must
alSo be committed to,palcing it-poisible.for that student
to survive in the educational system. Perhaps part. of-the
answer lies in remediation and perhaps part of the answer
lies only in personal counseling and' encouragement.

WeAdst be prepared fof failure. But success is not
guaranteed in any other endeavor. So we should not give
up a noble effort because it does not insure perfect re-
sults However, the more we try and. the more we operate
in good faith we are bound 'to have some successes which
will make-the. entire effort 'Worthwhile.

I close with the words of Robert F. Kennedy from
his book, The Pursuit of Justice:

As long as a single man may try;any---unjustifiable
barrier against his efforts is ,yz- barrier against -man-

A
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Systems Maintenance and Social. Change:
Problems in the Recruitment and. Retention

of Minorities in .Nursing*

Oliver H. Osborne, Ph.D.
College of Nursing'

University of Washington

I wish to thank the members of. the workshop com
Mittee, particularly Professors Schantz and Ballard, for
inviting me to participate in this program.

As you know, our goals here today are to:
1. Identify socio-cultural factors that may inhibit or /

promote learning for minority students.
2,, Identify 'aspects of the educational system that

may.-inhibit,Or promote learning for the minority
., student.

3; Discuss with , representatives of minority groups
the impact of these factors and attitudes upon the
indiVidual and the ,social group.

4. Make a commitment to use the knowledge gained
. in this workshop to promote learning for minority

students.
I presume iny task is to discuss the first two objec-

tives, thereby providing some themes for our further inter;
actions. Although the emphasis of these.objectives is :up-
on the retention of. minorities _in nursing, I shall, inclUde
in My remarks my thoughts abO'ut the recruitment of clis-
adyantaAecl people to nursing. believe that the number
of minority nurses in the profession is too miniscule to
permit neglect of this. important issue. And, as a male,. I
believe it is important to include: the recruitment and re-
tention of males in nursing as an aspect of our delibera-
tions upon the problems of minorities in the. profession.

Iddeed, the real problem. is the plight of all minori-
ties in nursingthose who do not fit the highly elaborated,
yet oversimplified stereotype of the nurse as a white,
AngIO-Saxon, middle-class young female,. and, nursing as
a white, middle-class. female profession. This.image per-
vades magazines, paperKtcrk books, comic books, and tele-
vision. It communicates= ideas that nurses tend to be ac,

tion oriented rather than analytical; passive, but at rimes'
extremely hostile. They protect doctor; and their relation:
ships with medical Tractitioners often seem more_ im-
portant than, their responsibilities to patients. They 'work
in hospitals and are -mose/often seen ar the nurses': sta-
tion. Images of the nurse also contain such, elements as
service, hope, cleanliness, beauty, and comfort. ,And we
still. have nor radically reoriented the image of the nurse
from that of handmaiden to the doctor.

Most of these images of the nurse are absolutely
correct. And, we'in the nursing profession give substantial
support to the narrow. public image of the .nurse. Decade
after-decade we' include pictures of our idealized, young,
starry-eyed white females in many of our journals, recruit-
ment literature, and even our textbooks. In a recent issue

*Presented at the Oregon Cluster Group Work Session,
Seattle, Washington, May IS, 1973.

of the American Journal of Nursing I saw one picture of
a young Black nurse in this standard visionary pose. That
picture struck m& as both unfortunate and unreal. Unfortu-,
nate because it suggested that -all recruits to nursing can
identify with such a vapid,..visionary, idealized.'image.:of

'their future selves; unreal because it has little to say about
the experiences and aspirations of most minority recruits.

. The image chat nurses too often mindlessly serve and
protect doctors cannot be seriously denied. Recently many
of us read about the. research project where, research assis-
tants who were perfectly 'normal got themselves admitted
to mental hospitals- (8). They found that although after

admission to these hosPitals .they :acted normally,
only 'their 'fellow patients recognized' they were not ill.
The analysis of. the behavior of doctors and nurses in
these, situations merely confirmed the stereotype of nurses'
nursing station ,behavior and mine-doctor relationships.

There are over 723,000 employed nutses..in this coun-
try, and 98 percent of these nurses are women; 8.2;6 .per-
cent of all employed nurses have diplomas; 6,5' percent of
employed nurses work in hospitals, ',nursing homes, and
related' institutions;and ,another 14 percent work in private
duty and doctors' offices (5'). Thus, we have itoo many
people designed in, one mold working in too few sectors
of the health care 85mmunity,

I believe racial and ethnic - minorities may constitute
a unique rolsource for change in nursing. Unfortunately,
there is lit* information about Blacks, Chicanos, Native
Americans,Asians, and'males in our work force. The 1970- .
1971, Facts About Nursing ..(1);eveals that in 19d8-1969,
5 percent of students enrdlled in RN Programs wire Black,
in contrast to 3 percent in 1965-1966. Most of these stu-
dents were in associate degree prograins in which 10 per-
cent of enrollments were Black; 5 percent were in I,;acca-
laureate programs and 3 percent were in diploma pro-
grams. Unfortunately, attrition of this population is gieat.
in 1968-1969, graduations from diploma and associate de-,
gree programs showed little. change from earlier years, .

'maintaining 2 percent graduations from diploma and 6
percent -graduations from associate degree programs. Un-
happily, in thisperiod bkcalaureate programs were against
this trend by decreasing their percentage of Black gradu-
ates from 9.7 percent in 1961-1962 to 4 perCent by 1968-

'1969.t This is, a *sorry commentary updn Our' collegiate
schools Which; presumably, have more intellectual and
material resources than our diploma and associate degree
programs.

;Unfortunately. the statistics in the 1970-1971. Facts About'
. Nursing are uneveu,. and, in several instances, seriously Out-
. dated.
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There are 6,590 men currently employed in nursing.
Again, Pacts Aboutt Nttrsing advises us that in 1968-1969,
3,5 percent of the total admissions to schools of nursing
were men, compared with 1.8 percent in 1965 -1966. Un-
fortunately, the attrition rate of this scarce population is
high. Despite the grac14., though ;small, ,increase of. males
in nursing,-in 1968-1969 only 2:2 percent graduated,; as
contrasted. with 1.7 percent in 1965-1966. Pessimistically,
Facts Abont Nursing concludeS, 'these minor changes will
have 'little effect on the sex distribution of the nation's
nurse :tanpower."

There are other populations that I define as minori-
ties, which can be mentioned. They include 786 nurses
with earned, doctorate degrees and that small amorphous
group of nurses who really do not accept the values of the
mainstream nursing tradition. They work creatively, often
'effectively, to find new models of nursing effectiveness.

Unfortunat'ely, the aspirations of all these, minorities
are mediated by the hundreds of thoUsands of nurses who
adhere. so 'closely to "the,inainStream image of nursing.
The narrow, but monolithic image to' which these nurses
subscribe lends itself to, the maintenance of a health care
system that is highly elabcgatecl;oincreclibly ineffiernt,
and intolerably expensive: Following the medical model,
nursing contributes tp -a health care, system that overtreats
some populations and undertreats others: a system that
remains unresponsive to the health care needs of the pen-

.ple. It is into this constricted unimaginative system that
we attempt to recruit and maintain minorities, I ask ysiu,
Are we doing these minorities a service or an injustice?

Yet one of our important values is responsibility.
Some of us recognize our limited capabilities. We have
devoted too much of Our efforts to treatment and care' in
hospitalS. Too much of our ^small public health effort re-
mains treatment oriented' with o lit e consideration

. given to prevention. In all inst rites ve negl ct large
sectors of health which ate our leg tim, te concern. We do.
little for children in . nursery sc Is a d lerly in
nursing homes, and we, almost otally, disregard preven%
tion. Some of us recognize that as we'have been tradi-
tionally constituted, we 'have .ney a equately served the
poor. and minorities. As late as '19-)51 neonatal mortality
(less than 1 month old ) was 16.1. per 1,000 -live births
for whites and ,25.4 per 1,000 live births for nonwhites
( 61. At that time infant -mortality (1 month to 1. year of-
age) was 5.4 per _1,000 for whites and. 14.9 per 1,000 for
nonwhites. These differences have existed for decades.

:It is possible that a reconstituted nursing population
might be a most imPortant.strategy for providing the pro -.
lession with the capability of meeting its tragically ne-
glected responsibilities, Rather than' rejecting and frustrat-
ing Minorities, the profession 'most accept and encourage
minorities in nursing. Too often nurses believe than bring-
ing minority persons into -nursing will help 'these minnri-'
ties find a useful and rewarding role in life, I am saying
that, at, this xime, the profession has more to gain from
minorities than minorities have to -gain from nursing.

'Minorities represent a revolutionary -potential greatly n9ed-
.ed in nursing: They can and mast' be our agents of social
change..

(.- RESEARCH
. There is one issue I believe we must keep in- clear

perspective. Despite the fact that we have had minorities
in this country a long, long time, 'We, iii fact, know, little
about them beyond our dearly beloved stereotype, Our
sociological research is narrowly focused on social prob-
lems of minorities. Even our last census is believed to
have underreported 5 to 10. percent of our Black popula-
tion ( 4). Certainly we know nothing about minorities al-
ready in nursing. We do not know where they came from,
.why they came into nursing, how' they survive through
the curriculum, and what they do after they graduate. Are
there many minority* registered' nurses in doctors' offices?
Is there comparability in the percentages- of Black and
white registered nurses .iri hospitals as contrasted with
public .health agencies? We need more research before
we can go much further than what I say,tO you today.

BECOMING A STUDENT
There are a number of social structure and psycho-

logical barriers to minoritiesview of nursing as an apPrn-
priate life career. I have mentioned that nursing projects
a white, Anglo-Saxon, middle-class, female image. This
projection presents a serious identity. problem to -candi-
dates to nursing programs, to nursing students, and to
nursing professionals who do not fit . this image; This
image constitutes a general recruitment. barrier that is
not easily overcome.

Successful. recruitment and maintenance of, minorities
to-. the profession begins. with a seriotis . commitment by
the administrator of the school. This is one commitment
that deans and department heads cannot deleg3te. They
must appreciate that sue a personal commitment haS
many secondary benefits or -it provides them with- a tool,
which they Can employ to differentiate between provincial-
ism and universalism. in their faculty and curriculum....

The administrative head must. first inquire into her
top administrative coterie to identify those who support
and those who do not support, the,priority of inclusiOn of
more minorities in'nursing.-In these inquiries the aciminis
trator will probably find thgt thoSe who do not support
this priority maintain other- .allegiances and views of
nursing that essentially support provinciMism -and main-
tenance of tradition rather, than change in the system.

The dean and her committed adnit*tratotS must
then take time to sensitize themselves and their faculty to
the problems and perspectives of nonwhite, non-Anglo:,
Saxon, nonmiddle-class, and possibly nonfemale .popula-
tions, which may eventually ,,contribute to more efficaci-
ous nursing. This- challenge to sensitize yourself to prej-

.

ucliced thoughts and acts is not idle. Persons who belong
to the majority group usually have no conception of the
enormous differences between their life experiences and
perspeCtives' and those '-of -minorities. They live in a
world that is Much more understandable, predictable, and
secure than minorities..

This 'top' administrative group must also assume re-
sponsibility for ,identifying all facility and clinical situa-.
tions that are antagonistic to the success of minority stu-
,clentS, Specifically, I mean there are always some faculty
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members who hold strong .racial and ethnic prejudices.
There are some clinical settings that' are antagonistic to
the needs of minorities. The identification of these hazards
must result in modifications in -learning, experienceS,
neutralization of prejudiced facifity, changes in rotation
schedules, or other strategies that will insure minority sal-
dents equity with other students in _their opportunities

.to succeed. \

Minority student recruitment and 'retention will 'r
quire the setting of well-considered administrative ano,
educational. objectives. Projections for the_ kind and num- \
bers of each minority group must be established for
several ,years in adVance, Faculty who .actively participate
in the program must be given additional acknowledg-
ment for community service and curricular development
during promotion and tenure committee consideration. A
formal recruitment and retention -program_ must7be estab-
lished. SUch must also contain evaluation com-
ponents that will permit the faculty to gauge its attain-.
merit of its program gOals.

Discrepan:ies between the administration's objectives
and the accomplishments of -she prograln will, of course,
create. problems of credibility --abut so will thing nothing.

The school can utilize a variety of sources to com-
municate its ?merest in recruiting minority,students.
papers and radio. stations that cater to ethnic and racial
populations permit the sch'ool to cast -a broad net. Actual
recruitment excursions to high schools and community
colleges,. provide more direct contact with potential future
students. Remember 10 percerrr of the population 'of. com-
munity collegeS nursing programs are' Black. These stu-
dents-constitute an impOrtant regolirce for RIV*.programs,

: There are runny important'eonsiderations to 'be ob-
served in Minority recruitment. I can mention only a few.
In a recent, highly sophisticated research study entitled
Racia/ I3,frriers i' the Recruitment of Blacks to Nursing,
Belcher compare I the impact of Blackand.whire recruiters
upon Black and white high' school students on the di-
mensions :of atr1tudes,' interpersonal judgment,: and attrac-
tion (2 ). She bound:

1. The 'Black high school students perceived less
similarity in atitimles and greater .discrepancy in attitudes

Iwith the Black and white recruiters than did the white
students. HoWiever, Black students perceived more simi-
larity and less' discrepancy with the Black rec4iter than
With the white recruiter.;

2. The Black Students, .in ,making judgments about
the recruiters, consistently responded less 'favorably over-
all t() the recruiter's than' did the white' students. Black
students consistently responded "more /favorably to the
Black. recruiter than to the 'white' recruiter.

3. The. Black students' were less attactcW overall to
the recruiters than were the White students. Black
dents were More detracted to 'the 111.1ck recruiter than to
the white recruiter, Black students were more attracted
to the Black recruiter than the white stiidents were attract,
ed to the. white recruiter.

4, The BlaCk students believed the message delivered
by the recruiters less than the white students believed it.
Black students believed the Black recruiter more than they
believed the white recruiter.

Bela& concluded that: the effects of .students' race
were greater than 'any other effects in the study. Also re-
member what I ha-ve said about the starry-eyed hospital-
employed visionary nurse we project in our recruitment.
literature. Belcher found- that nursing, was ii6t relevant to
working in the-community and it "was 'routinely presented
as a field without probleiris."

I must -mention the need for honesty on the part'
of all recruiters. Minorities survive by sensing (or .psych-
ing out) deceitfulness: Experience suggests that Many high

\ school "advisors are either indifferent and/or ignorant
,about nursing and/or indifferent about speaking to mi-
1 orities;about nursing and /or antagonistic about encourag-
it males into nursing.: But experience also shoWs that
hi+ school advisors can be educated: School of nursing
m-itlority recruiting teams ?mist not be discouraged by poor
resp nses to their first efforts.

chools .of nursing. must .also work closely with
versity-wide minority recruitment and retention programs.
Some f these programs.pre hi ,hly elal4rated and soghisti-
elite& W When this is the case; Cie school of nursing is well
advised not to duplicate the efforts of the university. How-
ever, this does net excuse he faculty from mounting
strong programs that comple vent and enrich the efforts
of the university .

I am sure you wonder' What criteria should be con-
sidered- in judging minority student aradernic qualifica-
tions: If you accept the fact that most minority students'
do not get the sane high school education as whites, de-
spite the fact that they go to the same -schools, we can
begin by reassessing our blind commitment to the revered
grade-point average "?..G113.7\ ). I believe the revered GPA
is soon to,,be deposited in the trash heap where it justi-
fiably belongs, along with our I.Q, tests and a whole host
of other educational psychological testing paraphernalia.
Indeed, a select faculty committee of the large University'
of Washington College of. ,Arts and Sciences recently sug-
gested that a Rate -of- Progress Gradirig scheme be sub.-
srituted for, all grades and ,GPAs 1.§ My own art
ment sends forth to the' graduate school an appeal Mr all
students, Minority; and wherS, -who wish to enter the de-
partment.with less than the accepted 3.0, GPA. In this .we''
recognize the large mimber of 3.01--GPA students the
university who have not been able- to finish their degrees.

RETENTION
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:The problem's of retention are even more ,complex
than..those of recruitment, and the jeopardy is greater if
the faculty has not. bee0roperlyi prepared. The influx
of 'minority ,studentsivill .stimulate much confusion,- re-,.

§Aimost simultaneously., the Faculty Council on Academic
Standards recommended that the grade point -minimum for ad
mission to the tini,crity remain at 2.5. The, rtport is 'lengthy
and cannot he commented upOn here (see Agenda for the:;Uni-
versity of Washington Scnw., Meeting of Thursday;. May .17,
1973).



crimination, and \insult. iiinong faculty themselves; be-
tween facility and Students, and, among students.

Le, me remind ot7, Once most,minority stu-
dents are really differe..r from the vast majority of stu-
de,nts.# They view the work', the University, and nursing
differently, They hike .lead to be distrustful of white.
eStablishMents. They do lave the accepted idealized

R. perceptions of the professiorThey.4probably want to
Understand mute about nursingio. the community than
white students and they are probably more' naive about
the university than,mainstream students.

Their naiveté about how =Mainstream, students deal
with academia requires further comment. 1 asOre, you this
is- one aspect of their experience I am only. recently. coin-
ing- to appreciate. Despite their ,failures, minority stu-
dents are often much more serious about their studies'-.
than white students. t do not mean they study harder;
this may or mar not. be -the case. Rather, -they take the

,,curriculum rmIch more seriously, and in doing so they
ger .caught 'up in mMutiae that white students avoid In-
deed', With their greater u,-imfidence and understanding of
the ..system, white students are much iTiOre manipulative'
than minority students. White students. know how to db-
taiO old tests and more reliable texts. They understand:that
it is more important to do what instructors dO or non-
v....bally say.. rather than what instructors actually say.
White students challenge instructors more and, on halthice,

, are more ready to blame .their instructors than themselves
for their failures. White .students also' have a. greatt facility
for dealing with fatuity as.indiViduals and liteially pick-

. ing them apart, one by ime: in order .to -get special con-
sideration. In contrast, minority students are too ready
to criticize themselves. They get bound .up in real or
imagined . failures and thereby lay the seeds for their
further anxiety: White students also withdraw from classes

.

or reqUest incompleres when grey find they will" not be
able. to successfully coniplete their studies. Minority stu-
dents do not 'use these strategies as successfully as their
'a hire felliiw students. .

Usually we can expect thlft there will be greater
eqUiValcnce in cognitive set's between white faculty and
white female° students than between white faculty and
minority students, There will also be greater- equivalelke
in vocabidary,,and lifeStyle of the nu, rsing...instioctor and.
her 'white sidents that 'the instructor could Odom attain
with her minority stuqents. 1 .am ,dealing now with the
intangiblo of differenco in world view- and implicit and
explicit meanings as ex\pressed by verbal` and nonverbar"

. behavior. Mary Bush, ith. her thesis. "Fthnoscientific Ex-
ploration into the Meaning of Health," provides an ex-
cellent example of 'differences in the ,cognitive systems of
Blacks and. whites 4,i ), She. found that whites -held the
traditional ,definitions of mental health while blacks de-
fined mental health as tirvival.

.4.4n a papt'r of this nature p,emralizations ntthour minority
antl, white students are. unavoidable. The fact of valiance in
populations is 'accepted. 'Some minority students will he quite
sophisticated in the'ir university activities, while some white
stutients'will he plagued w' t all of the difficulties of 'the' most
disadvantaged minority at cots.-

. The difficulties that' differences in :language cogni
tive sets and Behavioral styles cause minorities are corn-

.pounded -when. faculty members are not committed to the
minority teraintnent programs, 'when . they insist that "we
all belong to the same culture," when they believe mi-
norities have always had the equal, opportiinities, and when
.they,Wonder..why minorities deserve any greater considera-
tion than white Students. .

In peer review .situations one issue which lac"ultie's
find difficult to confront is the bigoted colleague. I have
heard faculty members make- all kinds of excuses for
their' prejudiced members... Such defenses as, "She ;is not
as bad as she: used to be," "She -is trying so hard,". and
"She needs, more 'exposure" are -all familiar. But what
about the poor. minority students the faculty bigot is
frustrating while she learns good citizenship?.

There is also the -problem of the faculty member
Avila, wishes to .make rio 'Mistakes in her. interaction's with
students. Usually,. this faculty, .member's anxiety is so
-high that she .immobilizes herself as well as her minority
students.

4le clinic4a41 setting also holds unusual hazards for
minority students. Too often, despite the student nurse

patients, famly,, visitors, and members of 'the .

health. care team mistake 'Black students
maids, Minority students often complain, and it has been-
my personal experience, that, they are given more difficult
assignments than their white colleagues.. They. often find
themselves still working on the units long after their

t fellow' students have ,gone. It also happens that relation-
ships between white students, ward nurses; and. -doctors
are more supportive to-the success of white students than
minority students. On the other hand, minority students
must be .partieularly careful that they .do not .offend the
dignity and pride. of minority ,paraprofessionals and Maids;'
working on the wards by being too distant,op snobbish-
in their attempts, to develop a .p"r6fessionai. -stance.
. The commitment of Ottny nursing programs to hospi-
tals and agencies -constint, es' another source of ditificidty
for minority students. ny : of these 'students have s'pent,
their lives levelopin ehavioral strategies to -mitigate
the impact of 'author! , particularly arbitrary. white au-
thority, upon them:The authoritarian organization ofthe
hospital stimulates. protectiVe behaviors that may be un-
familiar to' faculty and ward 'personnel. Avoidance be-
haviors, tardiness, absence froM units, or cbmpiete-immet-'.
sion in.. some-legitimate task are means of fending -off
authoritarian intrusions.

Many minority -.1sfind" community wOrk'. 0. mote
satisfying thAns their ex." rience in the structured hospital
setting. In the community thy are able to test their old ,-
and new skills with greater freedom..

Indeed,. the priority comMitment of most Chicano;
.

Native American, and' Black students is to their community
-:: rather than to .hospitals or "white health 'care, establish-.

inents.", They know their people have been traditionally
undersetyed, and they do not expect their allegiance to'
white health care facilities will -change the traditional
health care -programs of these institutions.
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Throughout the educational experience, problems of
advising can be horrendous: The student is anxious, faculty
are 'anxious, and faculty' do , not understand or .appreciat
the student's continuing disadvantages in the curriculum.
NeiatiVe comments builcruponinegative comments. Facul-
ty member afters, faculty member seeks to validate her
evaluaticsh by adding detail to/the somber story, The nega-
tive evaluations are the grist of luncheon 'conversations
and t oinmittee meetings. 'Ect(ial effort' is seldom given to
the student's strengths. To often .these negative evalua-
tions precede the student ih each . new experience. Expec-
tations arc raised and, as W. t. Thomas has said, "If men
'define situations as real they are real in their consequence."
Only the most Committed of minority students can over -
come such concerted ;character ,,assassination. Another
familiar( and' real, complaint is that white students get
more accurate and derailed administrative and academic
advising than minority' students.

Involvement In ..the social network of undergraduate
.classes is important M the success of all students. In fact,
most schools offer two curricula: .the. faculty curriculum
and the student curriculum , The faculty curriculum pro-
vides the justificatibn for the student curiiculuin, The pri,.
miry objective of the .student curriculum is to provide
successful sradent! responses to the faculty curriculum. To
the extent that /the entire curriculum of the faculty- is
manifest rather/than latent and congruent with students'

N.- expectations. of,' theMselyes and the program-to that ex-
..Cerr,t4e facul.ry curriculum is accepted. and the student

, curricurumi-s--noLgetelaborated, If the .faculty curriculum
., contains many latent elements and is distant from stu-

dent "perceptions of a proper curriculum, to that .extent
. the student curriculum will' be ,highly elaborated. In both

instances, minority students are more. disadvantaged than
".the students who belong to the majority group. They are

. particularly disadvantaged in the second instance.
The student curriculum consists of \vOrd-of-mouth re-

portxabout- the inclinations, allegiancv, testing style, and
..prejudices of individual faculty Meinber.' It also includes
disrrigitingAirmer tests 'and information about, emphifsis'
of theoretical Ad clinical courses, Gonsidpable 'informa-
tion about what,. instructors to pick..1-16v7 to get out of
undersirable co urSes, what programs to take for n easy
school, term, whin :tourses' should never be taken, together,
and Tow to get 'ter of failing. situations without looking
like 1y...failure are also part of .die 'student curriculum. In-

. 41,formation about part-time job positions is passed' along,.
In fact, Within the s udent curriculum some job situations
may be passed fro student .to-student for years without

..ever .'being occupied by -a nonstudent,
Vigorous, highly 'elaborated, latent, stri'dencurricular

activities aLways result' iii lhighly disadvantageous educa-
tional experiences for minority students. They just cannot,,
participate in4-najority.culture interpei:sonal'netwOrks with
the same relevance and effectiveness as 'majority culture.
members. However, we know that too much distance be-
tween the faculty and student curricula can prove. dis-
astrous, Witness -,,the cheating ,scandals which '..occur in
our military 'academies from time to time. These schisms
also contributed to the student riots olthe 1960s,

The situation of the minority graduate student con-
tains 'all. the jeopardies the undergraduate student 'con-
fronts, and ynore. In graduate School the social network of
the student is important but 'different .frOm. that which
prevails in undergraduate school, Graduate curricula are
often less structured than undergraduate curricula, and
they should be. Also, the belief that the intellectual and
clinical skills. of .graduate students -are_Superior. to those
of undergraduate students leads to 'greater. expectations
that colleagueal elements will infuse superviSory relation-
ships and the students will be more self-directed. It is
also expeCted that students will develop amutually bene-
ficial camaraderie. Unfortunately,. th%se expectations can
be successfully met only if the facility and minority stu-
dents are comfortable with each other. The alternative is
mutual .faculty,stud6u avoldctnc: the great hazard .of-all
graduate studies. In the case of minority studentS, this
hazard is compounded. They remain at home, anxious and
confused, or they go to work_and:neglect their 'studies.
The. More secure white students' visit the faculty., in their
offices and homes and have lUnch with them.

Majority students also have ambitions of making im-
pacts upon faculty during social gatherings, which many
minority students would never project for themselves.
Indeed throughout all interactions many minority students
usually maintain highly circumspect behavior for fear that
if their behavior is anything less than perfect; their in-
structor's will stereotype them as lazy, iinpulsive, ignorant,
or socially inept. . ,

Minority graduate students are in greater danger Of'
becoming. bourgeois than minority unclerg'raduate. students, \

./and they know it.. They know that the fict they have
in the system so long must.mean that they have

accepted, some corrupting. influences. To.o often they do
not have minority faculty role modelsHto test: themselves
against.. Thus, they must do their own testing, often' with .

ineffective or disastrous 'results.

The suspicions. Of invidious 'treatment that minority
students- harbor. require's some comment. These students
are imbedded ituations not originally ,created for them:.
Many.'ofthese situations remain antaP,Onistic to their very '

existence.- Tob often they are not s who their .friends
are; Indeed, they may be 'forced to .conclude they are sure
rounded by 'enemies. This situation also prevails in

i. .undergraduate program, . yet.- the usually overetaborated
curriculum structure, and the 'several !other minority stu-
dents in the.yindergradu;ite, program .rjsually provide some
support.' The .looser structure and- the ',dearth ofAher mi-
nority studenti in the graduate program results in limited
opportunities for reality. testing of imagined or real fears.
Am I getting decent clinical experiences? Am I receiving
concerned and effective clinical supervision? Are my pa--
pets being graded fairly? Is my thesis\ advisor interested
in me? Oh yes,..majority sruderits have these same fears,
but...they also have more resources. The 'university and the

.

school were created them., the faculty\ .was, prepared for
them, and the professionals in the' cliMcal facilities are
in their same mold, Unquestionably, the 'majority students,
are. considerably More advantaged than their minority eol-
leagues,
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The question of the small number of miotity stu-.
dents in graduate programs is a national scandal. Unfortu-
nately; as in my personal experience., graduate advisors and
admission officers'' frequently advise -minority student
graduate school applicants that they are' not qualified for
graduate study. If the student insists on pursuing her
application that student may be advised that there is
more room in the program or the department cannot pro-
vide study in the area of the student's interest. It also

`happens that departments will develop one, maybe. two,
Student slots for Minority students, If theSe slots cannot
be. filled by minorities, Other, tudents may be appoirited,
but rarely is the 'number of Mt .inority students allowed to
exceed the allotted number 0 positions. These rules are
Seldom firmly established; ratter, they are:the result of
tradition or congruities of images of the appropriate. Ack
mittedly the'establishment of such quotas is rare in gradu-
ate nursing education, but they do exist.

The plight of minority faculty also deserves con-
sideration. yhey, too, are a rare species; yet I 'have, found
that, with a few. major exceptions, the recruitment behavicir
'of schools of nursing for minority faculty often goes
against estiiblished rules of the market -place.. Too often I
have seen minority faculty recruited either below proper
salary or below proper rank,. or both, '.

.

..

Again, too often such faculty are allocated to soft
money positions and given considerable responsibility but
no authority for the recruitment and retention ofminority
students, When Prot-notion and tenure committees meet,
committee decisions are not based upon their .minority re-
cruitment,and retention effectiveness. Indeed often evalua-,
-tion programs for recruitment and retention projects are
weak or do not exist. Rather, the primary 'criteria the corn:
mittee will use areteaching effectiVeness, research produc-.
tivity; and publication's: The minority instructor will tils0
find herself on a.variety of school committees and, through
experience and commitment; she 'will be engaged in a
wide variety of coMmunity:affairs.:Minor and major -stu-
den(and school' emergencies will interfere with her sched-
Ule and absorb. her energies, Her phone will ring clay and
night, She will learn who arc theI villains and the good
gals in the school, but'she will not sit on important tom,_ .......

minces. where her voice will be heard. Without proper
support and guidance, her career will Lome to an end at_

.

the point where she must be _considered for. promotion.

SUMMARY
In 'this paper 1 'have'noted that the idealized image

of 'the nurse is that of a white, Anglo-Saxon, middle -class
young ,-female who works in .h6spitals. In a varie-
ty '01ways the Nofession supports this image. 1. have also

noted the small numbers of minorities in, nursing and
their high attrition rate, But -1 have noted that little re,
search has been 'done in this' problem area, We have Much
to learn about- the population and aspirations of minority
nurses. We ,can *suspect that 'many minorities ciune into

, nursing not only to advance themselves licit to improve
..the treatment and care- traditionally.given to minorities by
white health care specialists. Brinton reported that -health
care professional's belieVed that lower income populations
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did not hold health as a high value (3). Yet, her findings
indicated that indeed, such populations do hold health as a
high value. It is these kinds of findings which lead toe to,
believe that minorities can help improVe the nursing care
system more than It rsing, as it is preSently constituted,
can help minorities.

Recruitment and retention of minorities in nursing.,
requires serious commitment of the administrator and her
faculty. I have indiCated that we need to sensitize faculties
to roe goals of the recruitment and retention program. I
did oot dwell Upon this Matter of sensitization." presume
that goal 3, "discuss with representatives of .minority
groups the 'impact of these factors and attitudes upon the
indiVidual and the social group," and goal 4, "make a
commitment to use the knowledge gained in this work-.
shop to promote learning for minority students," speak
to this question -of sensitization and the development of
commitment.

indicated that the administrator must identify facul-
ty and curricular blocks to recruitment and 'retainment
of minority students:and also sort out clinical situations
that are hostile to the introduction of minority students.
The recruitment and retairiment program shotild be as
highly elaborated and well thought out as any serious
grant proposal. Such a project must also have a strong
evaluation component. I particularly pointed to the 'results
Of Belcher's study and Bush's study to. confirm that the
specific cognitive sets, attitudes, and commitments of
Black students are quite different from those of white stu-
dents.

This matter requires particulai' attention, for a past
tradition of adherence to the melting 'pot ethic, which sug-
gested that if everyone worked hard enough, we could
develop' a' singular -American Type, seems to have fallen
into disrepute. We see the rise of many subc'u'ltures of our
white mainstream culture and the belief on the part of
ethnic groups and racial minorities that their cultures are
legitimate, that they need not bkome the idealized Ameri-
can. I project, that we will see not only greater fragmenta-
tion of our society' intomore subcultures, but we will also
see ethnic and racial slibpopulations deinafiding that their
differences be considered legitimate and . that university
curricula respond to theirdifferences. in, perceptions.'and
coinm itment,

In June with this, I mentioned I suspect a rather
rapid demise -of tli.e GPA as the primary, and in many-in-
stances sole, indicator of academic success, also indicated
the .importance of social networks to the 'success of finder
graduate and graduate students. In' particular, .1 made:soMe
statements about the' interactionof the faculty turriculum
and the student curriculum. I pointed, out that difficult as
the undergraduate curriculum may be, it had structure
that is lacking in the graduate program. I support struc-
tural reductions in our graduate programs and would
champion even greater reductions of structural 'elements
in our under'graduate programs.

However,' the fact that there is lees structure in the
graduate program means that there 'is greater reliance,
upon colleagual relationships between faculty and stu-
dents, My question is :Are minority students disadvantaged
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becauSethey'cannot establish colleagual relationships with
white faculty to the extent that white students can? Again
I point out that our research and experience in- these areas
are meager: However, this is a structural problem peculiar
to all good graduate programs..We can learn from our few
experiences and suspect that the. kinds of things that
happen to minority graduate students in other depart-
ments of the University and the country must prov:de 'us
some indicatots to our own present and future experience.

I have also attempted to advise that there are bigoted
fatuity and I have suggested that these people constitute
a threat not to minority students alone. The study of these
faculty members might demonstrate that they hold values
thart-are dogmatic and provincial, and consequently, an-
tagonistic to the university ethic. It is the , responsibility
of the administrator to ensure that she has high-quality
faculty and that the few members who do not contribute
to the high quality of the faculty and, in this special-case,
those who may hinder the project, are removed or placed
in .positions where they have minimal impact upon the
minority students.

I also alluded to problems of informal evaluation and
the snowball. effect of negative evaluations, particularly
when the faculty is prejudiced or 'not sufficiently wise to
identify the negative snowball effect and counter this effect
by searching'out positive indicators.

The fear of minority students that they may become
bourgeois and thereby ineffective in meeting the needs
of minority peoples is tot easily ignored. -Walsh has found
that professionals who actively seek to increase their pro-
fessionalism by enhancing their occupational position de
velop a significantly negative .orientation toward the lower
classes and the poor (9) .

I also noted that'ininority students often have a great-
er commitment to working in the. community, outside of
the hospital structure, than the mainstream majority. white
female nurse whose images more cloSely complement the
idealized type that we see pictured in our. journals.'

Finally I spoke of some of the problems. that minori-
ty faculty who are employed to work in our recruitment
and retainment programs might confront, Undoubtedly, it
is important that the number of minority faculty in the
schools of nursing be increased. They will provide good
role models and suggest alternate practice styles for mi-
nority students as well as other faculty of the schools of
nursing.

I have identified social cultural factOrs and educa-
tional practices that may inhibit- the recruitment and re-
tention of minority students. I have also 'attempted to sug-

gest alternate, social `cultural structures and educational
approaches that may promote learning for minority stu-

"- dents. I must say' that r understand the difficulty of the
task before you. It has been documented that we' live in
.aa-cist society and I understand it is difficult to change
values and behaviors. Yet rapid change in nursing is neces-
sary. Our profession maintains an extraordinarily con-
servative seance in a period of revolution in the health
care delivery system, Minorities constitute new ideas and
new opportunities. Our traditional images of the ,nurse
are so outmoded that if maintained unchanged we will
find ourselves as extinct as the dinosaur._ Minorities provide-
the potentiA of new ideas and new alternatives in nursing..
Nursing needs all kinds of minorities more than minorities
need nursing:
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Student-centered Instruction in an AssoCiate

Degree Nursing Program*

Thelnia Pegues, RN., M.S.
Seattle Central Community. College

Seattle, Washington

One faculty member was released from teaching this
past year in order to' set up our self-pace program and
di suite a bit of research on existing self-pace programs
before we started (Airs. This was,done to alleviate known
problems. Some of the known. problems were: (1) . lack
of strident contact, no formal class , lectures and/or dis-
cussions; (2) lack of teacher contact; and (3) use of
'programmed learning packets which are geared for the
students to work 'independently and assume responsibility
for their own learning. This. probably is the greatest fail-
ing of previous programs, for it takes an academically
sophisticated student to succeed in this manner. And,
characteristically, disadvantaged people are unable to sur-
vive in unstructured learning situations such as self-pace
and Programmed guides and generally fah by the wayside.

Taking all this under advisement, we set out to make
ours work, and for 'disadvantaged students! First, we took
ourcurriculum, which Was_already-iliVided into units, and
subdivided the units into "mini-units.". Each mini unit
was then set up with objectives, suggestions for achieving
these objectives, study guides, self-testing, and mini -unit
final tests. Independence and responsibility for student
learning was integrated within this Model by the. use of
contracts, When the students were ready to progress froM
one mini-unit to the next, they would take the mini-unit
final, and upon passing, would proceed to the next, Thus,..
the students determined how rapidly,,they. would learn, the
effort they would put 'forth in learning, and the grade
they wanted to earn for satisfactorily' completing the work
and meeting "the required objectives;

Based on the grade, criteria were established speCify-
ing the amount of work to be done. within a prescribed
time limit., And, as the grade lowered, the time was ex-
tended and the amount of work required was decreased,
Minimum test scores for each course grade were also de-
fined. The students were' bound to the grade they had

'chosen. Most important; based on the grade that the stu-
dents. wanted to earn, they could move through the course
at their own rate, thereby establishing "an individual learn-
ing pace.

In order to enhance student learning and ,student-
contact motivation, biweekly seminars were. 'scheduled;
attendance was optional. Lectures give way to active dis-
cussions, with the Students participating freely. In con-
sidering how to approach a given topic, we took our cue
from the students. For example, if you had a topic sched-
uled for that session, you started with student questions
and then worked 'the discussion around; covering all the
required information. Sometimes the sessions were a re-

. *Presented at the Project Review Session, Santa Barbara,
California, Augiist 11, 1973:
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view of the mini- and/or unit tests, Regular testing.: ses-
slops were scheduled on Fridays. Sign -up sheets were
posted so 'that the students could sign up for which Unit
test they wanted to take as soon as each completed. the
mini and unit course objectives.

', In order to provide faculty- student contact, all stu-
dents had weekly appointments with their clinical in-
structors. The. scheduled fifteen minutes per week were
totally for theory and helped each student with account-
ability and some . responsibility for their own learning.
Sofne . of the questions posed to .the students during these
weekly appointments were; 'How are you doing? ,Where
are you on the schedule? What areas do you need help
in? Do you realize that this material is due or has to be
in on .a specific date? What "questions do you have? In
other words, it 'Was 'a 'kind of prodding period to keep
the students on schedule and assist them along. their -way.
Scithetimes you check with- them in terms of what they
are contracting for, but again, you don't want to do or
say anything that will dampen' the saident's.'hope for do-
ingbetter. So, you may say, "Well, you never made a "B"
befOre and you never made an "A" before, bi.lt if you feel
that you want to try it, go' ahead, and I'll work with yon,.
these are the kinds of things that you have. to ,do -in
order-to earn this snide.. . ."

In our program, we also correlated- theory with the
clinical. All students had to let their clinical 'instructors
know where they were within the course units so. that
the instructor could select those kinds of patients for
them who tended to reinforce the theory through applica-
tion to practice. Students were at yarying levels' clinically
and theoretically, but this worked out. to their"advantage!
The postelinical conferences were usually geared to the
level of- the more advanced students, although questions
were also answered for. the lag studencs,, In this way, new
knowledge was acquired and old concepts were continually
reinforced:' Thus, there was a kind of sharing as. well as
"give" and ?take." Some, concepts could be discusSed very
capably by 'al'l students, regardless of where they were in
the course,' 'especially if it were a basic .concept, maybe
bedrest, and the effects 'on patients in; various conditions
and situations. Whereas. the more advanced students
could very capably discuss the cardiovascular system,. the
lag students amid discuss the respiratory implications.
Each could make contributions on the' systems -he or she

'had covered, so .again, everything meshed together beauti-
fully, and everyone participated, I think the students
really liked it!

Surprisingly, the. class 'stayed. pretty much together.
Only a few lagged behind, and the lag group stayed pretty
much together. So, apparently. the study, guides -and self-
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testing exams were moving the students along. But, 'there
were problems.

The major problem was 'concept of time. Hopefully,
the conceptualization of time had been integrated within
the self-pace model that was tied to the contracted grade.,
So, if students ,finished two weeks work within one week,
they received an "A"; if 'they finished in a week and a
half or two, they received a "B"; and if they finished in
three weeks, they received a "C." This system didn't work
too well because a number of. the students 'just didn't
have time orientation, a major problem in trying to get
disadvantaged students to assume responsibility for their
own learning, The situation simply grew worse. Students
caught in this situation became discouraged:
we're a program that changes in transit-nothidg stays
the same when you see it doesn't work; you stop, right
there, you just try a. different- approach, So, we deleted
the, time requirement as a factor in grading, and a lot

`of stress was'' alleviated. In any program (and we are not
an exception), there are the isolated few individuals
who can never manage the complete assignments or proj-
ects within the specified time, and we still deal with the
student( s ) on an individual basis,

For the quarter during which we used the self-pace
curriculum, =almost everyone passed. However, in retro-
spect, a pattern of behavior among a few of the snide:pp
was identified: repetitive test takers! Students were given
the option of retaking a test if they failed the first one.
Actually, several tests were designed to cover the same
content. And -though the students didn't Jake the same
test twice, they, would sign up to take the test knowing
full well when they signed up that they were not fully
prepared. But, they wanted to determine the basic content
that they were: required to know. So, they took . the -first

Jest and gendrally failed; but they knew . that they had a
.second chanC'e. And they would invariably pass the sec-
ond .test and make a higher passing, score, Both grades

" were averaged and were 'generally, passing
QUESTION: -I assume that general education courses

that they were taking were not self-paced. Were there
-any problems in this area because they were not self-
paced also?

ANSWER: No, in fact the other Asciplines were
`looking at its and they thought that that's the way to go.
They were asking our director if she could release the same
faculty to assist them. to self-pace their curriculum. Also,-
during the winter quarter, second-year students were en-
rolled only in nursing courses.

QUESTION: Is there a maximum time limit a stu-
dent must complete a mini-unit in, or can it go On for a
couple of quarters?

ANSWER: Well, that was one .of the problem
areas, You see even a "C' student would not finish by
the end of the quarter, so there was no wayin .fact, this
did give us problemsbecause what happened is all of
its worked during the interim break, and the 't" students
_came then and took their exams and completed whatever
projects they had to do to'get through that quarter, How-
ever, becauSe. course :work was incomplete, guides Could
not be sent in at the end of the Oar-ter, so we used, what-

ever the college had for continuing grades,And the stu-
dent didn't get a final grade until the first week of the
spring-quarter." Consequently;' we decided that, at -least
technically, a "C", student is. supposed to. be an average
student, so why should he.be sloW or slower' than average?
An average student should complete the course work with-.
in the legal time of the quarter.

QUESTION: In terms of financial aid, how do you
handle the student 'who lags behind? -
. ANSWER: MOst of our student body, about 75 to
80 percent of our students, are on some. type of financial
aid program, so we are -keeping our fingers crossed as
far as continued funding goes, They have been on welfare
programs like WIN.; rehabilitation programs. like DVR,
the veterans' programs, and so forth; And 'these do have
minimum credit, levels that the students must carry. So
what did we do when -lag students- got an incomplete
grade? I r they were given an incomplete, they could go
ahead and sign up for the coming quarter. If the lag
students were 7C" students and it looked :like they were .

going to complete their work within a couple -of Weeks,
we allowed them to go on to the next quarter because
at least they had been exposed to the 'content, even if
they did not pass, (This is no longer in effect. Students
now have the

they
to get "D" or "F" grades. If they

get.a "D" they may continue to the next course, but with
the understanding that they will.have to repeat the course
and make a passing grade in order "to be eligible for
state boards.) BecauSe of the -loss of two -faculty mem-
bers, we cannot offer a .course every quarter or provide
special' Make-up courses for lag- students: This will be
the first year, for example,, coming up, that students will
have to wait a year before the course is offered-. agair.,
We don't know what this will do to our retention rate
Or to our students- If the students. feel' that they have
to lighten their credit loads, we suggest dropping nursing
knd taking their other disciplines; because nursing is
naturally their 'heaviest credits, especially the last three
quarters. As far as clinical goes, It gets longer during the
last two quarters we give two hours perpne credi
(most schools 'give three for one); most students can
'progress through the clinical with much less difficulty
than with theory, So, we separate the theory and
grades, and, clinical credits _being -.higher, 'the students
would ..be getting eight or five credits. This does help
in terms of the overall 9, 10, or whatever credits must
be earned. for students to be eligible for financial- aid.

QUESTION: (partially inaudible, -but .relates to the
separation of clinical and theory) :

ANSWER: We separate the two, theory and: clinical,
This does a lot for the imorale of - -the student. Initially, we
didn't, Initially they were two separate courses: stu-
dents failed theory but passed clinical, they received an
Incomplete for bort-I-courses, even though they may have
earned a "B". in clinical. Add,you may say,'as.my director
.challenged Inc one day, '''That's impossible! "., And' then
such a student came throiigh Linde!: adbther instructor
who praised this student for her 'unique and skillful ,.peN
formance of nursing care. She said, "I..-don't knoW how
this sindent. operates, I've never seen the likes of it. She
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makes priorities in her nursing care, works with ease and
competence, and is a safe practitioner, and if I had to
have a nurse,- she is what I'd want. But, you ask her why
she wa,s doing it and she..couldn't tell you." So, I said,.
thanks! Incidentally, this particular student was unusual...
She was a Youth Corps strident, got into our program
with a GED, had difficulty in matriculating in six quar-
ters but made 'it in seven. She took the state board exams,
passed three out of five the first time around., passed 'the
other two the second time around, d'nd is now working

.at the Veterans Hospital. She Started there right after
graduation, was laid off when she failed, but was im-.
mediately called back when they heard th1it she had
passed. So, it is possible. for students not to know 'theory
and b9 a "B" practitioner. It does all kinds of -good in
terms of motivating the student. to' know that here is
something they, can do. And then you tell them where
to focus: for example: ','Don't give so much attention_
here." "Spend . more time here." ,So theory and clinical
have been sepdrate ever since. (This is no longer true.
It was found that students who failed state board exams
were most often the ones' who had difficulty in the appli-
cation of theory to practice. In OCtober 1974, we re--
-turned to the original view: you must as theory in
order .to pass clinical.) I might add that three of our
graduates .are matriculating for their baccalaureate degree
two are rat Seattle University and one is at the :Uni-
versity of Washington, so some do go on.

QUESTION: (not audible; some reference to the
possibility of graduate internships) :

ANSWER: We welcome but 'would like to have
the person stay longer thanrust a quarter;'because it takes.
that length of time at least for orientation. Six months
would be a minimum, a year .would be better. ,Bur you
know our students need a lot of tutoring, and tutoring
goes along with the job, I think that a great deal- of our
success can be attributed to- the willingness .of. the .faculty
to tutor, and we do have a dedicated faculty.

CLUSTER REPORT
'Retention .

A

Our, major goal here was the early identificatiOn
and immediate response to the specialized needs of our
students. This may be in terms of a language disability,
especially if the student speaks a foreign language or is
of a different cultural background. For example, in funda-
mentals, some of the students are required to bathe one
another before, they .bathe patients. And we find people
of different cultures cannot feel conifortable undressing,
in front of another person and receiving this bath. One
student shared her _feelings with us. She was almost ready
to flunk her ftindanientals course rather than expose her-
self until the instructor spoke to her and resolved this
problem, So that's how culture is integrated into the curri-
culum.' The instructor should also be aware of any other
,learning needs and deficiencies; some of these have already
been mentioned. I even taught math!

The second thing is to provide flexibility in sequence
of courses and the method of combining courses as well
as time at Which specific courses are offered. This was

,my real deep concern and priority; I was glad: the group
did see it this way. In one area we say that we want to
work with the so-called "disadvantaged" students or stu-
dents who have 'poor learning ability of abstracts and
concepts, 'and then we load them down with courses that
are very abstract and concept oriented. I know of one
school, for example, in which the RNBs "(an RN study-.

ing for the B.S. degree) take microbiology; inorganic and
.organic chemistry; a course that is called conjoint, which
is anatomy and physiology with a chemical-physics-dy-
namic approach; nutrition; and pharmacology. Now you
know, even if you were a top "A" student, you- would
have difficulty with that type of sequencing and/or com-
bination of courses. So look at some of the combinations
that you're putting together, as well as the sequencing of
some of the courses.

The next was provision for and use of 'social ser-
vices. Again, this was mentioned before, so I won't go
into detail, except to specify that tutoring, counseling,
and financial services should be available. Next was to
provide a climate for student advocacy without recrimi=-
nation. This has been mentioned before. Hopefully, stu-
dents should work with instructors to resolve any prob-
lems. It makes .a. bad situation worse when it is taken
out of the department of nursing.

The last thing was continuing faculty inservice edu-
cation to insure commitment and to avoid prejudicial
types of attitudes, This is a goal that was also men-
tioned before. I would like to add that quite often there
is turnover in faculty,' and even when faculty stays, there
'are continual political and social changes that happen;
sometimes they change faculty attitudes or have an im-
pact on them. So, we need to continually reassess our
faculty and determine where they are and where they
have to go.
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CURRICULAR CHANGES
In the area of curricular change, again, the highest

priority was to 'allow :the -students to develop their own
potential abilities by providing it variety of multi-ethnic,
social, and economic learning experiences. Next was to
reduce to a minimum the number of prerequisite courses
so -as to, make it possible to allow entry or re-entry -in
the nursing program at any point. Some schools have it.
One school has three courses offered for three consecu,
dive quarters. The student may enter anywhere along the
continuum; progress and not have to stay out of school for
a full year. By and large, most schools do not ..do _this. It
is doubtful as to whether you might get 'students back
into the nursing program if they stay out.for a full year.

Provide an opportunity for individual facility or
faculty subgroups to experiment with curriculuni through
projects, student or graduate studies, and recOmmenda-
tions. This could be an isolated faculty member who is
willing to. take risks. If you think or kflow that there is
something that would really work, don't wait to have a'
total faculty meeting to have everybody approveit. Just
go ahead and set it up in your own little division or sub-
group, try it out, and .then give them the. results: Then,
there will probably not be much , diffictilty in getting
total faculty commitment..



Teaching methods as well as evaluation of clinical
performance need to be more current and realistic. This
Was really explored in our group. We feel that many of
the faculty have had little or no clinical skills, so 'that
when they design an evaluation tool to evaluate the stu-
dent's clinical performance, they are not realistic 'in their
expectancies, and the student suffers. We need something
built into faculty*hiring and job continuance to ensure
that the faculty member is a skilled practitioner in order
to evaluate students..

Last, utilize a variety of apprOaches to learning in
order to- accommodate individual student learning needs.
Again, scf -pace makes contrast to whatever you find.
And when I say accommodate; now that I've explained
to you what we did at SCCC with our self-pace as opposed
to programmed learning, I think you know what I mean.

In terms of recommendations to the various schools,
we thought information was. too scattered. However, in
looking through. the folders, ,we did find there' were some
common things in weakand strong areas, so I'll just read
these to you.

Certain recommendations were identified in the three
major areas of the project and were given priority. Upon
the review of the Alaska, Oregon, and Washington proj-
-ects; we find the schools in various stages of progress
toward achievement of goals, In retention, most schools

d*

service for faculty in meeting the needs of minorities
should be top priority. From the material, presented in
the cluster group folder, it is difficult CO identify whether
the member schools of nursing have any provision for
student advocacy without\ recrimination. A climate for
students to express their di sent should be established and
maintained if one does n t exist. Curriculum revision:
Most schools are making a rticulurn revisions that reflect
cultural and socio:economi needs not previously con-
sidered (we mean before.th y joined the WCHEN proj-
.ect). /However, most schools need to look at sequencing
and combination of courses ( me combinations of courses
should be avoided). In recn itment: recruitment is the
weakest area. Inequities still xist in admission criteria.
Closer ties are still needed in h'e community, particularly
agencies, and precollege counsel ,rs who work with minori-
ties.

Due to the difficulties with availability of consul-
tants and scheduling visits, we re ommend that the schools
select the consultant from a ist provided from the
WCHEN office.

have made an effort to utilize special services such as
tutoring, counseling, a d financial aid to students. Many
have provided at least ne or two inservice programs for
faculty awareness to eet minority needs. Periodic in-

6 4,
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Retention or Detention: Divergent Environments*

Peter T. Koshi, M.A.
Director of Ethnic Studies and

Intergroup Relations
Seattle Central Community College

Seattle, Washington

My sincere appreciation to you for this privilege and
opportimity to speak to you today on behalf of. minority
and disadvantaged students. A special thanks to those of
you from Seattle Central for being so bold as to suggest
that I be asked, to address .. this workshop.

The schools of nursing today continue to symbolize
.

the college and university commitment to minority and
disadvantaged 'students, Your focus today on retention is
most appropriate.

I have chosen to focus upon two words that .are very
similar in meaning but not so in practical useage:. they
are retention and detention, We could be found talking
retention while in practice detaining our students, This
play on words points .up the profound difference in the
two words..when we consider their meaning in light of
their divergent environments. An environment conducive
to retention is one that 'has the capacity to hold while
the one oriented to .detention is one that tends to en-
force delay, deter the students from moving ahead. This
will become apparent as I develop this -.subject.

Retention is directly related to the social environ-
ment of the program. Therefore, I have chosen to dwell
on this aspect of the. nursing program and leave the

. curriculum, financing, student deficiencies, and such to
you to work through. The several aspects of the environ-
'inent, which I will .now outline, will have

. direct -.bearing
upon the .why, what; -iand- hoW'of the nursing prograM

' and thus bear upon faculty development. By environment
I simply mean the 8urrOimdinga1l the conditions, cit.,
cumstances; and influences surrounding and affecting the
development of thestudents.

A very basic aspect of the environment is that it is
a learning, environmentone in which learning is at the
heart of the program for both the students and the facul-
ty, Through the process of learning there is sharing-7a
very significant sharing of. self. We are More than teach-
ers of information and skills. We are sharers of aspira-
tions, of excitement of a career (a profession if you will),
of growth and progress, and of meaningful involvement
with people. We are sharers of information, skills, and
achio, ement.

Very ciosely related to :learning is the. aspect of ex-
periencing rather than merely going throiigh the- motions
of an experience. We as college and university people
must experience learning with our students. It cannot be
the continuous movement through a process like a .part
in a machine, We cannbt just merely, interpret, analyze,
dissect; and evaluate the student's experience We must

"Presented at the Western Washington Cluster Group
Work Session, Everett, Washington, November 9, 1973.

have an experience with the student. Someone has said,
"there is a marked differerke between experiencing a
sunset and analyzing or categorizing an event." Experi-
encing is akin to appreciation, particularly the apprecia-
tion chf the uniqueness of oneself and of the other person
or persons. Once we as faculty cease having an experi,
ence, we are no longer a living part of the environment
and thus we become ineffective.

Another vital aspect of the environment is the nurs-
ing prograM goal itself. Closely related to it is our own
goal as faculty and administrators in the program. How
to achieve the goal? How we behave is related to why
we are here, and student retention is directly related, to
how we behave, What is the goal, the purpose, of the
nursing program? To graduate competent. nurses? Cer-
tainly! But that goal is only a portion of a larger goal!
Retention depends largely upon our capacity to assist
the students to develop into competent individuals who in
turn are also nurses. Overemphasizing professional com-
petence tends to destroy rather than make a person alive.
A program that addresses itself to individual competence
will be one program, while developing nursing competenCy
is another, This I am convinced is especially true, of mi-
nority students: Emphasis on professional competence
frequently intimidates the students. Focus upon individual
growth, personal and professional enhancement of self-
worth, places the student under less strain for excellence
and 'allows for growth and professional -development as
an integral part of personal development; thus enhancing
the sense of self-worth. This differentiation focuses upon
retention rather than detention.

An environment that isconducive to personal growth
is, one that leaves the faculty and administrators free to
understand the students rather than to focus, attention
on evaluation bordering on judging. Our first rektion to
most behayior we see and statements.. we hear from other
people is an immediate evaluation or passing4 of judg:
ment, rather than an understanding of themsEe's sharp;
he's cool, that's stupid, how. can she possibly? oh no!
Carl Rogers may have hit upon a bit of profound in-
sight when he said "understanding is risky, one:, may be
changed' by that understanding." Not everyone is com-
fortable with change, But 'we need to be reminded that
understanding the other person is conducive to retention
to growth while judgment evaluation tends to result in
detention to prove oneself. In., addition, an environment
in which understanding prevails enableS students to be
themselves, to be more "for real." There is less need for
them to wear masks and play roles. Role playing, going
through the motions, is not being. Minority students needs
an environment in which they can increasingly be .free
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to express their, fears and frustrations-, including thbse
kited to their academic perfprmance. I3tirriers particularly-
defenses, tend- to impalt learning and 'make evaluation
more difficult.. Thus students need to be understood,
and in addition, to be accepted as the people they are,
not as the people they are to become. When the students
feel tha,t they are accepted,' they become increasingly More
able to face reality, pafticularly as a result of a one -to -tine,
face-to-face trust relationship. Through creative ,inter-
actions the students will, gain in interpersonal relations
as -well as discover practical solutions to their problems.
The instructors; on the other hand will learn new --ways
of assisting the students to comprehend and master-more
difficult skills and knowledge.

Let me refle t further on the importalice -of accept-
ance .for-th te---f-iri)rity and 'disadvantaged star lent, Ir Is
hi response t(i ac eptance that they are able to develop
belief in themselves and, to accept themselves. It is from
being respected that -they come to res'pect themselves and
to gain in 'the necessary skills.. It is only then that they
can I6ok realistically at their limitations. How many, of
us are able 'to lobk at our limitations without a passing.
sense of self-conSciousnesS, maybe even a twinge of pain?

Let's move into 'another closely related aspect of the
environment:. an environment in which perfection is not
the rulebut -rather, progress toward excellence, Mimi
you, there is a vast difference. Perfection brings out the
imperfections", the deficiencies. Progress points out the
growth, the movement toward. the shared _aspirations.
This. means that mistakes- and 'errors need to be -under-
stood and accepted. Mistakes and failures are our oppor-
tunities for learning and teaching... Faculty must. begin
from a premise of growing, expanding expectations
rather than from a presumption of uniform expectation
throughout th duration of the program. Student growth
in competency taxes the faculty and- achninistration, it is

true. It tests our competency, doesn't 'it? And we
-rather not be tested as frequently; as we teat our stetientS.

This leads to a very sensitive aspect of the environ-
ment, Have you not had times when yOu were_put out
and angry becauSe your perfectly good program was be-
ing "messed up" by.-the -students demanding- changes to
meet their perception of .their need when you knew'
what they needed?. Or when you, as an instructor, were
furious because a student. "slaughtered" a' perfectly good
-exam? Have you' ever corrected -papers with a vengeance?
Have you ever' given yotir. -students the 3rd degree or
written them a rather nasty note reminding them what
lousy nurses they would make? \--Vhat was the result?
You felt better,_ but what 'about the students? What hap-.
petted to. the environment? What became of your__chances
for- retention? What -was the students' perception of your
effort, retention, or detention? What was Missing? You
may feel that' there is no room for this- in an .academic

a.

setting, particularly in a professional program, but let me
suggest 'it.. The missing component in the environment
was an attitude, a postUre, of ,-"forgivene "ss.'' An environ-
ment in which ". forgiveness" -is present cis very different
from 'qne that- is substantially judgmental. The latter is
prone to punitiveness.

Now, let me summarize by returning to the`,main-
tenanc-e of an environment in which our students qre ep-
abled to growmore specifically to change. Remember
that. coming into the program means a very real transi-
tion for them with regard to their. entire way of life:-.

1, Returning to college in a career, professional
-program is very- different from cOmpulsofy elementary
and . secondary education: Moving from detention , to a
`situation calling 'for options is a drastic change.

-is the need for change in social relations
interpersonal and intergtoup: with the pressure bf changes
in ,lifestyle. inherent in upward mobility. These new re-
lationships must be more satisfying than those that have
prevailed in life.,

3. The. most awesome, althost terrifying, aspect of
the change is the change from survival and dependencyl-
to being self-actuated and self-directed.

Thus the trying on of a uniform is much, much more
than looking in the mirror to see how one looks. There
is contained in the experience the..trying on of the role
identity of a nurse. You are their first audience:. will -you
be excited, understanding, and accepting, or skeptical
Lind judgmental? They can grow only with 'adequate role
support from significant adults. Their perception of role
identity may be very different from the actual: Our task
is to help them grow into an increasingly more. realistic
role identity as they move through the program.;The new
role identity must be more satisfying than their previous
role. identity. And _to accomplish this, -'each of the stu-
dents must be able to find a role model among the ad-
ministrators, faculty, .and related professionals in the pro-
gram. We need net be 'all things" to all stutients but
certainly to some, This is why the one-to-one relationship
on the part of at least one program person is essential'
for retention.. Because,: otherwise they will seek their!
identity elsewhere. The . one-to-one must' be' a planned
purposeful interaction, hOwever, tetween two human be-
ingsL----not between a student and a professional: It is a
series of learning and -,growing experiences for both par-
ticipants.

As You. are well aware by now, the point isyou
are the-environment, we are the environment, that will
determine whether we can retain, or at- best only detain,
our students. Finally, the crucial component of a retain-
ing environment is communication. The environment is
determined by what we communicate, .My hope is that I
have also .further,laid the foundation for an environment
that will retain rather than detain.
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Transcultural Problems and Nursing \faculties-1-
\

Ira D. Trail, R.N., PhD.
Dean, SchOol.of Nursing

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts.

( Former Dean, School of Nursing, Fresno State University,\.
Fresno, California) \

As a nurse, and more important, as a Minority faculty
person, I 'find great difficulty in keynoting such a work-
shop and most of all in focusing on . your goals for the
day. the objectives that you have set are ones for which
we all know the answers, and workshops such as these
will not assist us in coming to conclusionS if we as indi-
vidual people have not come to grips with these issues.
Yet, some reason has made -you give up a Saturday and
come to spend the day. Therefore, I have chosen, to select
a few' issues -'hat' would lead to some meaningful discus-
sion during the group discussiOn period, -some assessment
of the proble'rns. Perhaps at future workshops, plans for
action and evaluation of these issues can be dealt. with.

The first issue that -,fatuities must- face .is the miS
nomer of. themeaningof "affirmative action." Faculties
and administrators are perpetuating,a system of. racial and
ethnic discrimination by establishing "quotas" and "reason-,
able representation" of minorities On campuses: This policy
persists and leads to a. loss to society of those who might
serve it best and further violates human and civil ,rightS
of individuals. Why should nursing assist in perpetuating
an already "bad" situation? Some questions for nursing
faculties: In your, recruitment of snidentsy do you visit
'predominantly white schbols or do you give as mucii time
to racial and ethnic schools? Do, you encourage all stu-
dents to pursue nursing as. a career? What are some of the
means .whereby such recruitment -.could take .place? Why
not aim for equal rePresentation in .a class of all racial
and ethnic groups? What would happen if a class were
one-third white, one-third Black, and one-third Brown?

This leads to th,e second issue of color of skin or
visible racial characteristics, both of which make discrimi-
nation relatively easy.

As-nurse educators, we have greatly, influenced nurs-
ing-service and have given lip service to a premise "re
gardless of race, creed, or color.". In our teaching and
our concept of patient advocate, we have moved from a
disease orientationwhereby we referred to people and
nursed. them by their diseased organ. We appear to be
willing to Move to a new value whereby people will be
referred to and nursed by the color of their skin. Instead
.9f the kidney in Room 12, we will teach and nurse the
Black in Room 12. What happens inside us when we
make this .discriminating statement? I hope that a psYcho-
social:cultural ,awareness assists' in the nursing assessment
for:the care of this individual rather than a categorizing
for level of care. for, if the assessment is not based on-

Presented at the Los Angeles Cluster Group Wotk Session,
Los Angeles,California, March 30, 1974.

the awareness of this individual for *fiat and who he is,
singling him out for the color',of his skin will only serve'
to enhance the power of the nurse and render the person
as irrelevant as he is treated by \society. The ..nursing, erii
counter is therefore- rendered useleSs for the patient.

The third issue that I would to bring,...inak-fOeus
today s-that of language. We as nut\se educktOrare en-
couraging students to enroll in Spanih courses. This is
especially relevant in southern' California\ Some of us have g:
gone so far as to require Spanish as .a cognate to the- major:
We advise students that understanding the \ anguage is im-
portant in communicating with the. patient and his fami-
ly, Students eagerly take our advice. But, do e admit that
the 'student is better able to understand the patient and
his family than We. area Are we as faculty willi g to learn
Spanish? -Would this not increase our credibili y as role
models for students? Would we not enhance, out profes-
sional responsibilities in the community? \

As the fourth and. final issue, I would like 'to ask
you to examine the psychodynamics of the issues im).olved
in "preparing yourselves for minority involvement." I\am
using the term "involvement," for teaching is "involve-\ment with students." Dwelling on the injustices and prut
uclices of minorities is not as significant for us as edu.
cators as the outcomes of--such actsnot only for the\
student but for its 'as' nurses first and* as teachers second. \,
As nurses, we violate our basis -for "being," that of caring
and- Mirturance. To indiVidual students, we violate our goals \
of assisting students to realize their career goals--that of \
nursing and caring.

For the minority students; we must. realize that they
must continually labor under onorous circumstances in.
that they are'treated as members Of a category, irrespective
of their individual merit. :For nursing faculty, there is a
diStirict advantagein assisting these studenits, for nursing
students. have a distinct advantage over 'other Minority
student;;. Unlike. others :they. do. not have to be uncertain
of their expectations of themselves or 'tile responses of
others. Once graduated they can get a job. The relation-
ship between means and ends is definite---that of going
to school leads to t job. The stereotypes of racial or ethnic
prejudices need: not impede the self-esteem of the minority
nursing student.

I implore you as nursing faculty to open the dgors
through -whatever means are available ,to youpractice
the "role of minority- student 'aclv.ocate."
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Strategies to. Ensure Program Continuation

Harland Randolph, Ph.D.
President

Education and Communication, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Many nursing educators in the last two decades haVe
recognized the need for training students and developing
health service programs to deal With the distinctive and
partictilar problems that derive from patients' ethnic
heritage. Thus, training and service programs have: been
designed to -supplement traditional nursing practice with
new approaches to treatment for persons in special popu-
lation groups.

The majority of these programs have been funded
on an experimental or temporary basis (the great majori-
ty, through federal funding). Many of the. programs de-
signed, for example, to train nurses to provide compre-
hensive health care in the ghetto or the rural south came
into being:.under 0E0 and HEW: funding. Now, the
federal programs that authorized .them no longer exist,
and continuation depends on funding from other sources.

Many schools of nursing want these '.programs to
continue. Informed and up-to-date schools of nursing -are
recognizing that diagnosing ,illness can vary with patients'
etImrt group membership,\that treatment plans must con-
sider the culture of the patient, and that practical experi-
ence within the'corrununity is as important to the student
as professional training.

In the same manner that these schools seek to 'pur-
chase the latest equipment to, ensure that 'their students
are properly trained and educated, they also are trying to
revise their curriculum, hire faculty with competencies in
ethnic nursing patterns, and admit stuclents from ethnic
communities: These changes are designed to ensure that
their, students know as much about the people they will
be serving as about the-equipment and methods they will
be using.

OBJECTIVES
Schools of nursing should have professional and

academically sound programs fdr developing students who
can provide high-quality and safe .`health care to ethnic
groups, of color. If such . programs have been dropped,
they should be reinstated. Where threatened, they should
be made secure,, and where they exist, they should be
expanded.

The lower health status within minority communi-
ties, . the maldistribittion of health personnel; the growth'
of malpractice suits, and possible `antidiscrimination ac-
tions are all reasons why some schools include ethnic
groups within their programs. Howeyer,. the more funda-
mental and academic reason for doing so is that the edu-
cational program is not complete, and quality-safe health
care cannot be provided by persons wh6 have -11 limited
professional and practice experience.

*Presented at the Project 'ReView Session, Santa Barbara,
California, .August 14, 1973.
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If the school fails to graduate students' capable of
providing, quality-safe health care, the school has failed
in its primary educational mission. Persons who support
the inclusion of content and experiences related to ethnic
groups of color can help prevent, the school from failure.

Provision of ethnically oriented content and experi-
ences in a school of nursing has three major objectives:

To upgrade the, acaleinic character of the curri-
culum by revising content and teaching methods
in ways that allow" students to understand howpa-
tient care varies with individuals and cultural
groups.

4, To ensure the provision of quality-safe health
care by providing the prospective nurse with
learning experiences that Can be transferred to
actual practice
To alter the maldistribution of health personnel
by increasing the number of trained professionals
from ethnic communities who, directly or indirect-
ly, will be providing services to communities now
lacking health personnel

Although the momentum for development of a
school's capability to :provide nurses who can give safe
health care -c.T" all patients and. ensuring distribution of
trained nurses in areas of need are moving forward, there
are forces at work to reduCe or cur out these parts of the
school's program.

A variety of different labels can. be put on the ,
rorces: politics, inflation, budget nuts, racism, educational
elitism, tradition, powerlessness, low-priority need, and
so forth. Debate regarding reasons, only Serves to direct
'attention away from the reduction in program and its
benefits and delay actions to reverse the impact of in-
adequate and inferior cafe.

MEANS.
There are other programs and activities within the

schools, of nursing that have *equal' merir with the pro-
gram and activities being discussed 'here: And, there are
other programs that are:not as important but are so en-
trenched that no one thinks of getting rid of them.

The major question in achieving the objective of
starting or continuing a program is, How can the desired
decision be obtained? Examples of .the types of decisions
rhat are needed to put the program on an academically
sound and financially secure basis are:

I. The school will incorporate into its curriculum
those experiences 9,1.nd content, as determined by
a panel of speCialists and field research, that will
enable students, to provide care 'to individuals of
various ethnic groups.
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2. The school will include in its gradtiation require-
ments .and testing procedures measures to ensure
that Students have met the stated Objectives.:

3. The school will employ faculty and staff: mem-
bers who are capable of developing the school's
capabilities 'and of ensuring 'student achievement.
in this area, giving this aspect of the curriculum
a status similar to other professional .requirements.

4. The School .will .place a designated number. if
these faculty and staff members in permanent
slots with the full rights and privileges of 'faculty
Members.

5. The school Will establish, admission. procedures to
admit students from ethnic gronps of color.

6; The school will earmark or otherwise provide
funds from its base budget to meet the research,
curriculum deVelopment, "student and faculty re-
cluirernents of keeping the program up to date.

7. The school will ,research its local and clinic popu- --
lation toot determine ways in which.. the particular
.benefits 'of this .program can be provided to the
community currently being served by students.

While you are thinking about which' one of the de-
cisions is the starting point for your school, you will be
deciding who. will make the decision and who can influ-
ence the person or persons who have' to make the deci-
sion,

You may decide to start with an individual faculty
member' who is .responsible for clinical facilities; by
getting the faculty member to survey the patients bi:ing
served and including more .content that is. relevant to
their needs, the ethnic program can be *expanded for' in-
clusion in other .,years of, the curriculum. You may de-
cicle to go directly, to the dean of the school of nursing
or to. the faculty committee on budget 'and present a
statement on the type of faculty that should be recruited
to"fill an opening.
\ Wherever you start, your activities will eventually
feud you to the problem of obtaining funds to start or,
corktinue your ethnic program. Programs cannot be con-

tinued or reinstated unless funds can -be:obtained to
finance them. If 'the program is to have any chance .of
suctes, the funds' must be continued over a number of
years. this is not to suggest that you should reject short-.
term funding; one- or two-year funding will enable you
to get a \pti)grarn off the ground or give new life to an
existing oiri,

ybi. \ do obtain funds for only a short period of
howeVer, don't wait until that time is nearly gone

to begin a frantic pursuit of new sources. Begin immedi
arely to seek Iditional or -future sources, using the 'meth.;
(xis that, will , he described in the following sections. In
addition, be sut to 'comply with all the requirements for
repOrting that acCompanied the. allocation of funds,

By all .means, build evaluative procedures into your
program so that you can demonstrate the. value of the
program to the institution or organization that' might
provide -funds fbr continuation. The evaluative techniques
that yon use should, be-designed to provide the continuing

feedback that you need to improve your Program, If you
wait until, the end of the funding period to conduct,
Assessment Or evaluation, you run the risk of discovering
only them that your program or parts of it have failed to
achieve your original objective: If this, is the case, your
chances of obtaining funds for continuation will be,.
diminished, .

WHERE TO LOOK FOR FUNDS .

Many program directors facing a cut in hinds blame
the school of nursing and sugges't that its administrators
put low priority on improving health services to ethnic.. .

groups of color. However, their plight is. not really with
u the school of nursing, particularly if the school is part of

a 'larger academic institution Most schools of, nursing
that are part 'of a publicly supported or a private institu-
tion have 'a per- student cost so much higher than the
comparable cost in other academic divisions that the ad-
ministration is likely. ,to 'look askance at any requests for
an increase.

. .

As funds provided by most schools of 'nursing,. will
have to come 'froM the parent institution's overall- budget,
your program's share may have to be much lower. than
you need to operate your program.. If this' is the case,
you have two courses of action open to yOu, and both
should be pursued. First, get as. huge a share a$. possible
.of the nursing school's budget. Second, obtain funds from
outside sources.

With respect to increasing your share of the total
budget for the school of nursing, your real job is to work
to increase the institution's budgetary allocation to the

.school of nursing.. In addition, you will need to skillfully
and tactfully work with the administratOrs of the nursing'
school to obtain an adequate share of' its budget,

First, you will need to 'meet with the dean- of your
school to offer;yOur assistance in campaigning for in-
creased funding.

Ask the dean to provide you with . a copy of the
current operating- and projected future budgets for -the
school of nursing. Make your requ'est in a nonthreatening
manner and be sure that the dean and faculty. understand
that you, are assisting them in obtaining an overall
crease in funding that will benefit other programs as
well as your own. In' addition, it will 'be, necessary -to
obtain a budget for the entire institution if you are -to
have a clear perspective. on that status of the salon' of
nursing with respect to budgetary matters.

If your school cannot or will not. provide. you with
a copy of this budget and the _institution is financed s'-by
public funds, you ,can obtain a copy from the state legis-
lature or state ,bOard of higher' education. How do you get
it? You can write directly for it.. You can go to your
congressman, representative, or . congressional aide with .

your request. You cart even ask th'e edutational editor. of
your 'local newspaper to get it. (This will have the added.
advantage of increasing the editor's. awareness ,.of your'
needs and may even -lead, to a story or editorial on the
plight of your program in the news media.)

= ,

: Now, once you get a copy of the budget, what
budgetary categOries do you look at as a possible .source
of funds? The. .kind of money you' want is called "hard"
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, money, the money that is automatically channeled to your
program year after year.. Make sure that the college has.
a commitment' to' your program in its budget.' If yolir pro.'
gram is listed on .what is called. the "special" budget, be-
ware,this is the category for funds that may or may not
be received, Programs in this category are funded only
if extra money becomes available.

Now, yoUr next cask- is to. look at all budget cate-
gories and to find out if appropriate levels of funding
haVe been made for each:; .For example, look to see how

'many salaries are to be paid from each program's' alloca-
tion, If you see that a program is bUdgeted for.. 100 staff
at $10,000 each and the program only employs 90 staff,
same of whoM make less than $10,000, then you.may
havefound $100,000 in 'unexpended funds that could be
rechanneled to yOur program (or toyour school, if you
are looking at institutional programs). You may have .

to dig hard to find such funds, but if you look hard
enough you will find them. The institution and its various
schools dd not make such information public; the finance
division refers to such unexpended funds as "unexpended!'
or "sweet' or "released" or lapsed money. .

Remember those terms so that when you talk with
your dean or with the vice-president in charge of academic
affairs you can say, "Look, our program is-in danger of
going oot of existence, You must have some lapsed money
somewhere 'that could he allocated to the school of nurs-
ing so that we can continue this program."

Understanding and being able to use the language
of fir-Ian/Ong and budgets will help you, particularly if
you anticipate 'resistance from those who make .budgetary
decisions. The correct language used in an informed ,man-
ner and in the correct sequence is.: sometimes the most
persuasive tool that. you can have. Understanding the
process can go a long way toward bringing you the funds
you need, It indicates you know there are unexpended
funds. ,

The released or lapsed funds that you are seeking
can be allocated by your department chairman or dean
if they have already been allocated to a program in the
school of nursing. If the funds.are. earmarked for another
_department, they can be transferred to the school of nurs-.
ing

You can obt, the time'pou need to improve the
program by getting ime f faculty to participate in
your program. -Frequently, the released

. time can. be given
to faculty by'your vice president or 'the dean of the school.
In some cases, it may be desirable fir the apPrOpriate
faculty committee Co vote that the needs of the students
require released time, Armed with this, the''elean or like
president can use the faculty position as a basis for argu-
ing with administration for the lapsed funds to have part.:
time personnel provide you the released' time,

It is important to understand the concept, of
item. 'budgeting, TO understand the line-item concept,
remember that a budget-is an overall estimate of expected
income.and expenses, or-operating results, for..a. period of
rime, On the institutional htidget,.the total' arnounrallocatel,
for the. School of nursing will be broken down into care-
gories such as "personnel," "equipment," "Supplies," 'trav-
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el;" etc.. This is done' to account for expenditure of funds
and to ensure that each category gets the amount. budgeted
for it. Each of these categories is called a line item (and
may contain additional line items). Getting your program
on the budget as a line item, then,- is,a way of ensuring that
you will actually . get the money. Money set aside for a
particular line. on the budget cannot be spent for other
purposes 'unless all of it is not needed for the line-item
purpose.

In initial budget planning phases, you should list all
the program activities that will be performed and state
how much each will cost, Typical activities might be:

Developing curriculum on nursing in minority
communities.
Guaranteeing nondiscrimination in the school of

.

Mirsing
Obtaining s'cholarships for minority students
Counseling minority students
Training- faculty in health- care needs of .persons
of color

Then, these activities have to be broken. down can the
budget in terms'of the line-item categories Oitit are fre`ept-
able and customarily used by your ,institution, stich.- as:

Staff
1 Equipment

Supplies
. ,Telephone

Postage
tactic is to develop a .detailed budget justi-

fication. and a list program activities. Refer to .a.1,1 of
them often and to e eryone wlio decides on the bUdget.

'Pretty sootr, the concepts will enter the thinking of the
people who are preparing the :budget and they will. in-
clude one or more of the program activities- as justifira.
dons on the line items in the proposed budget. You will,
of course, have to work with the budget planners, helping
them to understand -why cad), item. Must be included so
that they can argue your case when they go before the
budget committees,

After the school of nursing has presented its 'pro -
posed budget to the appropriate personnelusually in
the office of a vice-president -for academic affairs or Of
financeit will be reviewed by 'a committee and by the
vice- president. In a .private institution this group along
with the governing board will have the final say .regard-
ing the: budget; in public institution, the proppsed.
budget will g6 first to'a .State.'boaqof education and, then
to the legiStature.

. ,

Understanding the university's :decision-making- pro--
ces.S is important, Many people contend 'that the univer-
sity is an educational institutions in pursuit of knowledge.
If you ever attend a university budget ,.nieeting, you will
quickly learn that the university is also a_busine.ss, In fact,
it is principally a business, and .any part of that be
comes unprofitable can be forced to. cease operation, Edu-
cation is the service which -jusrifie.s the outlay of tax dol-
lars that enable the university and its programs to exist,
A principal factor motivating the faculty to contimp the
university's existence', is teaching students in order to -get
a salary. If you don't believe 'that, just, try to cut faculty
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.laries. Consequently, budgetary decisions regarding your
sc,.Dol are going to be made on :the basis of the demon-
strated profitability of The nursing program to the institu-
tion.

-.Much negotiation and "politicking' back and. fOrth
will go on as curs are prOposed by the various reviewing
bodies and the schools imOlVecl each defend theii budgets.
Obviously, the schools that the reviewers are most knowl-
edgeable ubout or familiar with are going to be the most
likely to get the most of what they requested. Many
schools of nursing have lost' out .in this process because
they havenot understood the budgetary processes involved
and because they ,have not "won the right friends and in-
fluenced the- right, people."

Another important contact is the president of your
institution- or the vice-president for development.. Call
up the vice- president for development and asfc him or
her to come to the school and help your administration
and faculty understand the whole concept of develop-
ment./Your invitation will probably be accepted as .wel-
comereliel from the task of seeking funds for the unit
versity. The vice-president will give you many tips and
sources -for funds. In additiOn, he or she will remember
your needs in his or her contacts with potential funding
sources. .

In addition to conducting your own PR campaign
with the deCision makers,,You may be able to enlist aid
from the community you serve. For example, if ghetto or

. barrio residents know that a health program. that has been
serving them is going to be cut, they have. some fiery
effective way0 s of putting pressure on legislators. They can
tell the news,media that funds are being cut unnecessarily
for their comprehensive health care program operated. by
he school of ,nursing. This is a particularly effective tool

ar Plection time; no legislator wants to, be identified as
one who is voting to give money to a college that over-
looks the needs of minority ,communities, that he or she
serves..

,When the community applies pressure;, the legislators
.may turn to the school of nursing and ask, -"What are
you going to do to get these people off our backs?" This--
provides you the opportunity to say, "Fund our program,
and we'll see that the people stay off, your backs."

Always be on the lookotZ for ways hi which you can
increase your bargaining position. One way is to be .in-
formed about base costs for similar programs in other in-.
stitutions.. When you. point out that neighboring states
'invest more than your -state, proportionately, in programs
like yours, you will have used a strategy that can often
be most effective. It k especially successful in an institu-
tion in which there is little knowledge Aqut how much

actually costs to provide services .or to teach. It is easy
know- the cost of -.equipment or construction' because

these twits are. determined by vendors. But, :as there is
ders'tanding of what it actually costs to teach,

rattly institutions identify the average xpenditures of
other institutions an( budget their programs accordingly.
You be well armed if you know these comparative
figures,
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OBTAINING FEDERAL FUNDS
The most common mistake made by ac demicians in

seeking funds from the federal governor nt is dealing
with bureaucrats rather than elected of fic,ials. Most schools
will approach directors of agencies-1--who can be helpful
and whose frientknip must be cultivatedwhen they
should be going to their legislators and asking, "Where
can we get the money we need?" When a legislator refers
you to and introduces you to an agency: director, you can
be sure your chances of obtaining funds will be many
times .increased. That's the nature of politics.

You will, of course, need to .obtain information about,
federal funds, tooth those that are available directly 'from

Washington and, those that are channeled through revenue
shaking to the states. for 'allocation to particular kinds of
programs. Again, your best source of information may be'
legislators or their aides who can direct you to copies of .

the legislation authorizing funds. Reading this legislation
may even give you the upper hand over the bureaucrat
who simply gives 'you..pablurn that won't tell you any-
thing and may just lead to a great expenditure of time
and effort.on your part to no avail. To obtain funds, you
muse .folloW agency guidelines. But. following them to a
"T" is not enough if other schools have senators and
congressmen putting in gOod words for them and you
don't. If you learn nothing- more than the regulationS and
standar& that apply to all programs, you have not learned
enough to apply for federtfl funds. You Must get all the
additional information that will put you in a competitive
or lead position in the pursuit of funds. 'You- must find,
out the underlying intent of the legislation that authorizes
funds and then put your request for funds into the re-
quired conceptual framework, as you demonstrate how you
will fulfill program guidelines and requirements. Some- ,

times thiS means you will have to redesign part of your
program to qualify..Don't be leery of this form of com-
promise.

Yoh can also be one up on other school of nursing
if you 'review the Federal Register and the Commerce
Bitsiness.Dailyevery day. Both of these publications are
available through the Government Printing OffiCe and
provide announcements of available ,funds and reqUire-
ments for qualifications. For example, you May find. that
one of the National Institutes of Health is making funds
available for the study of diabetes in Spanish-speaking
populations, If you qualify for such a study, you may be
able to; design it so that your pursing students can pro-
vide health care to the populatiOn studied.

Ask your Congressmen or women to put you on
their mailing lists so that you can be in contact with
organizations that are responsible for legislation authoriz-
ing funds that you could qualify for,,You may even be
able to help shape the 'legislation if you've established on-
going contact with' members -6f legislative committees;,
in this case, wheri funds are finally available you will
then have an edge on other groups applying for them.
For example, if the US Senate Committee on Labor and
Health is going to conduct hearings related:to health pro-

f

grammingl for minority g.oups, contact members of the
Committee and offer to testify. At the very least, you



can write letters that will be incorporated into the record
and that may help influence votes in favor of the pro
posed program components that you are concerned about
and for which you may be able to obtain funding,

In general, the same principles that are useful at the
federal level should guide you in dealing with state or
local legislators or agenCies in seeking funds. Find out
when state legiSlative hearings be held, and get your
staff and the community 'you serve involved in these hear -

rings, To, obtain funds through revenue sharing, cultivate
friend ships_ in the state offices that will allocate funds.
You can do this socially or simply by asking for an
appointment for the purpose of becoming informed about
the funds that you may be. qualified 'for. In a friendly but
persistent manner, keep the contact 'going by making sug-
gestions to the appropriate staff persons, inviting them
to speak to your .program, or- informing them of the par-
ticular needs of your community.

Mobilizing your Community can be.* very beneficial
in the pursuit of federal money that :is channeled through
the state or lodl community. Remember that the peo-.:
pie who make decisions regarding the allocation of these
funds' are going to give the money to the programs, that
they know the most about. Unless you let 'them know
that you want the money and make it clear' to the general
public' that you are .seeking these funds, the funds have
a 'strange way of ending 'up among. the friends of the
persons who handle the money. Miabilizing your com-
munity with firm, steady, strong, and visible arguments
will make it difficult for the decision makers not to
award at least some of the 'money to you, Use every
means availablecontacts at cocktail parties, letters, con-
tacts at professional meetingsto make it clear that your
progran's deserve the Money and that you are going t
take every means available within the law to put your
program in a favorable competitive position, .

FUNDS. FROM PRIVATE SOURCES'
Similar strategic's to those just described must be

employed in yOur contacts with associations, companies,
and foundations that. have money available. Get initial in-
formation about them from their annual reportS, from
consulting firms, 'or from your professional, organizations.
Then, begin to cultivate friendships with alit-people who
are in a position to make decisions regarding theIll-Inca--
don of. funds.' Use techniques such as inviting these. per-
sons to come to your 'school. and educate your staff in
fund-raising procedures,

When you contact ahy private Sources, reoieniber
that you m 1.); 'have to conform to their- profit 'and service
motives- A long as your use' of their money conforms
to these tut tiyarions; you will be able to use the money
to meet you own needs, If you can't meet your program
objectives, don't rake the money.:

An effc.ctive strategy for keeping Or increasing your
funding is, to' rely heavily on health :aril professional
asip'ciations and organizations either to provide you funds
or to be carriers- of your message. To obtain their discre-
tionary .funding, use the same principles that you -would
in seeking' institutional. or public funds. Be competitive,

keep them informed of your needs, keep a high profile
and demonstrate your- qualifidtions an worthiness i i
an- effective proposal (after you've queried them regirdi g
their= receptivity to such a proposal). In ffect, you w, nt
to put any prospective hinder in the position of not be-
ing able to deny your request,

If the Sssociation cannot provide you funds, 't can
do' some effective PR for you that will get its m tubers
loOking to your program as a model. Think of the impact
that would be made, for example, if a national as ociation
were to wroite. a :letter to schools, deans f nut, ing, and
presidents of schools, indicating the strides your program
was 'making in ;Solving a significant proble and the
impact it was having on nursing and health care. Think
of. the budgetary implications of that to th preSidentS'
and deans of other schools. Here you can PI y a rble in
spreading your program's .principles .and so stantive fea-
tures to many other institutions who wil want to try
Something similar. One result of such an effort may be
that t ey become your competitors- in the search for
funds, but your program's continuation is likely to be
ensur -cl by the publicity given to it.

nother method is to organize a meeting for -the
puipme of recognizing the comribu ion your funding
sour e haS made to your program an 1 to the profession
of :1-drs'ing._... Give them some 'recogn don, and . you Will
inc ease. the chances of your continu c1 funding. . .."'

Remember that people like to give money to win-
o rs; not 'to losers. Problems . nev r get funded. Needs
n -ver get funded. Success 'does g t funded. Keep your
success story before the public, at national... meetings, in
irofessional circles, in legislativ proceedings, and in
the lay -press.- In all that you say' al ut your grogram, take
the positive approach. This -does of mean that you have
to exclude discussion of appro dies that didn't work;
just put your description of the i in the context of posi-
tivelearning and experience. F r example, in defending

'a program ,for. minority student,, nurses often make state-
mem:Such as, "It isn't true d t they Can't learn." That's
the ,negative way of saying, ley can learn."- When you
are. .dealing with a person or an agency that is. uncom-
mitted and they hear you des ribe students' as "high risk,"
they' will focus on the pote itial for failure rather than
success. 'They'll' award their funds to the program that
arks in terms of its studen s' achievements. Incidentally,
'IZFre. is a great need for ,linguage- patterns. that permit

u; tip talk about. students at d abOut each other in racial-
an il ethnic-free terms, in t rms of positive striving. and
acc mnplishments.

,

Ask the health orgam ,ations or philanthropic organi-
zatio is to include your program in their public--relations

they wi I give; you fund: tip develop, curriedt if you 'are

diet;igns; many of diet i are looking* for programS to.
.clescri c in their brochu es or ..depict in public service
TV an ionncements, Com, cts with these groups may have
many alditional benefits, For -example, you may find that

willing tp develop them 1 in a fashion 'that they can use
to train their, Own staff or distribute diem to other pro-
grams. Urge assOciati ns and organizations have the
same prob.emS you do. They have to hire bilingual inner-
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city residents' and train them to operate in the health
environment, understanding medical terminology and
concepts. They do not have the capability to develdp such
materials and they might. be willing to fund a joint pro
gram with the school of nursing to develop the curriculum
your students need, provided they could have access to it
and it would be adaptable to their purposes. "

Another pathway is to form an organization of peo-
ple who share your concerns so that you can have a great-,
er impact on the potential sources of support and strategies
for change. It may be necessary to involve the students in
this kind of activity or let the students organize them-
selves. They have more to lose than you do if programs
are withdrawn. Consequently, they may more deafly per-
.ceive the need for action and the consequences of Mac;
tion

USE OF 'CONSULTANTS
Identify and establis relationships with consultants

who are knowledgeable about recruitment; retention,
faculty development, student counseling, school- adminis-
tration, and the like. The more you can do tb improve
and enrich your program, the better your school's Pro-
grams the more students you will attract; the
larger your overall budget will be, and the greater the
portion of it that will go to your program.. Consultants'
can be identified for you by regional offices of federal
agencies or by professional organilatiOns. You may even
find that it is cost 'effective to hire a consultant to de-,
velop yOur proposal, that important documentation proves
on paper that funds. should be awarded .to your program
rather than to another. ' Sometinies you may want to Out
particular Consultants or, consulting organizations" on an
extended contract basis and let them evaluate your present
fund-raising effort and -suggest methods of improving it.
'If you Ciin't afford this, it may be. possible to join with
other schools of nursing to finance technical assistance that
will be muttially valuable.

Sometimes you may' hurt your cause by focusing the
attention of potential funding sources on . the needs of
minorities. Some' funding sources are tired of hearing about
the "minority" problem. With such groups, change your_

strategy and begin to think and talk in terms of maldistri-
bution of personnel and services and its effect on public
health. Focus on the lack of health care services in 'par-.
ticular geographic areas and on the need to get nurses
into those areas. Then, if the area Contains a barrio or
an Indian reservation, yOu will have brought services to
its residents by obtaining funds to train nurses to serve
.that area. All you have to 'do is include curricula re-
lated' to the special needs of people living in that area.
Don't focus on the birthmark--:skin color, ethnicity, and
*other factors that cannot be changed as, a rationale for
service development. Focus on the target. needs people
and on improving the system by which the needs are
met. In. defining the system, you solve the problem
not on the basis of the birthmark, but on the basis of
the changeable characteristics of people.

The point is that the* way in which yonframe yotir
proposed solution to a problem can permit your 'Opponents
to attack your argument and can defeat a valid and sound
prograin because it is, improperly labeled. If you label a
program in terms of the need to provide particular ser-
vices to.X kind of community, you will be in trouble.
If you label a minority prograni in such a fashion that it
excludes or appears to ,excltide whites,-, you have defined
it in segregationist terms, which is what we have thought
we were fighting all 'this time. The courts, of necessity,
have to reject that pattern of segregation, just as they did
another pattern. in.1954.

Consequently,. I ant suggesting that you 'devote your
attention to the question of maldistribution of nurses and
nursing services: That is a bona fide prOblem, irrespective
of race or ethnic origin. Focus on:defining a deliVery
system which will bring into it persons who are corn-
mitred to providing service for X number of years in a
particular geographic area 'that will be able to serve X
number of people and get- X kinds Of results. The people
who live in that 'area may be there by birthright or by
psychological or philosophical definition, and you will
have achieved your goal of developing services that meet

:their needs, but you will not be challenged in the courts
on the basis. of a racially motivated or racially identified
program.

7 "I
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX

Project Staff and Committees
STAFF

Marie BranchProject Director. Formerly Assistant Pro-
fessor, School of Nursing, University of California, Los
Angeles; California.

Helen CalvoProject Secretary. Aclive with Chicano com-
munity organizations.

PROJECT COMMITTEES

Planning Committee:

Rtith Gordon, R.N.: Ph.D.
Director, Minority Fellowship Project, American Nurses'
Association; formerly, member of Counseling Depart-
ment, 'California State University, Northridge, California

Jennie Joe, RN,, M.S.
Doctoral student, Department of AnthrOpology, University.
of California, Beikeley, California; formerly with Indian
Health, California State Department of Health

Advisory Committee:

Ruth Willis Backup, R.N.
Auburn, Washington

Marjorie Dunlap, R.N., Ph.D.
Dean, School of Nursing
University of California, San Francisco
San Francisco, California

Edith 'Hedrick, R.N.
School of Nursing
University of Colorado
Denvbr, 'Colorado

Norma de la Hoya,i.N., MS;
East Los Angeles YiWith and Child Clinic
Los Angeles, California

Gladys Jacques, -R.N., MS:.
Graduate Faculty School of Nursing
University of California, Los Angeles
Lo.s Angeles, California

Dorothy Mottweiler R.N., M.S.
Chairman,- Department of Nursing
College of the, Desert
Palin Desert, California.

Laura Martinez, R.N., MS.
Minority Student aninselor and member of faculty, Col
lege of Nursing, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Frank. Otero .

New Mexico Regional Medical Program
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Eileen Ridgeway, R.N., Ph.D.
Dean, School of Nursing
Seattle. University
Seattle, Washington

Marion Schrum, R.N.; Ph.D.
Dean, School of Nursing
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

Juereta Smith, R.N., J.D.
Denver; Colorado

Glenn Teirell, Ph.D.
President
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington

ro

Fay Wilson, KN., MS.
Former Director, Nursing Program.
Los Angeles City College
Los Angeles,. California

Vernon A; Bowman
Formerly with NavajoArea Health Education
Indian Health Service
Window Rock, Arizona
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APPENDIX B

Consultants to Participating Schools

Adams, Diane
Minority Student Coordinator
School of Nursing
University of California, San Francisco
San Francisco, California

Aguilar, Consuelo
Escondido, California

Archuleta, Vidilia ,

United Chicano Nurses
Denver, Colorado

Bello, Teresa
School of Nursing.
University of California, San Francisco
San Francisco, California

Chavez, Jim
Servicios Utiles De Salud
Denver, Colorado

Cooper, Alyce
Palomar College
Alta Loma, California

Dorsey, Pauline Rodriquez
Concerned Chicano Nurses
Los Angeles, California

Fields, Lester
Office of Minority Student Affairs
tIniversity of Colorado, Denver Medica
Denver, Colorado

*Gordon, Ruth
Counseling Center
California State University, Northridge
'Northridge, California

Halpern, Marilyn
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California

Jacques, Gladys
School of Nursing
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California

Jimenez,. Tillie
Santa Barbara, California

Johnson, Lois
Black Nurses Conference
Denver, Colorado

Jordan, Michael
Portland Public Schools
POrtland, Oregon

Manning, Leah
Intertribal Social Service Agency
Carson.City, Nevada

'Martinez, Laura
School'of 'NurSing
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Painbrun, Audra
United 'Indian Association
Browning, Montana

Peques, Thelma
Nursing Program
Seattle Central Community College.
Seattle, Washington

..homas,
College Readiness Program
College of San Mateo
San Mateo, California

Thomas, Elizabeth.
College of San. Mateo
San Mateo, California

Ulibarri, Richard
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

Walter, Mildred
Education Consultant
Denver, Colorado

Warren, Hazel
Comprehensive Health Planning
Portland, Oregon

Welch, Jesse
Assistant Director, Admissions Office
Washington State University
Pullman,. Washington..

Wilson, Fay.
Education Consultant
Los Angeles, California

'1:N1(.) longer with college or program.

APPENDIX C

Pre-Workshop Introduction, Preparation

August

'During this introductory workshop you will be outlining
plans" for the minority inch( program you will under-
take or expand during this fall, In order to f -cifitate this
activity, it will be necessary for yolt to checl out some
factS and bring them with you.

Inforthation needed from participating schobls:- Bring
one copy for your use in the workshop and an additional
copy to be submitted at time of, registration, Thursday
morning, 8/26.

1, Detail admission .criteria for school of nursing
students:
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1971

a, From school bulletin and actual criteria used in
committee decisions, include type of applica-
tion.

b. is an autobiographical statement required dur-
ing application and if so, how is this informa-
tion used?

2. Process used for recruitment of sudents:.

a. Sources of -studentshow do students in geo-
graphical area learn about nursing and how do
they ,learn, about your program?.



b. Is there a trend fOr students to apply from, one
particular city or section of city?

c. Can students' ethnic identity, be determined by
their names, their residence address, or in some
other way?

d. How this information used?

3. Pre-entry exams

a. Are pre entry exams required by:

1. College or universitrin which nursing pro-
e gram is located?

2..By the nursing program?

b. Are 'tile . exams culture free or culturally rele-
vant?

C.' How are they used ( for admission or to deter-
Mine skill levels, or both) ?.

4. State the institutional definition of "'disadvantaged
student" (educational, financial, cultural or other).

5. Describe, the type and amount of minority student
involvement in your schoolOf nursing committees.

6. Describe the involvement of other minorities in
your school of nursing decision-making bodies
(this includes minorities on campus or from the
outside community ) .

7. Describe your minority affairs committee or;
equivalent.
Membership:
Functions:

8. State your school's needs:
a. Recruitment:
b. Retention:
c. Curricular change to meet minority communityty

9. List articles, books, filins, and records on the topics
of minority, affairs and poverty With Which you
are familiar and would suggest for others to use.

10: Name 'the three most recent readings yoil have
completed on ,poverty and minority affairs.

%

APPENDIX D

Commitment Forms:

1971 and 1972-1974

COMMITMENT TO JOIN PROJECT, 1971

As project participants representing your sChool of nurs-
ing, you are requested to submit to the project staff in-
formation regarding the exact commirment your nursing
program has for this project. Our expectation is than you
will . begin implementation of your stated objectives -dur-
ing early fall 1971.. You may want to revise these state-

: ments at a later date, but for now we would like to
know the type of program you ,are expecting to imple-,
mem: at your. home school.
Please fill this out in .duplicate. Give one copy to your
group leader before Saturday noon and keep the second
copy to share with your school of nursing faculty.

I. Program objectives (state in behavioral terms
and be as specific as possible) :
Program methodology ( include specific activities;
describe the means you will use to get ethnic mi-
nority input and the type of .supportive services
you plan to include):

3. Expected outcomes of your School's program
(specify the approximate date you expect to
have accomplished your objectives) :

4 Method of evaluating effectiveness of program:

5. Plan for implementation. of other .aspects of the
project ( if you plan to begin with a recrititment
program, describe your plans for ,implementation
of the retention and curricular chia..nge aspects of
this project)

FORMXT FOR COMMITMENT, 1972-1974
School: Dean/Department chairman
Participant name: Minority committee (membership to
be composed of students, faculty, community representa-
,tives,!and alumni):

Methodology (how do you plan to meet the objec-
tive(s)?):
Responsibility (by whom? ) :
Timetable (when):
Resources ( human, time fiscal, physical, etc.)
Constraints (problems):

Q

Reconciling constraints (selection of most viable alterna-
tive as solution):
Administration sanction and support. (by whom, how,
when):
Commentary:
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APPENDIX E

Guidelines for
The following outline is a broad guideline for pro-

gram development at individual schools participating in
this project. It spells out expectations rather than details
of program 'activities. It is expected that each school will
have a viable program within one year from fall,' 1971,
and that a plan will be presented for inclusion of minori-
ty faculty and students in numbers which reflect the size,
of the local. ethnic group populations. (Mental health
catchment areas can be used for population statistics).
Priority for recruitment should. be given to the geo-
graphical area in the immediate vicinity of the school.

FACULTY PREPARATION:
Total faculty preparation should be done in a struc-
ture which includes students, community persons
representing the ethnic groups considered for re-
cruitment, and possibly, members of the ethnic centers
on campus. Areas to include:
1. The exact Commitment the. school of nursing

has made to this project.
2. Assessment of faculty attitudes towards the in-

clusion of minority students for successful com-
pletion of the nursing program.

3. -Dynamics of changehow to be a change agent.
4. Cultural awareness and knowledge of client com-

munity and utilization of same in determining_
criteria for 'student learning and student evalua-

, tion (i,e., oral rather than written tests).
5. Cultural awareness and utilization of same in

formulating plans for inclusion of ethnic minorir
ties on the faculty and staff.

6. Principles of community' organization.
7. Approaches to the minority community; how to..

determine the leadership, power structure, etc.'
8. Extension of the role of faculty on campus. School

. of nursing faculty might become a part of Special
Education or Special 'Admission selection com-
mittees, include ethnic studies. courses in the
course recommendation lists, and consider bring-
ing ethnic center staff into committees of the
school of nursing and/or teach classes in school
of nursing (as guest lecturers if not .a part of
permanent teaching staff).

9. Counseling skills strengthened through consulta-
tion with professionals who. represent the ethnic
groups being recruited into the school. (Profes-
sionals on campus, contact. with local communi-
ty M.H, Center, human relations center, etc. Choice
of persons should be sanctioned by the advisory
group and student 'population.)

10, Expanded knowledge of referral sources for
ethnic minority students who should be seeing
an individual of her or IA. own ethnic group

14 for personal counseling.

`Prepared by the Project Planning Committee, August, 1971;
for use at Project Introductory Workshop, San Diego, California;
August 1971.
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11. The utilization of sound 'educational principles
which g',ve priority to the process of learning
rather than the teaching of techniques and pro
cedures.t

12. The utilization of the multidisciplinary approach
to teaching, drawing from the social sciences.

13. Inclusion of inservice and orientation activities
for new faculty m5mbers.

14, Summaries of successful minority inclusion pro:
grams, particularly those that have been initiated
in your community.

PROGRAM PLANNING:
An advisory group is suggested as a means of pro-
viding broad input for planning of individual school
of nursing programs.
Recommendations for the composition of the Ad-
visory Committee:
1. School of nursing minority affairs committee

Ethnic minority faculty and other faculty, stu-
dents, including ethnic minorities, minority com-
munity representatives, alumni.

2. Other individuals already involved with the target
population
Community recruiters, Upward Bound personnel,
EOP or special minority education program per-
sonnel, 'college -bound program personnel, high
school counselors, representatives of outlying areas.

3. Representation from -financial aid sources
Reservation principals, BIA relocation experts,
local ethnic organizations (NAACP, tribal coun-
cils, etc.), other state and federal agenciesLwri-
varatefoundations and community recruitment pro-
grams.

4. Adinissions personnel
College admissions officers and special minority
admission personnel such as EOP, etc. Any Srsd
making decisions about special admissions of
nority students.

5. Local WICHE minority project advisory planning
committee members
(A committee list -is included in your workshop
packet).

IMPLEMENTATION:
Accountability, for implementation of school of
nursing programs is two-fold:' (1) To the School of
Nursing Program Advisory Committee or group of
individuals, representing. various community and'
campus segments previously outlined. This excludes
unilateral decisions within the 'school of nursing;
(2) to the director of the WICHE-sponsored project
under which the individual school program is de-
veloped.

`Suggested reference: Robert F. Mager, Preparing' Instruc-
tional Objectives. Palo Alto, Calif.: Fenton Nib., 1962.



1. School of Nursing Program Advisory ,Group
It is expeCted that there will be periodic meetings.
(with recorded minutes) with the advisory group
and that they will be consulted regarding prob-
lems and specific activities related to school of
nursing prbgrams. Open and honest communica-
tion is a necessary ingredient in all aspects of this
project.

2. WICHE Faculty Development Project
Periodic reports will be required. The frequency
during the fiist 6 months will be monthly. Fre-
quency after the first 6 months will be determined
by the project planning committee.

3. Reports will include:
Minutes and reports, of Meetings with the
school of nursing advisory group including a
statement of the type of interaction with the
group and an analysis of their effectiveness.

b. Progress statement for each of the activity areas
stated in the commitment,

c. Anecdotal notes indicating .program activities,
planned , activities, extent of,. faculty support,
specific supportive services used, etc.

d. Breakdown of ethnic -:students enrolled in the
school' of nursing program and statistics re- .

garding changes in the school of nursing ethnic .

population, Please differentiate between grad-
uate and undergraduate students.

e. Composition of faculty (same as #4).
.

f. -Number of students contacted through program.
activities,

g. Number of students recruited,
h. Number of students enrolled and basi; for

selection.
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i. Number of students retained at each level. (In-
clude description of any probleMs ena unt-
ered.)

j. Number of students dropped and reasons.
k. Number Of students graduated and details of

academic standing.
1. Other.

o EVALUATION:.
Evaluation should be done on quarterly basis with re-
ports submitted to the WICHE project director at that
time. This is in addition to the monthly progress reports
previously mentioned.
Areas to be included in evaluation: Are project goals be-
ing met? If so, in what way?
Have effective steps been taken to implement the. school
nursing program? If not, identify the interference.
Have success factors been considered in the evaluation
(i.e., minority. student enrollment, student progress, etc.) ?
Is there a need for additional student funding?
Has a review been made of students, recruiters, communi-
ty input, and faculty?

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Recommendations should be a product of the entire ad-
visory group, based, on the evaluations and -progress. re-
ports.

Activities, information, and resources should be shared
with other schools and agencies ( e.g., RMP for collaborii--
tion on manpower studies).

Summaries of quarterly reports will be shared by WICHE
with all participating schools:



APPENDIX F
Consultant Guide

MATERIALS PREPARED FOR CONSULTANTS
1. Recruitment Considerations

What is interfering with the flow of minority

Assessment
College image negative for minority groups

O

students under regular admission policies and procedures?

Suggested :Action
Picture minorities in nursing brochure and recruitment
materials.
State philosophy of intent'to include minorities (school
brochure, press releases, etc.)
Hire minority faculty & counselors.

Plan early course counseling, pre-entry program or course
work in campus skills centers. Plan early recruitment &
assessment of aCademic gaps.
Encourage nonmajor courses and prep. courses.
Offer self-paced nursing courses.

Offer credjt for previous courses & work experiences. If
challenging exams are offered, evaluate cost*of each exam
and relevancy to student experience.

Plan school of nursing input in financial aid office. 'Plan
for grant for first year to risk students and loan /grant
combination once student is academically stable.

Plan inservice education with total faculty group. Involve
campus urban affairs office, ethnic studies center staff,
community groups experienced & willing to assist, Pro-
vide funds for speakers. Take faculty to minority corn-
niunities when possible. Use resources from this project;
Organize a minority affairs committee to provide input
from campus and minorities.
Use capitation and FTE funds to hire minority counselors
and faculty.

Utilize alumni and other minority nurse groups in com-
munity.

Invite other recruitment representatives to join minority
affairs committee or. meet regularly to coordinate

Provide written materials for community ,manpower pro-
grams, hospitals, community health centers,.social agenCies,
churches and clubs.

Involve junior high and high school counselors on minori-
ties affairs committee. Hold work sessions with adininis=
trators, teachers and counselors from target high schools.
Prepare written .materials on career opportunities and
pre-entry requirements for school of nursing.
Nursing departments faculties need to go through the
process of gaining insight into the mechanism of financial
aid, This knowledge would enable the faculty to better
inform the students, and stop some of the harassment of
the, students from the business office.
The dean of the school of nursing should make herself
and her staff aware of the kinds of funding the student
is financed by and find out what kinds of problems are
anticipated' and assist student in obtaining necessary funds
prior to'due dates.
Encourage child care facilities.

Pre-entry requirements discourage students from ac-
ademically inferior high schools

RN students required to repeat most of their previous
courses

6

FinanCial support lacking or nonexplicit

Faculty lacks awareness of minority needs

Few minorities on faculty

Poor coordination with other recruitment projects on
campus or in community

School' of nursing not reaching nurse aides and LVNs de-
siring RN education

Career counseling inadequate in public schools
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Schools of nursing should supply information to prospec-
tive students during recruitment stage to investigate the
campus -and health facility where they are located to be-
come aware of what each has to offer, as far as what each
particular student feels is her 'need (such as ethnic com-
munity organizations, youth groups, religious groups,
etc.) .

Plan .e.nd organize fund raising for emergency loans and
supplemental funds.
Encourage peer support groups within school of nursing
or outer Campus. Leadership can be provided by minority
faculty in school of nursing or campus, local minority
nurse or civic groups or minority community mental health
staff.

Frustration of student as a result of being overwhelmed, Identify essential learning and adjust curriculum according-
by core curriculum ly.

Cultural workshops preferably by minority students should
beheld for both, fellow students and entire faculty.
Select roles models Of the ethnic minority to come in as
guest speakers in each of subjects that are offered in the
nursing curriculum.

2. Retention Considerations
Some minority students 'enter school of nursing with
academic gaps in basic skills

Financial and personal hardships interfere

7 8
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Provide early assessment of skills prior to entry into nurs-
ing courses. Early recruitment provides. this opportunity.
Counsel students into already existing remedial courses.
Offer tutorial Services without the degrading aspect, Sty-
dents shouldn't be singled out or grouped, to make them
feel as failures.
Plan a pre-entry program to. acquaint students with the
learning requirements they will confront in school of
nursing and familiarize them with campus and clinical
facilities.

Examine texts and ottr school of mirsing teaching ma-
terials re potential for self-study and peer and faculty
tutoring.
Arrange self-pacing schedule in school of nursing courses.
Emphasis should be applied early in nursing prograins to
utilize services outside the schools to help in the reten-
tion of students.

Regular counseling With sensitive staff provides oppor-.
tunky for students to seek guidance on'problems that inter-
fere with learning.
FaCulty should provide for sufficient time with students
to ,go over processes of scholarships or other types of
payments funds which enable students to stay in the
program.



3. Poin ers on Curricular Change.

I. ecognition Of the philosophy of the school
To prepare practitipners to care for all people

13. To meet the health needs, of the local community
(as well as the world community)

II. Knowledge of the mission_ of the School

III. Careful objective formulation
A. In keeping with the philosophy and mission of

the school
13. In keeping with the

1. Nature of the learner
2. Nature of the educator
3. Society to be served

IV. Determination of the attitude of the faculty
A. Toward the student population
B. Toward the community
C. "loward the faculty and administration

V, Knowledge of the significant' goals' of education
A. A divergent problem-solving ability (looking at

all of the optiOns for problem solving)
B Learning to be responsible and encouraging re-

sponsibility for one's own behavior
Continuous opportunities for .novel situations
which increase one's options for decision-mak-
ing responsibility

VI. Knowledge of basic principles of learning
A, Readiness of the learner .-(experience back-

ground)

B. Individual learning styleS
C. Individual differences in grOwth and maturation
D. Individual assessment and evaluation (emphasis

on individual progress instead of total. reliance
on e:r0,1) norms andgroup data)

E. Human beings havC a natural learning: potential
F. Significant learning takes place when the sulD

ject matter is perceived by the student as hav-
ing rele,,nce for his own purpose

G. I,Arning, which involves a change in self-organi-
,,..Ltioa:--in C7e perception of oneselfis threat-
ening and tends to be resented .

H, Those learnings which are threatening to the
self are more easily perceived and assimilated
when external threats are at a, mimimum
When threat to .the self is low, experience can
be perceived in differentiated fashion and learn-.
ing can proceed
Much significant learning is acquired through
doing

K. Learning is facilitated. when the student partici-
pates responsibly 'in the learning process

L. Self-initiared learning which involves. the whole
person of, the learnerfeelings as well as intel-
lectis the mdse lasting and pervasive

C.

M. Independence, creativity,' and self-reliance are
all facilitated when self-criticism and self-evalua-
tion are baSic and evaluation by others is of,
secondary importance.

rt

N. The most socially useful learning in the modern
world is the learning of the process of learning,
a continuing openness to experience and in-
corporation into oneself of the processof change.

VII. Identification of the case knowledge required for a
safe practitioner in a pluralistic and dynamic so-
ciety (with' multiethnic clientele)

A, Human beings live in a continually changing
environment

B. The goal of education is to facilitate change and
learning
1. An educated person is one who knows hoW

to learn (the process of seeking knowledge)
2. Changingness; a reliance on the process rather

than static knowledge, is the goal of modern
eduCation

C. Creating an environment' condticive to a cdm-
munity of learners (teacher and pupil)
1. To free curiosity
2. To permit individuals to go off into new di-

rections as dictated by their own interests
3. To unleash the sense of inquiry
4. To open everything to questioning and ex-

planation' -
5. To recognize that everything is in the pro-

cess of change

D. Include content specific to minority perspectives
I. Grooming and other personal care
2. Physiological change distinctions
3. Diet and nutrition
4. Cultural practices relating to health and well-

.

being

VIII, Knowledge of the qualities. which ilitate learn-
ing
A. The learning facilitator must be a real (genuine)

person who is willing to enter a direct encounter
with the °learner on asperson-to-person basis

B,. The learning facilitator must prize the learner,
his feelings, his opinion, his person, his worth
in his own right

C. Empathetic understanding

IX, Selection of faculty
A. In selection of faculty members, priority should

be given to minority leaders, in the nursing pro-
fession. so the students could relate to these
members of staff

B. These members should be carefully selected, as
. not having a background of. not iclentifyingwith

their origin
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References: -Curricular Change
Eisner, Elliot W. (ed.) Confronting Curriculum Reform.

Boston: Little; Brown and Company, 1971.
Kaufman,. Roger A. Educational System Planning. Engle-

wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc 1972
\ . .

Rogers, Carl, and Conradson, William R. Freedom to
ivearn. Columbus: 'Charles R Merrill Publishing Co.,
1969.

Wilsok, L.. Craig. The !Open Access Curriculum. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1971.

4. ResaurFes Suggested to Participants
Materials-,--cbibli`Ographic lists distribUted 1.irluner work-
shops,. 10,1 and 1972. .. "

NEO packets purchased by -participants at summer 1972
workshop.

f
Persons--RSsonrce person list, includes former ,workshop
staff members and others suggessted for programiplanning
and minority\ community contae:ts. Ethnic nurse organi-
zations,
Nurse Traibigg Act fundingFinancial suppOrr of part-
time and full-tiple student's enrolled in nursing courses is
available -through. Nurse Training Act runds which are
distribuled through college financial 'aid offices.
Funding for support and junovative programs is available
thr6ugh capitation, funds. DHEW Division of Nursing 're-

4

ti

80

gional consultants has application forms and can provide
advice on appliCation procedures.
Funding for special projects is available through Division.
of NUrsing, DHEW..
Other funding is specified Nurse Training Act guide-
lines.

References: Recruitment/Retention
ODWIN articles, Opening the Doors Wider in Nursing, .

Inc.55 Dimock Street, Roxbury, Mass. 02119
NEO Guide
Nursing .Education opportunitieS, Inc. 55 Dimock St.,

Roxbury, Mass.. 02119.

5. Consultant Report

' NAME

73

DATE OF VISIT

NAME OF SCHOOL VISITED

With whom did you meet (e.g., dean, director, faculty
participants, minority :committee, faculty, students, other
Campus. administrators, etc.)?
What were the speti,fic objectives of the visit?
What Were the outcomes of the visit? (State school plans
for follow -up to your visit).

Other comments:

1.

fib



APPENDIX G
Statistics from Participating ,Schools

STUDENTS

Associate Degree
Nursing Programs*

(21)

Baccalaureate Degree
Nursing Piograrris*-

(19)

Graduate Degree
Nursing Programs*

(6)
1971 1974 1971 1974 1971 1974

American
Indian 24 26 16 60 1 6
Asian 32 44 78 146 15 20
Black 242 267 127 251 32 51
Chicano 109 185 74 220 9 14,

Total minority students 407 522 295 677 57 93
Total students 211, 2614 4100 5825 614 677 .

FACULTY

Assiociate Degree
Nur'sing Programs

Baccalaureate and Graduate Degree
Nursing Programs

1971 1974 1971 1974

30 57
Total faculty 1811 398
Total students 2118 2614 587 739

*Number of schools reporting. Note: All graduate degree programs are combined with baccalaureate programs, and should not
be considered a separate school in the total count.

Cluster Group

Arizona

California
Northern (total

group of schools)
San Francisco Bay Area
San Mateo/ San Jose

Southern
Colorado

.'Montana
'Oregon
Washington

Seattle/Tatoma/Everett

Spokane

Utah

APPENDIX H
Cluster ,Group Work. Sessions

Work,Session Title or Topic

Recruitment, Retention, and Curricular Change

"Everything You Wanted to Know about Minorities
but Were Afraid to Ask"
"The. Minority Student and You"
Institutional Barriersto Minority Student Inclusion
Minority Student/Faculty Interactions
"Interethnic Understanding, The Expert in All of Us'i
Faculty Development and Awareness
Recruitment Barriers
Retention Barriers
"Inclusion of Cross-Cultural Content in the Curriculum"
Planning with the American Indian Community
The Minority Student on Campus"

We All Have Our Hang -Ups" (Awareness
"What Comes After" (Retention)
Filipino Culture
"Patient CareDoes Culture Make a Difference?
The Indian Student and Culture
The Chicano Student and Culture

74

81.

Date

3/9/73.

3/17/73'
3/24/74
1/15172
2/24/73
3/10/74
1/26/73
4/13/73
5/4/73

4/25-26/74
1973

5/18/73

4/13/73
11/9/73

11/8/74.
4/22/72.
1/27/72
4/18/72
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APPENDIX L

Ethnic Minority Nurse Organizations

STATE ORGANIZATIONS

Council of Black Nurses, Los Angele
Ophelia Long, President
243.1 West 116th Street
Los Angeles, CA 9030,3

CALIFORNIA

-Bay Area Black Nurses' Association
Margaret Jordan, Chairperson
Ruth Ann Terry,, Chairperson

Education Committee
Minority Student Center
2112 Berkeley Way
Berkeley, CA 94720

California Indian Nurse Association
Jennie Joe, Chairperson
2680 O'Hare Ave.
San Pablo, CA 94806
916 322.2950 (messages)

Concerned Chicano I4urses, Inc.
Herlinda Q. Jackson, Chairperson
East LA Mental Health Center
512 South Indiana
Los Angeles, CA 90063
213 268 -9'161

Latin,American Nurses Association
Sarah G. Erlach
Nursing Consult4ntState Dept.' of Health
Rural Health PrOgram
Sacramento, CA 95825

Philippine Nurses Association
Maria R. Pablico
Clinical Instructot
Cedars-Sinai Medical Centel'

'4833 Fountain 'Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

American Indian Nurse? AssO ciation
Rosemary. Wood, Executive Director
1801 Burnt Oak
Norman, 01( 73069
Janice. Kekabbah, President
P.O Box 1385
Norman, OK 73069
405 360-0540

National Black Nurses Association, Inc,
Dr, Lauranne Sams, President
P,Q. Box 8295
Canton, OH 48711

National .Spailish-Speaking-Spanish-Sidnamed
Nurses Association ,

(formed during ANA Convention, June 1974)
Contact: Teresa Bello

1355 _Willard Street #31
San Francisco, CA 94117

COLORADO

Colorado Black Nurses
Lois Johnson, President
3550'Monaco Parkway
Denver,' CO 80003

United Chicano Nurses
dio Vi Archuleta,,
6861 Saulsbury Street
Arvada, CO 80003

WASHINGTON

Mary Mahoney Club
Maxine Haynes, Chairperson
1520 Lake. Washington Boulevard
Seattle, WA 98144

Filipino Nurse Association .

Rosario de Gracia, Chairperson
School of Nursing
Seattle University
Seattle, WA 98122



APPENDIX M

Western Regional Consortium for
Minority Group Needs in Nursing

COORDINATOR Gladys Jacques
University of California, Los Angeles 90024

AREA REPRESENTATIVES"

California

Los- Angeles Wanda Pentecost,
School of Nursing
California- Statd University
Long Beach 90804

Northern California' Adonis,
SchooL of Nursing
.University of California,
San Francisco 91422

San Diego

Colorado

New Mexico

Oregon.

Utah

East Washingson

West Washitigton

PLANNING (;Rol,'

Beth More

' Shirley Murphy,
American Indian Community
4053 44th Street,
San Diego 92106

Karen Babich,
School of Nursing
University' of Northern. (lorado,
-Greeley 80631

Laura Martinez,
SChool of Nursing
University of New. Mexico,
Albuquerque 87106

Naning Ballard,
School of Nursing
University of Oregon,
Portland 97201

Janice Hassell,
School of Nursing
University .01 Utah,
Salt Lake City 8i112

Sylvia Bennett,
. Intercollegiate Nursin

Spokane 9920-i

Mary Binh.
School of :unit
University of \X; hinton,
Seattle 9810')

gratis I Nurs
ifotnia Spine I'm

Long Bead q080

Maria Pablico

Linda Boltun

, Alyce Cooper

Pauline Doi'sey,,

Philippine NurSes Association,
Los Angeles;
c/o Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
4833 Fountain Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029

Council of Black. Nurses,
2431_W. 116 Street,
Los AngeleS 90303

lool of Nursing
Palomar College,
San Marcos 92069

Concerned Chicano Ntirses, Inc.
5366 Stillwater Drive,
Los Angeles 90008

GOALS 'AND PURPOSES*

Overall:
Ta coordinate activities dia,t require collabora-
tive efforts in the western region of the coun-
u-y related to assuring the institutionaliiation
of safe nursing practice to communities. Spe-
cific focus of activities will .be-on communities
of ethnic people of color.

Specific:

I. INFORMATION AND EXCHANGE
a. rtrovide conununicaritm and exchange networks

anump,- members
b Provide clearing houscfor information
c, yierni nate information regarding current

Practices, issues, prograins, trends, etc.
it Engage in public Ma ni ins e.g., newsletters,

lea Lure tours, etc.

2. R iSEARCH AND EVALUATION
a, Develop evAluation mechanisms.to

Wed) M target communities
) Identify issues and valuo.i. per CP.

populations
c. Develop viable and relevant tmarch ttti.t Iran

isms review, validation, etc_
Assisi educational insriTin atm in Jet cam
impac't of theii programs on servikt delivery
Develop creatioms for program. deVelopnieir

CONTINUNG LPL CATION.
Provide cdtuation for members rat tar tirg.tni

priorit les for ti and
B,(211,,a15; 3, ioal :,

C t ton A,



b. Provide mechanisms for members. to becoine
more effective institutional change.' agents

c. Encourage programs for consumer education
d. I Provide consultation services and technical

assistance

e. Develop creations tor curriculum development
f. Identify alternatives to traditional educational

methods

4. MANPOWER
a.- Identify and develop ethnic nurses of color

increasing the pool of practicing nurses, edu-
cators, researchers, and. consultants for ,resource
exchange

Encourage more involvement of ethnic nurses
of color in the continuing education process

5. SOCIOPOLITICAL
a. 'Identify issues, current practices, trends related

to the interests of members and their clients
11 Provide -a forum for developing wsitionS on

issues

c,. Recommend mechanisms for political action re-
lated, to issues

d. Establish liaison with other individuals,
cies, and organizations invol ed in health-Care-
decisions

1) Associations
2) Health professiOns
3) Legislators .

4) Health industries

6. ECONOMIC
a.

b.

Seek technical assistance in securing funding
for operational costs' of the organization's ac-
tivities and programs
Provide technical assistance and consultation to
individual members or groups of members for
proposals, projects, and programs

For information, contact:
Naomi Ballard
School of Nursing
University of Oregon
3181, SW Sam Jackson Park Road
Portland, Oregon 97201
Phone: 003) 2257790



Selected Nursing Publications by WICHE

Credit by Exaniimetion in Nursing: Proceedings from a Western Regional Conference;

1972, Jo Elliott, Jon Bunnell, Carolyn Byerly, eds. $2.00.

Communicating Nursing Research, Volume 1: The Research Critique. Marjorie V.

Batey, ed. $3.00. .
Communicating Nursing Research, Volume 2: Problem Identification and the Research

Design. Marjorie V. Batey, ed. $3.00.
Communicating Nursing Research; Volume 3: Methodological Issues an Research.

Marjorie V. Batey, ed. $3.00. .

Communicating lcursing Research, Volume 4. Is the Gap Being. Bridged? Marjorie
V. Batey, ed, $3.00. .

Communicating Nursing Re.search, Volathe 5: The Many Sources of Nursing Knowl-
edge, Marjorie V. Batey, ed. $3.00.

Communicating Nursing Research, Volume 6; Collaboration and Competition, Mar-
jorie V. Batey, ed. $3,00. v

Communicating Nursing Research, Volume 7: Critical Issues in Access to Data, Mar-
jorie V. Batey, ed. $5.00.

Pine Years of Cooperation to Improve Curricula in Western Wools of Nursing, pre-
par.e4 by Juereta Smith, $5:00.

Depelopment, of NurSe Faculty for Improving and Expanding Contintoug Education
ctrl Insemice Education Programs. WICHE. $4.00.

It

Request publications through:.,

Publications Unit
Western Interstate Corrilnission for Higher tlucation

P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302

W.CHEN Minority I 1116 Stet: / COVUDittee

Ms. Teresa: University of California, San 1 ;

Ms. .Hazet Kim, University of Hawaii,Honolulu
'Ms. Laura Marrinez, University ,of New Mexico,: Albuquerque

Ms, Sophionia R, Williams, University of Colorado, Denver

Ms Sara- Withgoit, Maricopa Technical College, Phoen;x.


